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Abstract
“Cerulean Skies” by Maria Schneider: A Formal and Semiotic Analysis
by
Jonathan Heim
Advisor: Kofi Agawu
Expressivity, imagery, and narrativity have long been touted as hallmarks of big band
composer Maria Schneider’s style. This perception is widely accepted by critics and casual
commentators, but are these attributions merely metaphorical or do they speak to observable
dimensions of Schneider’s compositional style? This dissertation aims to address the narrative
and expressive dimensions of Schneider’s music by combining aspects of formal analysis with
concepts from music semiotics. The centerpiece is an analysis of “Cerulean Skies” (2006), the
longest work to date in Schneider’s oeuvre with a duration of approximately twenty-two minutes.
“Cerulean Skies” is distinct in its expansiveness and unusual form, making it an appropriate case
study for the inquiry into expressive meaning in Schneider’s style.
In the chapter one, interviews from various points in Maria Schneider’s career are
considered in order to specify and contextualize her compositional intentions. Schneider
consistently reiterates her intention to express intimate feelings and memories through music that
will then be interpreted by performers and listeners according to their own subjectivities. Chapter
two explores semiotic strategies that reveal different aspects of meaning within music, drawing
on the writings of Kofi Agawu and Robert Hatten. Specifically, the concepts of high point,
periodicity, markedness, and virtual agency are discussed. These are combined with a discussion
of her distinct formal schema as theorized by Ben Geyer.
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The resulting methodology is applied to “Cerulean Skies” in chapters three, four, and
five. While the formal flow of the piece follows the trajectory of her normative formal schema, it
contains deviations that can be linked to the programmatic needs of the inspiration. The analysis
juxtaposes these two perspectives by focusing on high points, periodicity, and markedness to
illuminate various aspects of composition, some of which portray extramusical features. The
final chapter draws on Hatten’s theory of virtual agency and subjectivity to illuminate the staging
of emotional and psychological aspects of the program. This staging is particularly vivid in the
interaction of the improvisatory solos and musical trajectories of the solo sections.
The dissertation shows that expressivity is achieved through a combination of
compositional strategies. Some of these stem from traditional features, such as key relationships,
thematic construction, and formal design. Others stem from semiotic concepts of high point,
periodicity, and markedness. Schneider’s attention to thematic transformation, shifts in
orchestration, rhetorical devices, changes in texture and groove, dynamic curve and high points,
and the staging of virtual agency through improvisation (to name a few) creates a rich fabric of
meaning that is intended to draw the listener towards the inspiration behind the composition. It is
in this multiplicity of compositional strategies that we can locate Maria Schneider’s highly
expressive style.
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2.PREFACE

In 2016, I received the unexpected call from Maria Schneider to workshop two brand
new pieces, “Data Lords” and “Bluebird,” at Carroll Studios in Manhattan. Subsequently, I
performed with her big band on a number of domestic and international tours between the years
2016-2019. On April 15, 2016, I performed “Cerulean Skies” for the first time at the Library of
Congress in Washington D.C. This piece had been a longtime fixture on my playlist and still
holds great significance for me as a musician today. I frequently return to this piece for its
cathartic power, as if somehow through listening my own thoughts and subjectivity are worked
out. The performance did not disappoint and only deepened my appreciation of its dramatic
trajectory, now on the level of a performer. The notion of narrativity or dramatic trajectory is one
that I identify in many of Schneider’s compositions, especially those on the albums Allegresse
(2000), Concert in the Garden (2004), Sky Blue (2007), and The Thompson Fields (2015). My
initial interest in the analysis of her works and specifically “Cerulean Skies” was to uncover the
musical dimensions that create this sense of narrativity. This pursuit led to the kinds of questions
that semioticians allow themselves to pose. What are the communicative and expressive
capacities of music? What kinds of topics are implied when speaking of a journey depicted in
music? In what manner does music communicate emotion, if at all?
Argument & method
These questions have led to a work of analysis and interpretation that seeks to connect the
score and act of listening with Schneider’s explicit intentions. I argue that Schneider’s intention
is to use music’s communicative capability to express intimate memories and feelings that will
then be contextualized by performers and listeners according to their own subjectivity. This
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conclusion became evident through a survey of interviews from various media. The dissertation
begins with a brief introduction to Schneider’s musical and pedagogical influences, followed by
an establishment of her intentions, inspirations, and their integration as expressed in interviews. I
refrained from personally interviewing Schneider for two reasons. First, there is a significant
repository of interviews from throughout her career available both in print and video, as well as a
cache of videos of Schneider’s personal documentation of the compositional process (for her
more recent albums) on the platform: www.artistshare.com. From these sources, I found a
consistency to her musical aims and compositional processes throughout her career. Second,
there is a certain aspect of the analyst’s role that I believe would have been lost if
communication with the composer preceded the project. The thrill of turning over various stones
in order to formulate my own interpretations seemed more valuable than “getting the answers”
directly from the composer.
Schneider’s orientation and the questions that began this research led to the work of
semiotic theorists such as Kofi Agawu and Robert Hatten who have each pursued aspects of
musical meaning in various writings. The line of questioning that begins Agawu’s Playing with
Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music (1991)—“How do composers reach their
audiences?”—initiated this gravitation towards semiotics. That study and his subsequent Music
as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (2009) demonstrate a method of analysis
that seeks to answer questions about musical communication. The same can be said of the works
of Hatten that were instrumental in various aspects of my research and analysis. Chapter two
explores some of these semiotic strategies while also establishing the normative formal
characteristics of Schneider’s music based, in part, on the theoretical work of Ben Geyer, which
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is specific to Schneider’s music. I demonstrate aspects of this methodology in analyses of “The
Pretty Road” and “The Thompson Fields.”
Chapters three, four, and five focus on “Cerulean Skies.” The third juxtaposes Geyer’s
formal schema with Schneider’s clear attempt to stage the extramusical narrative. This particular
analysis is concerned with the musical structures of form, thematic material, and key
relationships. The fourth chapter applies three semiotic concepts that illuminate various aspects
of composition; these are high points, periodicity, and markedness. Chapter five draws on
Hatten’s Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music (2018) for an interpretative reading of
“Cerulean Skies.” There is a certain resonance between the discoveries reported in Hatten’s
inquiries and the intentions expressed by Schneider. I find then, that the two marry well and
together offer a stimulating reading of the piece. It is in this chapter, too that I deal with the
element of jazz improvisation, a topic not addressed in the other analyses but necessary for any
analysis of Schneider’s music.
Not every composer demands a strong consideration of extramusical inspiration for
analysis, but I hope the reader will become convinced that Schneider’s music does demand such
consideration. While there are certainly formal characteristics of her works that capture the flow
and energies of her compositional style, these are almost always intertwined with some kind of
extramusical inspiration. If the composer is so focused on this dimension of communication, the
analyst should also consider these features when describing the events and processes of her
music. The combination of semiotic inquiries with a more traditional or structural analysis leads,
in my view, to a stronger study of her works. My intention is to draw the reader’s attention to the
many levels of a composition and the fabric of meaning that they create in combination. Each
component is meaningful, be it the form, periodicity, high points, markedness, or orchestration.
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What I hope to demonstrate is the care that Schneider takes in shaping each of these components
to achieve her highly expressive style. Her technical excellence and command of the genre are
evident in the expressive and dramatic trajectories of “Cerulean Skies”.
The type of methodology I follow requires multiple passes through the piece with
different analytical points of focus. It also requires a general posture of openness from the reader.
While some of the methods and arguments may seem subjective, we should remember that the
language we often use to describe music, especially as performers, frequently lands us in the
murky waters of interpretation. Robert Hatten’s Theory of Virtual Agency as applied to
“Cerulean Skies” exemplifies the strengths and weaknesses of such metaphorical transfer. In my
study of his work in A Theory of Virtual Agency and his earlier Musical Meaning in Beethoven
(1994), I sometimes found myself articulating the judgement, “Well, I don’t hear it this way.”
Hatten’s intention, however, is not to convince every reader of a particular interpretation but
rather to offer a theory of interpretation and listening that may resonate with a broad group of
listeners. The same would be true of most semiotic theories. In putting my initial judgements
aside, I found his interpretations to illuminate my perception of the works, even if not initially
so. This same process has been true in my research of Agawu, Geyer, and other theorists whose
works inspired this dissertation. Therefore, I can only assume that my research may require a
similar degree of openness from the reader in order to appreciate certain interpretations that I
offer of “Cerulean Skies.”
Note to the reader
The study of Schneider’s music is complicated by limited access to scores and
recordings. A serious reader of this dissertation will benefit from purchasing (or otherwise
locating) both the score to “Cerulean Skies” and the studio album Sky Blue. These are available
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for purchase on Schneider’s website: www.mariaschneider.com. I provide numerous examples
throughout this dissertation with permission from the composer, but the full score will reveal the
broader orchestration and scope that cannot always be captured in the reductions. Further, the
analyses presented in this dissertation are very much motivated by listening. I strongly encourage
the reader to purchase recordings of these pieces and refer to them frequently throughout the
reading of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND AND COMPOSITIONAL APPROACH

“…there is nobody more capable of harnessing emotions in music…”
- ALL ABOUT JAZZ - Dan Bilawsky

“The Thompson Fields: This marriage of sounds, words and images is ultimately
breathtaking…”
- OTTAWA CITIZEN - Peter Hum

"Maria Schneider tells stories in music as well as great novelists tell them in words. On her new
album, Sky Blue, she puts together stories that speak with the clarity of Ernest Hemingway and
the musical grace of Aaron Copland. It is touching without ever lapsing into tawdry sentiment.
Accomplishing that in emotion is a feat. Doing it in music is a masterpiece. As is this album."
- PITTSBURGH TRIBUNE - Bob Karlovits

These select press reviews represent the colloquial and critical tendency to associate
Maria Schneider’s music with expressivity and narrativity. As a listener and performer of
Schneider’s music, I can attest to an experience of deep expression and metaphorical associations
in her writing. If I—and it would seem many others—find her music to have unique
communicative and expressive qualities, then it seems appropriate to seek theoretical
explanations for such perceptions. In this first chapter, interviews from various points in Maria
Schneider’s career are considered in order to establish her communicative intentions. These will
provide a basis for the larger analysis of “Cerulean Skies.” What are her intentions as a
composer? Where do the inspirations for her pieces come from? How does she integrate these
attitudes into music?
Schneider is explicit in her intention to convey storytelling and representation through
music composition. Her viewpoints raise questions of meaning and narrativity in music that will
1

be dealt with through the consideration of various established semiotic theories. Before
examining her compositional approach, we will first consider aspects of Schneider’s upbringing
and education that contribute to her attitudes. My intention is a pointed tour of important
influences that culminated in her expressive style beginning with her Midwest upbringing and
followed by specific pedagogical influences from her early years as a composer.

Background
Significance of Windom, MN
Though I’ve lived in New York for over twenty years, my heart and soul still reside in a
small town in southwest Minnesota where I grew up. An open prairie and farm landscape
might seem boring at first glance, but it provides more than its share of drama, especially
in the form of weather. A dramatic mountainous landscape is akin to visual art—it
displays its beauty in design. But a landscape that presents its drama through the passage
of time is like music—its beauty is in the slow unfolding of a story.1
This quote is an excerpt from Schneider’s written explanation of the inspiration for
“Cerulean Skies” (2006), which describes its compliance with the political constraint of the
commission. In it, she perceptively distinguishes the way nature relates to various art forms and
likens music to a prairie landscape. While these landscapes may also be experienced as dramatic
in design, particularly if they contrast from the normative topography of one’s environment, the
assumption is that a mountain is far more visually dramatic than a prairie. In essence, there is an
assumed visual dullness to the prairie landscape. This monotony, however, showcases the drama
that is created from change through time. The migration of bird species, the change of seasonal
vegetation, and the long reaching view of weather formation, for instance, all find their
demonstration against the backdrop of the prairie. In Schneider’s view, this slow unfolding is

1

Maria Schneider, “Inspirations for “New Crowned Hope” Commission.” Available for download on 10/18/2006
through the purchase of Maria Schneider’s Sky Blue at www.artistshare.com.
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analogous to the way that we experience music and is a foundational concept that caused
narrativity to arise in her compositional style.
The appreciation of drama in a prairie requires familiarity, memory, and time. These
three components are also critical to music perception and meaning. Familiarity with the cyclical
processes of nature increases a depth in observation of the change and recognition of activity.
Imagine the difference between the untrained eye of an urban habitant and that of a seasoned
prairie habitant. The latter will observe dozens of animal and plant species that may go unnoticed
by the urban dweller and subsequently will develop expectations as to what changes will
accompany each season. In music, style competency includes an understanding of musical habits
and tendencies within that style that are crucial if there is to be discernible communication of
meaning between the music and listener. According to Leonard Meyer, “Communication
depends upon, presupposes, and arises out of the universe of discourse which in the aesthetics of
music is called style.”2 In other words, meaning in music depends on the familiarity of a
culturally and historically established style.3 Memory is a key component to appreciate the drama
of the prairie as it allows the habitant to create expectations and enjoy the deviations that may be
experienced year to year. Memory is also an essential component to music perception and style
competency. Since music is nonreferential, it is solely the memory of the listener that allows a
piece’s deviations and contextual relationships to be grasped. Finally, time is the obvious
necessity through which the prairie drama unfolds. A piece of music generally unfolds in a
predetermined amount of time, requiring the listener to submit to the work’s pacing and
trajectory on the composer’s terms.

2
3

Leonard Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), 42.
Ibid., 1-3. For a broader discussion of style competency, see chapter one of Leonard Meyer, Emotion and Meaning
in Music.
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Table 1.1. List of pieces inspired by scenes of Windom, MN
Piece

Childhood or Windom Inspiration

Wrygly, Evanescence

Imaginary monster in her room

Bombshelter Beast, Coming About

Family’s Cold War-era bomb shelter

Night Watchmen, Coming About

Childhood fantasies of night shift workers at the
factory adjacent to her home

Coming About, Coming About

Sailing on a nearby Minnesota lake

The Pretty Road, Sky Blue

A family car ride on the hilltop that overlooks the
town of Windom

The Thompson Fields, The Thompson Fields

Nostalgic recollection of Windom and its community
from the top of a silo

The Monarch and the Milkweed, The Thompson
Fields

A rumination of beauty seen in the monarch butterfly
who is inextricably linked to the health of the prairie

Home, The Thompson Fields

Essence of home

Nimbus, The Thompson Fields

Representation of storm formations on the Plains

CQ CQ, Is Anybody There?, Data Lords

Inspired by her father’s interest in the ham radio and
his call sign and introduction “CQ CQ this is
WØAF.”

This metaphor between the prairie and music reflects the intersection of two of the
greatest passions in her life: music and her hometown of Windom, MN. The intimacy she feels
with prairie life reverberates through her compositions that so often seek to tell a story or display
a drama in which the listener can observe textural shifts that lead to a sense of narrativity.
Beyond this, her childhood in Windom is a source for many compositional inspirations. These
inspirations include the natural landscape, reflected most vividly in her album The Thompson
Fields (2015), the communal component of a small Midwest town, and the imaginative
memories from her childhood. It is impossible to understand Schneider’s relational and
expressive intentions as a composer without considering the gravity of Windom and her

4

childhood. Table 1.1 lists the pieces that were inspired by Windom.4 It displays the extent to
which the influences of those formative years reverberate through her music and an initial taste
of the significant autobiographical influence on her output.
Early music education: Evelyn Butler
Just as Schneider repeatedly refers to Windom, MN in interviews, she also continually
mentions her first piano teacher, Evelyn Butler, who was an extremely influential figure in her
musical upbringing. Butler’s influence can be articulated in two ways: fantasy and theory. A
classical and stride pianist from Chicago, Butler came to live with a relative in Windom after the
untimely and contiguous death of her husband and son. Schneider recalls the eccentricity of Mrs.
Butler, a woman with red hair and flamboyant clothing, who brought the same flash of
personality to musical performance. In childlike imitation, Schneider emulated the flashy
expression of Butler in her own studies that eventually led to a more personalized association
between imagination and music.5
From a pedagogical standpoint, Butler emphasized music theory along with piano
instruction. Schneider recalls her first lesson in which Butler explained the purpose of this
approach:
My first lesson she did something where she played a major triad and then she sang
“bright the day” and then she played a minor triad and she sang “dark the night.” And she
said, “Everything in music has a feeling and there’s a reason behind it and it comes
through music theory and I want you to understand why everything you play sounds and
feels the way it does.”6
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Schneider’s ability to recall this anecdote should alert us to its importance to her musical
philosophy. While this example offers only a glimpse of how Butler articulated certain musical
relationships, Schneider’s persistent connection of sentiment with music suggests its long
reaching impact. In various interviews, Schneider discusses the connection between movement
and melodic line, harmonic change and emotion. An example is her concept of modes as a
spectrum of feeling, each a slightly brighter or darker shade. Beginning with the brightest, which
she understands to be lydian, each mode becomes progressively darker as one moves up by a
fifth.7 By these associations, Schneider draws on those genres known for aesthetic and
sentimental relationships with modes such as South-Asian raga and maqam. In her case, this
understanding is not derived from a specific source but from an intuitive exploration of how halfstep relationships over a root change the feeling of the scale or harmony. We can trace this
concept right back to Butler’s teaching example of the association of feeling and harmony.
Butler planted a seed in Schneider’s early music education that connected musical elements to
expressive ideas. We find constant usage of such metaphors and associations in Schneider’s
interviews, writings, and album notes. The sheer number of pieces that attempt to relate nonmusical, often autobiographical events, through sound attests the extent to which Butler’s
influence continues to resonate in Schneider’s compositional style.
Late discovery of modern jazz – path to unorthodox methods
Schneider studied both classical and stride piano repertoire during the years with Evelyn
Butler. The limitations created by such a remote upbringing in Windom became apparent as she
entered the University of Minnesota as an undergraduate (1979-1983) majoring in music theory
and classical composition. Schneider was interested in the energy and expression of jazz but her
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only exposure was to the music of Duke Ellington, Artie Shaw, and other swing-era big bands.
Windom did not have a record store or jazz public radio station, and so Schneider did not have
an opportunity to investigate the current movements of jazz. Though it was the early 1980s,
Schneider was almost completely unaware of the contemporary jazz movement. At the same
time, she felt more and more isolated within the classical composition department of the
University of Minnesota due to a divergence between their emphasis on atonality and her
expressive, tonal interest. Given the composition faculty of the time—Dominick Argento, Paul
Felter, and Eric Stokes—it is somewhat difficult to locate the perceived animosity towards her
self-described “romantic and tonal” style of writing, as both Argento and Felter are best known
for their vocal compositions in varied but generally lyrical and tonal styles. Nevertheless,
whether descending from her fellow students, the composition and theory faculty, or a broader
perception of American compositional trends, she felt discouraged to write music that aligned
with a more consonant and romantic style.8
Fortunately, a colleague introduced her to the contemporary jazz of John Coltrane, Herbie
Hancock, and McCoy Tyner (among others), which became the catalyst for a new trajectory
towards big band composition. Schneider finished her final year at the University of Minnesota
studying the music of Bill Evans with Brazilian pianist Manfredo Fest and composing for the
university big band. Opportunities for originality emerged from this peculiar situation, in which
she composed works to be read by the big band without any evident grounding in the
contemporary practices of big band composition. As she put it, “Because I didn’t have anybody
really over my shoulder in those beginning stages—when I was experimenting—I came up with
my own unorthodox way of doing things that I never dropped.”9 It is all the more remarkable
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then to consider the opportunities afforded her in the following three to four years after this
repositioning towards jazz composition.
Jazz Masters
Due to the late start in jazz studies, Schneider spent a semester at the University of Miami
(1983) before transferring to her target master’s program at the Eastman School of Music (19841985).10 In the next few years, she went on to study with some of the great big band masters of
her time: Rayburn Wright (and more broadly the jazz community at the Eastman School of
Music), Bob Brookmeyer, and Gil Evans. It is outside the scope of this study to analyze the
complete pedagogical influence that these three had on Schneider—and on the jazz community
at large—so the following section will specifically analyze the teaching that relates to her
expressive style of composition.11
Rayburn Wright (1922-1990)
Rayburn Wright was appointed head of Eastman’s Jazz Studies and Contemporary Media
program in 1969. Prior to the appointment he was one of two head arranger/orchestrators at the
Radio City Music Hall (RCMH) in New York City. During his tenure at RCMH, which began in
the early 1950s, Wright’s weekly assignments spanned musical styles from opera to symphonic
to swing to Latin-American music. The program he built at Eastman, including the esteemed
summer intensive coined “Arranger’s Holiday,” attracted interest from the top jazz musicians in
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the country, both professional and student. His appeal was two-fold. On one hand Wright had the
highest professional standards for his students stemming from nearly twenty years of an
intensely demanding schedule at RCMH. His educational prowess and command of the genre are
demonstrated in his books Inside the Score (1982) and On the Track: A Guide to Contemporary
Film Scoring ([1990], co-authored by Fred Karlin). On the other hand, Wright had a reputation
of openness and experimentation. In interviews by Monk Rowe and Fred Sturm, Schneider
expresses the beauty of this balance between intense professionalism and creative openness.
Based on Schneider’s recall of her relationship with him, it would seem Wright was attracted to
the unorthodox yet creative voice of Schneider’s compositional style, despite her deficiencies in
training. Her first album Evanescence (1994) includes two pieces, “Gumba Blue” and “Last
Season,” that were written during her time at Eastman. The maturity of these works, especially in
light of her late educational start, indicates the rigor of her brief tenure at Eastman; a rigor she
attributes to Wright. While his influence on her expressive intentions is not entirely clear, we can
assume he did not stand in the way of Schneider’s compositional aims.
Bob Brookmeyer (1929-2011)
Bob Brookmeyer probably had as much influence on living big band composers as any
other figure of his generation. Schneider began studying with Brookmeyer on a grant in 1985 and
continued to do copy work for him for many years after. Perhaps the most obvious impact he had
on her compositional style was the liberation from conventional forms and idiosyncrasies of big
band composition. Returning from California to New York City in 1978, Brookmeyer began
writing music that challenged the current compositional status quo, evidenced by his
groundbreaking albums Bob Brookmeyer, Clark Terry, Mel Lewis And The Jazz Orchestra – Live
At The Village Vanguard (1980) and Make Me Smile (1982). His challenge was specifically
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aimed at conventional song forms that were the basis for most big band compositions of the time.
Speaking at the end of his life, Brookmeyer stated, “Song form is the anathema to being a
composer.”12 He was heavily influenced by classical composers of the twentieth century, notably
Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Berg, Ligeti, Feldman, and Lutoslawski. In his study of their music,
Brookmeyer began to question the presumptive characteristics of big band writing including
song forms, two or four bar phrases, the placement of solos, and the harmonic-metric
underpinning of improvisational sections. He challenged his students to begin each work with a
blank canvas. Schneider mentions in multiple interviews that she still begins her compositional
process with a blank piece of staff paper, writing down melodies and motives without any bar
lines or attachment to form.
The fundamental difference between Brookmeyer and Schneider’s compositional
approach is the involvement of emotion and imagination. Brookmeyer’s approach removes
feeling or program (at least initially) and instead focuses on the potentiality and manipulation of
pitch sets. Regarding emotion in composition he claims, “If you’re working with emotion it’s not
going to work very well because you have to work with the mechanical musical elements that
you deal with—line and pitch and color as an adjunct.”13 In classifying musical elements as
mechanical, Brookmeyer reveals a constructionist attitude towards music. He understood pitches
as mathematical potential with near infinite derivations and gave the impression that if one
simply works with pitch development, it is not possible to be at a loss for a new composition. He
did not object to the arousal of feeling in music, in fact, he held music’s emotional potential in
high regard. Brookmeyer seemed acutely aware of the emotional impact of music, but distanced
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himself as the composer from guiding the listener’s response.14 Schneider’s compositional
approach opposes the constructionist mentality. As she pointedly put it, “If I don’t have a
dramatic plane to put myself on, I’m at a complete loss for coming up with notes.”15 While
Brookmeyer began the pre-compositional process with melodic possibilities on paper, Schneider
begins with improvisation on the piano, searching for sounds that then attach themselves to
feelings or programs. Brookmeyer locates musical meaning exclusively within the context of the
work. Schneider locates meaning contextually as well, but also insists that music communicates
meanings that refer to extramusical concepts, imagery, and emotional states.
Despite this fundamental difference in locating musical meaning, Brookmeyer’s
influence on Schneider as a composer cannot be overstated. The most important lesson
Brookmeyer taught her, was to question compositional decisions, especially when made as a
result of predetermined conventions.16 This lesson was first taught when she brought
Brookmeyer her piece “Lately,” written for the Mel Lewis band (Vanguard Jazz Orchestra). He
asked her why she decided to insert the first improvised solo at its specific location within the
piece. As he put it, “A solo should happen when the only thing that can happen is a solo.”17
Further application of that concept supposes that there are numerous possibilities for each
compositional choice; therefore, convention should not pre-determine those choices.
Summarized by another former student and copyist of Brookmeyer, Ryan Truesdell stated,
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“Brookmeyer ingrained the question ‘why?’.”18 Schneider explains that over time, Brookmeyer’s
questioning of her decisions helped her to discover her compositional voice.
Though they fundamentally disagreed on issues of musical meaning, the freedom that
Brookmeyer imparted allowed the narrativity of Schneider’s music to become more pronounced.
Removing the pressure of form and phrase structure allowed her to develop a compositional
process much more focused on the expression of drama and emotion. His openness also freed her
to incorporate other musical influences into the big band idiom, expanding the boundaries of the
genre.
Gil Evans (1912-1988)
Soon after her arrival to New York City, Schneider was hired to work as Gil Evans’s
assistant. This relationship lasted three years (1985-1988) until the time of his death. Evans’s
career was primarily as an arranger, most notably as a member of the Claude Thornhill orchestra
and in his collaborations with Miles Davis on Miles Ahead (1957), Porgy and Bess (1958),
Sketches of Spain (1960), and Quiet Nights (1962). He is remembered for his unique
orchestrations and unorthodox voicings, redefining the colors of conventional jazz harmony. The
label arranger hardly recognizes the artistic liberty of Evans’s work. While some pieces were
recognizable arrangements of pre-existing material, others barely resemble their source. For
example, on one of his most influential albums The Individualism of Gil Evans (1964), “Barbara
Song” hardly recalls Kurt Weill’s original from The Threepenny Opera. During this final period
of Evans’s life, he was surprisingly active touring internationally and performing a weekly
residency at NYC based jazz club Sweet Basil. By this time, his music had become experimental
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and improvisatory, comprising a combination of electric and acoustic instruments. Schneider
worked with Evans on the film score The Color of Money (1986) and contributed significantly on
Evans’s 1987 collaboration with Sting at the Umbria Jazz Festival. She recalls the intensity of
those few days putting together arrangements of Sting’s music for Gil’s band with little help
from Evans (possibly due to his deteriorating health).19
Schneider never built a teacher-student relationship with Gil. As she recalls, in the final
days of his life, he mentioned a desire to talk to her about her compositions, but the opportunity
did not present itself before his passing. A year or two after his death, Herb Alpert created the
Gil Evans Fellowship Award, commissioning a young composer to write a piece for the
International Association for Jazz Education (IAJE) conference. As the first recipient, Schneider
wrote “Evanescence” in Gil’s honor. At the time she recalled feeling frustrated in her attempt to
write in a style representative of Evans. Coincidentally, at that same time Quincy Jones and
Miles Davis planned a concert of pieces from Miles Ahead for the North Sea Jazz Festival and
requested that Schneider transcribe the score from the recording. (The score was lost from the
original recording date in 1957.) Through this process, Schneider realized that though Evans was
renowned for his orchestrations and voicings, it was the linearity of each voice—melodic and
inner—that created his distinctive sound. Orchestrations and voicings of harmonies are often
viewed through a vertical lens, but through the act of transcribing instrument by instrument she
discovered horizontal continuity—or linearity—in each voice and located Evans’s subtlety and
depth in that characteristic. “Evanescence,” sought to capture the linearity of his writing and the
impact of this concept is evident throughout her entire corpus.
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While there are aspects of Schneider’s orchestrations and voicings that can be traced back
to Evans, what of her expressive intentions? In Sturm’s interview, she characterizes Evans’s
music as deeply expressive, filled with subtlety.20 Similar to Brookmeyer’s challenge to the
conventions of form, Evans challenged conventions of color. His unorthodox voicings along with
his unique instrumentations (e.g. french horn, tuba, various woodwind doublings, synthesizers)
created a greater range of expression than the conventional practices. Schneider’s adaptation of
Evans’s style is displayed through her unique mute combinations, woodwind doublings, and
unusual instrument choices such as wordless vocals and accordion. The music of Evans
expanded her palette of musical expression. Her ability to capture imagery and narrativity in her
music is due in part to her command of texture and color. In a sense, Evans’s paved the way to
integrate the expressive capability of the symphony orchestra with the energies of the big band
ensemble. Schneider summarizes Evans’s music as follows, “It had all the soft shifts in
orchestration of classical music with the spontaneous exchange of ideas and rhythmical aspects
of jazz. It made me see that I could bring my worlds of music together, too.”21
Evans left an important conceptual impression on Schneider of what it means to be a true
artist. “The simplest way to express my view of Gil is to say his music was undeniably him.
Everything came straight from his center.”22 As the following sections will highlight,
Schneider’s inner impulse is towards intimacy with others and imagination. She describes music
as a medium through which one can transmute nonmusical experiences and she desires to share
these with her performers and audience. After her second album Coming About, Schneider’s
music became even more distinctive of her personality. In her own words, “up to that point I felt
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that the things I wrote could have been just about anybody’s.”23 Both Brookmeyer and Evans’s
most important legacy to Schneider was the commitment to their distinct musical voices. Evans’s
tendency towards pioneering new sounds and forms in the service of his artistic intentions was
not explicitly articulated in the same way as Brookmeyer, but the impact is nonetheless felt.
Evans embodied Brookmeyer’s concept of “why?” in his music. In Schneider’s case, this license
of artistic liberty developed into music that is deeply intertwined with narrative and
representation.

Compositional Approach
The remainder of this chapter deals with Schneider’s ideological approach to
composition. It is concerned with three facets: intention, inspiration and the integration of those
with musical components. Through a detailed examination of many written and spoken
interviews, I have found a strong bias towards conceptual and feeling-based descriptions of her
compositional approach, with little content relating to mechanics and technique. In other words,
her emphasis is overwhelmingly expression over mechanics. My interest in her expressive
language, then, should not be mistaken as a minimization of her technical capabilities, but rather
a pursuit of the connection between expressive intent and compositional features.
Naturally, over the course of Schneider’s near forty-year career, the stylistic features of
her music have evolved. At the same time, the interviews from different points in her career
speak to a consistency of compositional approach, despite stylistic shifts. Broadly speaking her
compositions fall into three periods: an early period marked by Evans’s and Brookmeyer’s
influence, middle period marked by South American influences, and a late period marked by
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personally derived programs and Midwest influence. With the release of her latest album Data
Lords (2020), it seems that her music may be evolving into yet another period marked by a
darker and electronic style of writing influenced by a combination of the experimental rock of
the late David Bowie and Schneider’s activism against corporate technology for musicians’
rights. The analytical situation of this dissertation focuses on her later period, which includes
three albums: Sky Blue (2007), Winter Morning Walks (2013) written for Dawn Upshaw and
orchestra, and The Thompson Fields (2015). From this period, analyses of “The Thompson
Fields” (2009) and “The Pretty Road” (2006) will be included in chapter two to demonstrate
certain analytical and hermeneutical concepts that will then be applied in the detailed analysis of
“Cerulean Skies.”
The discussion of Schneider’s compositional approach will benefit from an introduction
to the programmatic descriptions of her compositions. Schneider’s comments offer important
insight into both her intent and the theoretical implications it raises. Consider her poetic
description of “The Thompson Fields” from the album liner notes:
On a windy early evening preceding the summit, Tony [Thompson] and I climbed to the
top of his silo, overlooking the vast view of this special corner of southwest Minnesota.
As the gusty wind made waves of shadowed green scamper across his bean fields, I stood
there thinking about our families, our parents, those that had gone, family friends,
generations, the grand stories, and the beautiful and difficult times as well. All of sudden
I somehow felt quietly present in the land and the wind. I was so taken, feeling the
foundation of my life so deeply embedded in the landscape, that the evening atop Tony’s
silo found its way into this piece. In “Thompson Fields,” Frank Kimbrough’s piano solo
beautifully captures those intersecting stories of past and present, carried over the gentle
waves of beans and prairie. And Lage Lund’s lovely solo speaks perfectly to the pure
essence of home that I can’t easily describe with words.24
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The opening melody, conceived in the basement laundry room of her New York City
apartment—and which had a “taste of home”25—is combined with a musical representation of
this scene atop the silo. The imagery that serves as her dramatic plane is quite vivid and specific,
a quality not uncommon in her output, especially from this period of her writing. Additionally,
Schneider intends a freedom and personalization of the program, not simply a portrayal of her
own story and subjectivity. Regarding the piano solo above she states, “This piece captures that
feeling of home: the people, the landscape. I think what is…unique in my music is the
improvisor has to somehow carry forth that story and…make it personal for themselves; find
something in it that is universal, that they can relate to.”26 In “The Thompson Fields,” we find a
piece that combines a concrete representation of wind creating waves over the fields and a very
subjective representation of the essence of home and community. Within this very personal
prompt, Schneider desires for her performers, and more specifically improvisers, to contextualize
the program in terms of their own subjectivity and experiences.
Another example from this period that closely resembles “The Thompson Fields” is a
piece off the album Sky Blue titled “The Pretty Road.” Formally, the piece is relatively
straightforward. It begins with an exposition of the melody, transitions to an expansive solo
section, and finally returns to the opening melody towards a climactic ending. According to the
program notes, the melody initially conjured up a childhood memory of driving on a road that
overlooks the town of Windom. The solo section represents the moment on top of the hill,
looking out over the town. The ensemble inserts various programmatically specific background
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figures, while the soloist fills the free section with improvised ideas. Similar to “The Thompson
Fields,” Schneider intends for the soloist to contextualize the program:
All of these windows open to bathe us in surreal memories when Ingrid Jensen’s
anticipatory [trumpet] solo arrives at the crest of The Pretty Road and she admires her
town. I say her town, because hopefully the memories evoked are not only mine, but all
of ours—the kind of memories that often season the mundane with a sprinkle of magic,
and transform simplicity and even bleakness into richness and exoticness.27
Schneider’s desire for contextualization goes a step beyond the performers and includes her
audience. She articulates her process of composition as a spiritual, emotional journey that
transmutes shared human experiences. If she can create a vivid sound representation of those
experiences, perhaps others will be drawn to similar subjective places:
If you, with great care, try to create a sound representation of where you’re going, then
somebody else can take that in. They go to that place too, but in their own personal way.
Because I really think that part of the reason it feels so good when you go there is that it’s
not lonely. It’s a universal place. It’s the spiritual ocean that we all go to and find
ourselves, but we also find each other there. That’s why music communicates so strongly
to other people, because it’s so universally personal. I have this piece called “The Pretty
Road,” and it’s very personal, very specific. But there was a girl in Brazil that said to me,
“It reminds me of a road going into a place we have outside of Rio.” Okay, first of all,
Windom [Minnesota] and Rio could not be more opposite. And she wrote Portuguese
words to the whole thing called “Estrada Bela,” which means “pretty road.” She totally
related to the whole thing. And I think everybody does if they have a place to go back to
that they love.28
Here (understandably), those concerned with theoretical plausibility will object on a few counts.
Most obvious, we can safely assume that Schneider shared a glimpse of the piece’s backstory
prior to its performance, as is her custom. So, while the Brazilian girl may have related to the
narrative, it is questionable that she did so exclusively on musical terms. Once a program is
introduced, the imagery in the music may appear to have greater meaning and in so doing elicit
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greater affectual response; and yet in the absence of program, defining meaning in purely
musical terms remains elusive.
Musical meaning as Meyer defines it (borrowed from Morris Cohen [1944]) is found in
the relationship between a stimulus and that which it points to.29 “The Pretty Road” may elicit
nostalgic feelings through certain melodic and harmonic connotations, but in music alone, the
listener still lacks a specific causality for such feelings. The causality problem prohibits theorists
and composers alike from identifying concrete connections between referential music and
meaning, and so a program can be of great value to establish causality. Consider Meyer’s
thoughts on the role of programs in music:
Confirmation for this argument can be found in the practice of composers of instrumental
music who, realizing that the difficulty with referential music lies in the lack of a causal
connection between successive moods or connotations, have sought to correct this
weakness by using descriptive programs. Although a program does serve to specify
connotation, its main function is not to designate mood or arouse connotation. Music can
as a rule accomplish this more effectively than a program can. What the program does is
to provide the causal connection between the successive moods or connotations presented
in the music.30
Meyer’s theory offers one explanation for Schneider’s encounter with the Brazilian girl. He
concedes that music is capable of eliciting affectual responses, but it cannot specify why such
emotions or moods are being presented. Directed by the nostalgic program, Schneider’s music is
likely capable of a much greater affectual response for those who sympathize with the
programmatic content.
The study of the expressive and communicative qualities of Schneider’s music cannot be
altogether divorced from her strong association with program, but the use of a program in
analysis can quickly become a crutch that prohibits a deeper strengthening of argument. Without
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access to the program, can music still communicate emotional trajectories and narrative? This
question is the underlying inquiry of this dissertation, particularly in reference to Schneider’s
music that is so often programmatic. These two examples are a sample of the intent of
Schneider’s music and an introduction to some of the theoretical issues that must be raised to
support her claims. In the following section, we will examine her approach through a piecing
together of her interviews and deal with certain theoretical concepts that become relevant to the
discussion.
Intention
What are the intentions motivating Schneider’s compositions? Even from a glimpse of
“The Thompson Fields” and “The Pretty Road,” we can discern a deeply personal motivation to
her music. If her intention is personal expression, to what extent is her audience considered in the
compositional process? Is she vulnerable in sharing the personal inspiration or is it veiled?
Throughout interviews from all stages in her career, Schneider is extremely consistent about the
intention of her work as a composer:
Often what I want is to open up and tell a story. I want people to feel like my music takes
them on a journey, brings them different places, enticing or surprising them….
…I think of the whole thing as a movie; I keep thinking, “don't lose them, carry the
audience along.” I want listeners to feel they can trust the music to carry them. I don't
want people analyzing my music when they hear it: I want to take them on a ride.31
Storytelling in music can be better articulated in theoretical terms as narrativity. The fact that
music allows us to track distinct events within a temporal framework creates a rather irresistible
association with narrative. Narrativity is derived from literary (written or oral) origins and as
such, resists an adequate definition in purely musical terms. Jean-Jacques Nattiez claims that the
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reasoning “since music suggests narrative, it could itself be narrative” is an ontological illusion;
in actuality, music only relates to narrative metaphorically.32 Locating the relation of causality is
a problematic distinction between narrative in literature and music. Another problem is the
distinct meaning of terms or relations in literature versus indistinct meanings in music. We can
identify certain feelings in music but lack a greater specificity as to their origins and meanings.
Nattiez believes that “the narrative, strictly speaking, is not in the music, but in the plot imagined
and constructed by listeners from functional objects.”33 I add one phrase to his assertion. I
submit that the narrative is in the plot imagined and constructed by the listeners from emotionally
charged functional objects. So while music may not be able to communicate narrative in pure
terms, the composer can stage culturally and historically constructed emotional associations in
music to lead to a more specific, imaginative interpretation.
Byron Almén attempts to combat Nattiez’s stance by theorizing narrativity on purely
musical terms. Instead of musical objects as the markers, the relationship or function between
musical objects comprise the constructs of the narrative. One of his theories is the capacity for
music to present conflict in the form of transgressions committed against hierarchical
relationships of a piece, such as the common interplay between the major and minor modes in
the Classic and Romantic eras.34 Almén categorizes four narrative archetype trajectories created
by major and minor relationships based on the literary modes of Northrop Frye. We can find
these trajectories in Schneider’s music as a result of the major and minor dichotomy but also in
the dichotomies of tempo and free settings, and thematic and improvisatory sections. For
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instance, in “The Pretty Road,” the groove of the exposition and solo section gives way to a free,
improvisatory section. This extended free setting creates tension as we wait for the consonance
of the groove to return. Just as in the return of major within Almen’s narrative archetypes, the
return of the groove acts as a resolution to the transgressive state of the free setting. Though
these trajectories only speak to a broader sense of narrative, the expectations and at times
negations provide a dimension through which the composer can create narrative inferences.
How might we locate narrativity on a local level of melody, harmonic color, and textural
shifts? Robert Hatten offers a theory of music’s narrative capability in his book A Theory of
Virtual Agency (2018) that deals with the expressive and communicative intentions of Westernclassical composers. His interpretation of compositional developments and expressive intentions
aligns with the language Schneider uses to describe her own compositional process. Regarding
storytelling through music, Hatten states, “Although music can tell stories in a limited sense, it is
better at expressing a dramatic sequence of emotions within a coherent temporal frame of
events.”35 To Nattiez’s point, music’s ability to convey specific meaning and causality is quite
limited, but music’s ability to evoke affectual response is far less limited. Hatten claims that the
recognition of emotion and action through musical relationships and components leads to a
perception of virtual agency and if cohesive throughout the piece, a sense of virtual subjectivity.
In what will be displayed in greater detail in chapter two, he suggests three successive inferences
of imaginative listening that he claims fill the void of causality:
1) Virtualizing: hearing actions and emotions as arising from sources within the music
2) Embodying: hearing virtual actions and emotions as possessing humanlike agency
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3) Fictionalizing: hearing a story in which those virtual, embodied agents can play
individual roles in an ongoing trajectory with an outcome of some sort36
If music can arouse a sense of agential play and therefore a capacity to be heard as a dramatic
sequence of emotions and decisions, the listener will likely be inclined to infer some form of
narrative. I assert then that Schneider’s compositions are marked by emotionally charged musical
events that are meant to be construed and interpreted according to the listener’s subjectivity into
narrative. Additionally, she uses connotative musical cues to further constrain the listener’s
imagination (e.g. bird calls in “Cerulean Skies,” representation of wind in “The Thompson
Fields”). The added layer of programmatic knowledge for a given piece would guide the listener
towards a more specific interpretative hearing.
The idea of representation in music intersects with the discussion of narrativity.
Schneider’s philosophy is that music is a conduit for life, and as such, the ability to somehow
codify experience in music is a constant pursuit. She states, “Music for me is a sound
manifestation of something much deeper.…I’m not just trying to create interesting sound, I’m
trying to transport an experience through music.”37 Schneider’s corpus contains a number of
different experiences, including: nostalgic, communal, cultural (Brazilian, Peruvian, etc.),
existential, political, and fictional. Within each of her pieces are traces or cues of these
experiences, that if understood lead to a more informed interpretation of its musical composition.
Take for instance “A Potter’s Song” (2014) from The Thompson Fields, dedicated to Laurie
Frink, a long-time member of her orchestra who died of cancer in 2013. Within the piece are two
representations that may be discerned by the listener. The title of the piece hints at the first, as
Frink was an amateur ceramicist. The piece opens with a syncopated rhythm in the piano with an
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emphasis on the downbeat every two measures, creating a representation of a pottery wheel with
a pedal device that perpetuates the spinning motion (Example 1.1). This rhythmic figure is the
backdrop for the melody and piece. The second representation takes place at the end of the piece.
The accordion and piano slowly ascend into the extreme upper register, depicting the gradual
ascension and disappearance of Frink’s spirit.

Example 1.1. Maria Schneider, "A Potter's Song," mm. 1-4
The problem with representation in music is that sounds are in general less semantically
defined than words or images. Music must rely on a great deal of historical and cultural
reinforcement to be associated with specific references that are readily understood, and even so,
their contextual meaning may be altogether veiled. The ascent of the melody at the end of “A
Potter’s Song” may be established enough in Western music history as a representation of death
and ascent to Heaven, but fewer would associate the syncopated figure with the spinning of a
pottery wheel (although they may posit a representation of cyclical motion). The music,
however, seems to depend on these cues to direct listeners toward the program that will
contextualize and perhaps intensify the affective mood of the piece.
I recall a performance of this work as a member of Maria Schneider’s orchestra. Having
just listened to her verbal introduction, I was particularly moved by the music’s emotional
characteristics in connection to their programmatic origins. The final presentation of the melody,
played by lead trombonist Keith O’Quinn, was orchestrated specifically to highlight his
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longstanding friendship with Laurie Frink. I watched as Schneider’s face welled up with
affection during his performance of this melody and was, myself, empathetically moved.
Schneider cherishes these moments of intimacy that are admittedly limited to a close circle of her
musicians and audience members. Is it possible, however, for a trace of the program, through its
emotional characteristics, to be recognized, even without the recognition of musical cues?
Consider three hypothetical levels of listening that may be experienced in a hearing of “A
Potter’s Song.” The first person knows nothing of the program and does not perceive the musical
representation of death at the end. They do, however, notice the simple, beautiful melody mixed
with moments of great tension. They are moved by the piece’s path from simple beauty, to
climactic tension, to the final hearing of the melody and quiet ending in the upper tessitura. The
second person has a similar experience but at the end, they do perceive the musical cue that this
piece may be a kind of eulogy. Retrospectively, the listener feels empathy for the loved one—
perhaps projected onto the composer—and even feels a sense of co-experience, reflecting on
their own losses. Finally, the third person hears Schneider’s anecdotal description of the piece
beforehand, leading to sympathetic feelings at the onset. The listener, primed for affective
response, imagines the spinning of the pottery wheel in the beginning, associates the beautiful
melody with a similarly beautiful person, and associates the climactic tension with Schneider’s
anguish. In each of these three cases, the components and relationships of the music prompted
the affective response, but in some cases, it was heightened by sympathy and co-experience as a
result of the recognition of programmatic representations. All three of these responses were
either directly or indirectly affected by the poietic inspiration of the work despite varying degrees
of representational recognition. Schneider very explicitly desires intimacy with her musicians
and listeners and creates such intimacy through the vulnerability of her programs. She goes so far
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as to label her music “creative intimacy,” 38 yet this does not imply a naivety that all the details
inspiring a work will be grasped. Her desire is for a trace of her own experience to be shared.
The discussion of expressivity in music maintains a certain tension between the things we
feel and those that are theoretically grounded. Consider Kendall Walton’s attempt to describe the
tension between the listening experience and theoretical reality:
We call passages of music exuberant, agitated, serene, timid, calm, determined, nervous.
We speak of rising and falling melodies, of wistful melodies and hurried rhythms, of
motion and rest, of leaps, skips, and stepwise progression, of statements and answering
phrases, tension and release, resignation and resolve, struggle, uncertainty, and arrival.
Music can be impetuous, powerful, delicate, sprightly, witty, majestic, tender, arrogant,
peevish, spirited, yearning, chilly. I do not think that metaphorical descriptions always
indicate imaginative experiences (even subliminal ones) on the part of listeners, but in
many instances they do. We imagine agitation or nervousness, conflict and resolution.
Sometimes we imagine (something's) rising or descending. (Or we can easily get ourselves to imagine thus as we listen to the music; an awareness of this possibility may
color our hearing even when we don't actually engage in the imagining.) The metaphors
purists are least able to avoid, those of tension and release, motion and rest, seem to me to
involve imagination. To appreciate music one must feel tension and release; one must
allow oneself to imagine motion and rest.39
Walton concludes that listeners cannot escape the association between music and imaginative
metaphors. It is a legitimate and frequent exercise of listeners, even if at times nondeliberate.
However, according to Walton, music does not qualify as representational because it is only
representational when we choose for it to be; on its own, by its very nature, it is not. A picture is
representational because it exists whether or not we create a fictional world. Music on the other
hand requires that the listener respond imaginatively in order for it to convey certain expressive
ideas.40 Hatten believes that “[classical] compositional innovations were motivated by attempts
to guide listeners toward certain kind of agential (and hence expressive) interpretations,” 41 and
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in that sense believes music has taken on representational associations over the course of its
history. Schneider speaks so often of imagery, emotion, color, and texture when describing
music that we can assume she also believes in its representational capacity through imaginative
listening and historical association.
When speaking of narrativity, emotion, and representation in music, we cannot pinpoint
absolutes or universal interpretations. Music does not specify an exact explanation of its
representational or metaphorical meaning, nor can it provide relation of causality between those
meanings. Yet our experience as listeners points to the reality of affectual response and
representational recognitions, even if only imaginative. And in so much as that is true,
Schneider’s intention is to use music’s communicative capability (however indistinct) to convey
intimate memories and feelings that can be contextualized and thus experienced by others.
Inspiration
Schneider is explicit through many interviews that motivation, organization, and ideas are
spurned by a process of reliving experiences. She explains, “For me music is something that has
to be really personal. I have to go back into childhood memories [and] feelings. I have to really
transport myself into an experience to feel motivated to write.”42 The common thread in
Schneider’s writing is that musical inspiration is derived from autobiographical circumstances or
memories that occupy her life at the time of composition. Whether external or interiorized, these
inspirations capture her imagination and manifest in musical portrayals. Her philosophy of
composition differs greatly from the likes of Brookmeyer, for instance, who finds inspiration in
the many possibilities of musical structures without reference to extramusical content. Her
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compositions seek to capture the intersection of experience and music’s representational
capacity, underscoring the need for semiotic analysis.
The experiences that Schneider transmutes into sound are not always a transposition of
specific stories as in “The Thompson Fields” and “The Pretty Road,” but in almost every case,
her pieces have an autobiographical connection. In her early period (Evanescence, Coming
About), Schneider wrote personally inspired works such as the set “Scenes from Childhood” and
“My Lament,” written on the day the Gulf war began. She also wrote works based on the
compositional techniques of both Brookmeyer and Gil Evans: “Green Piece” and
“Evanescence”; those inspired by paintings: “Dance You Monster” and “Some Circles”; and
arrangements of preexisting material: “Love Theme from Spartacus” and “Giant Steps.” Her
middle period, inspired by the rhythms, genres, sounds, and dances of Brazilian and Flamenco
culture, is less distinct in program and more a personalization of the culture and arts, though that
is not to say it lacks narrativity in a musical sense. In her latest period (encompassing Sky Blue
through The Thompson Fields) inspirations from Windom, MN and the Midwest dominate,
leading to nostalgic and personal themes. The inspirations for her compositions are an expression
of current circumstances or interests, even if that includes the style of visual art or the energy of
a culture.
The inspirations do not necessarily precede the music as might seem logical. In creating
her second album Schneider said, “I put a whole list of things that had happened in my
childhood…just to see if any of those ideas would come up through the sounds I was making.”43
Her wording indicates that her pieces are not necessarily conceived with an initial narrative in
mind but rather by embryotic sounds that trigger extramusical narratives. These extramusical
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inspirations then serve a motivational and organizational purpose. She claims that these
programs inspire overall formal direction, orchestrational choices, and even phrase to phrase
shifts in harmonic content. In response to a question about form, Schneider stated, “I develop the
form based on my dramatic needs. I arrive at every piece differently.”44 In the second chapter,
we will explore the veracity of this statement with the theoretical work of Ben Geyer, who
suggests a normative form for Schneider’s entire corpus that satisfies all but three of her pieces.
While his theory is convincing in terms of large-scale form, it does not set out to include the
variational changes in other aspects outside of broad formal categories.45 Texture, orchestration,
register, tempo changes, high points, and so on, all contribute to a customization from one piece
to the next that may, in broad terms, fall into the scope of her informal view of form. In
“Cerulean Skies,” we will investigate whether dramatic inspirations can be discerned in the
formal features of the piece and which secondary features may be involved in a dramatic
portrayal.
Integration
Each of these pieces began when I cast out a few exploratory tones in search of
meaningful sound. Given a little gestation time, the seeds of each piece started to pop,
revealing something very personal. I found myself on a journey either back in time or
deep inside myself, the music exposing even more than I’d consciously felt from any of
the actual experiences. The experiences transmuted into sound and, in two cases, actually
became sonic stories.46
In order to pursue a theoretical discussion of integration, we must first agree upon a
definition of Schneider’s phrase: “experiences transmuted into sound.” So far, her quotes have
contained the words storytelling, experience, dramatic plane, and feeling, leaving us with a wide
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range of implications. Hatten’s definition of music as a dramatic sequence of emotions seems to
encompass all from the specific narrative to a vaguer conceptual plane. We know both from her
recollections of childhood and recent interviews that Schneider heavily associates components in
music with emotional meaning. Therefore, when Schneider uses a phrase such as “the
experiences transmuted into sound” we will assume she is mostly attempting to transmute the
emotions of these experiences into sound, along with certain representational triggers of the
particular scene or memory. As she searches through musical material for new pieces, melodic
fragments trigger affectual responses through their gestural qualities. These emotions become
more vivid when attached to specific memories or current experiences.
“Cerulean Skies” offers a window into how this process of integration takes place:
I’ve got to write something for this Mozart Festival and they want it to have something
political. All of a sudden as I’m playing [the musical theme which became the main
melody], I find myself daydreaming in the park. “Oh wait a minute this is birds” and all
of a sudden I get into it and now I’m lost because the music’s attached itself to something
that I love. It’s no longer writing music for music’s sake but it’s—the music is opening
something else I’m into. And I use that to draw the piece together and all of a sudden I’m
like, “Oh my God this is birds and migration.”47
According to the album liner notes, two motivic ideas preceded the migration narrative: the
initial figure in the introduction and the main theme (melody A). Neither of these has any
specific connotation to birds, so we must posit that Schneider, an avid bird watcher, was
particularly stimulated by birding at the time of writing. Nevertheless, her association of gestural
qualities with the opening motive seems perceptible. The introductory texture in the piano
contains an arpeggiated ascent and descent of the A mixolydian collection (Example 1.2). This
repetitive figure lacks functional direction due to the mixolydian mode and therefore, can exist as
musical motion without functional implication. Schneider associates this musical gesture with
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the sway of tree branches that similarly have movement but lack locational change, analogous to
the musical figure.

Example 1.2. Maria Schneider, “Cerulean Skies,” Introduction, m. A (0:00)

Example 1.3. Maria Schneider, “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 1-8 (1:45)
According to Schneider, the second musical idea (Example 1.3) initially connotated the “fertile
earth full of trees and life.”48 The theme has a dance-like quality due to its metric emphasis. In a
3
meter, beats two and three lead to a strong downbeat every two measures. It outlines the A
4

major triad with arpeggiated leaps and in that sense is very consonant. Her gestural association
with this figure seems more subjective and less perceptible than the previous. What kind of
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musical gestures represent the fertility of the earth? While I point out this subjectivity, it does not
detract from the ultimate purpose of these associations, which is to provide Schneider with
formal and creative direction. From these two motives and their associations, Schneider created a
piece based on the narrative of an imaginary migration from South America to Central Park, with
an emphasis on the psyche of different stages of migration. By exploring the concepts of instinct,
perseverance, and achievement, Schneider sets the stage for an exploration of the emotions of
migration, connecting back to Hatten’s definition of musical drama.
The integration of program largely hinges on the capacity for music to signify emotion.
Stephen Davies tests the philosophical plausibility of common theories in regard to this
phenomenon in Juslin’s Handbook of Music and Emotion (2010).49 In it, he wrestles with the
tension between the perceived occurrent emotions portrayed in music and the problem of finding
an object of such emotion. There is a sense in music that the emotions are not simply portrayed
as resemblances but that they are actually occurring during the temporal unfolding of the piece.
In the case of Schneider, we have already established that her pieces attempt to embody the
occurrent emotions felt during the compositional process, intended to be experienced by both the
listener and performer. Davies outlines four theories that seek to satisfy the problem of occurrent
emotions and the object of these emotions.50 Expression theory claims that the composer
expresses their occurrent emotions through the act of composition. When we perceive emotion in
the music, it is that of the composer. This seems plausible in Schneider’s case as she clearly uses
composition as a vehicle to express personal feelings. The problem with this theory is in its
universal application. While Schneider is prone to autobiographical programs (whether explicit
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or implicit), other composers may not share this motivation, yet their music still elicits an
affectual response. Arousal theory defines music’s expressiveness based on the emotional
response of the listener. A theme is transcendent, joyful, or melancholy only because these
feelings are aroused in the listener. Problematically, this theory mandates a consistent response
from listeners in order to have meaningful application. Additionally, its logic defies the
experience of emotion in other non-musical circumstances.
The final two theories—persona and contour theory—are both convincing, not just in
application to Schneider’s music but in a broader sense of musical listening. The idea of persona
is that music’s expressiveness is perceived with a fictional subject as the source, most likely of
human agency. When emotions are cued by various musical components, we imagine them in
relation to the persona, existing within the fictional world the composer has created. The piece
takes on a sense of consciousness in which we embody the perceived forces and emotions as an
imaginative subjectivity. In a clear presentation, the musical elements can be heard to interact
with aspects of their environment. Robert Hatten has taken great efforts to detail the nuances of
this theory and to ground it in analysis, which will be a focus in the following chapter. Critics
(including Davies) doubt the wider application of persona to various styles of music and diverse
groups of listeners. In agreement, though creating persona has advantages in some contexts,
including Schneider’s music, it is more likely a listening strategy than a universal mechanism of
emotional expression in music.
The final theory is Davies’s preferred: contour theory. He states, “[It] proposes that
pieces present emotion characteristics, rather than giving expression to occurrent emotions, and
they do so in virtue of resemblances between their own dynamic structures and behaviors or
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movements that, in humans, present emotional characteristics.”51 The distinction between this
and expression theory is in the source of the emotional expression. While a piece may be
constructed to express the emotions of the composer it could also be constructed as a
representation of emotional moods (or to use Davies’s example, “like making a mask that wears
an appropriate expression”52). If music then is only a constructed resemblance of human
behaviors and structures, why does music have such a strong sense of occurrent emotions? To
this, Davies reminds us of the “intentionality and ingenuity” of the composer to construct these
components into masterful portrayals of expressivity.53
While Davies’s conclusion seems to resonate with the perception of emotion across a
wider spectrum, does it align with the intentions and inspirations of Schneider’s compositional
process? The answer to this question is complicated because of how intertwined her process is
with feeling. Consider this lengthy quote from earlier in her career (1999) that demonstrates the
relationship between feeling (i.e. emotion) and musical functions:
The motivation behind the piece is the driving force for determining harmony. I use
harmony to lead the dramatic path of the piece. I have to experiment to see the many
ways to shift the harmony to move the piece emotionally in different directions. I might
sneak around chromatically inside the voicings, keeping a common root to get to a
grittier, darker or smoother, lighter place. Or I might use a pedal where there was root
movement, or harmonic motion where there was a pedal, in order to create a dramatic
turn. I might try to create tension with contrary motion between the roots and the melody,
also altering the chromaticism on the inside from chord to chord, or look for a
progression that lifts the spirit and provides momentum.
These things can be found in “Green Piece” where there is basically a simple melodic
idea that goes through various harmonic (modal) changes. I’m always trying to find
harmony that either generates or resists motion, that plays deeply into the feeling and
direction of the piece. Sometimes this comes in the form of regular chord changes: or it
could come out of a symmetrical pattern that breaks away from typical harmony—as
behind the trombone solo in Wyrgly.…The main thing is to have an idea of the feeling I
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want to create so I’m motivated to find the appropriate approach rather than just stringing
together every trick I’ve learned.54
Her final sentence makes it definitively clear that feeling drives the process of composition as
opposed to “tricks,” which we can assume are compositional techniques and conventions.
Schneider does not claim that all of the feeling portrayed in the music is her own, rather she
leaves the object of the emotion open-ended. Without a doubt, many of her pieces express the
occurrent emotions that are linked to the specific autobiographical inspiration. As her
compositional style developed, we find more personal programs and less non-autobiographical
motivations. In these cases, the emotions felt through music are resemblances of those occurrent
emotions she feels during the time of composition. At the same time, her explanation of the
relationship between musical functions and feeling points to a real ability to shape a piece
according the emotional path she wishes, which aligns more closely with contour theory. To add
another level, it is very possible to explain her pieces through the lens of persona theory as well,
especially with Hatten’s more developed theory of virtual agency. This will be explored in the
analyses of “The Thompson Fields” and “Cerulean Skies.”
One of the hallmarks of Schneider’s compositional style is its expressivity, demonstrated
in the epigraphs that began this chapter. Through various quotes it is clear that feeling, imagery,
and narrative are at the forefront of Schneider’s mind and ultimately guide the compositional
process. Bob Brookmeyer is known for his counterpoint and unusual forms, Gil Evans for his
color and orchestration, and Schneider for her expressivity. We identify these hallmarks of their
compositional voice because it is what they as composers were most concerned with. In his
conclusive remarks about expression in music, Davies reminds his readers of the ingenuity of the
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great composers to create sophisticated representations of emotional paths. Schneider has
developed an exceptionally nuanced ability to convey feeling and narrative because it is her main
pursuit as a composer. Whether occurrent emotions or not, she has mastered the ability to convey
feeling and therefore, there is a certain mandate to consider this in the analysis and explication of
her compositional style.

Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter is to anchor the forthcoming analysis and theoretical
discussions to Schneider’s compositional intentions so that the analytical method reflects her
expressive approach. The discussion of her upbringing and education displays the path toward
this extremely expressive and representational style of writing. Schneider views music as
analogous to the prairie; the slow unfolding of drama in time. Her identification with the
community and landscape is a consistent source of inspiration for her music, often manifesting in
autobiographical programs. In childhood, music became intertwined with fantasy, which has
continued to foster a connection between imagery, imagination, and musical composition. The
joint impact of Bob Brookmeyer and Gil Evans (one direct, the latter indirect) was to insist that
Schneider access her exceptional—indeed every composer has inherent exceptionality—
combination of experiences, musical faculty, and artistic intentions to create music that is
authentic and genuine. Schneider’s early semiotic association with harmony, unorthodox
compositional techniques, and her propensity towards the imaginative coalesced into a
distinctive compositional approach.
Her intention is to use music’s communicative capability to express intimate memories
and feelings that will then be contextualized by performers and listeners according to their own
subjectivity. The programs and subjects that inspire her works are shared with great
36

vulnerability, most explicitly in the album liner notes and verbal explanations of live
performances. Yet even within the musical composition, Schneider intends a trace of her
experience to be communicated and recognized. She integrates these non-musical experiences
into music through the imperfect capacities of narrativity, representation, and emotional
expressivity. Hatten’s view of narrativity in music as a dramatic sequence of emotions resonates
with Schneider’s intentions. If she is able to create a sense of narrativity in music, it is largely
through means of emotion. She uses the expressive resemblance of human experiences such as
tension, motion, and prosodic features of speech, to create the appearance of occurrent emotions
in her music. Finally, specific representations or connotations within her music (e.g. spinning of
pottery wheel and bird calls) constrain the audience towards her programmatic inspirations.
Moving towards analysis, we will first consider the analytical strategies that will be used
to demonstrate the many dimensions of expressivity at work in “Cerulean Skies.” Robert
Hatten’s Theory of Virtual Agency (2018) provides a nuanced interpretation of the role of
persona in music’s perception. His writings on markedness and oppositions will also inform
subsequent analysis. Kofi Agawu’s six criteria for analysis from Music as Discourse (2009) offer
a framework to investigate the relationship between dynamic structures and behaviors, and their
resemblances in music. In particular, his portions on high points and periodicity will be
considered. Finally, Ben Geyer’s comprehensive study of Maria Schneider’s formal structures
provides a useful foundation and language to discuss the stylistic conventions specific to her
corpus.
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2. CHAPTER TWO: TOWARDS A METHODOLOGY

The notion of narrativity, emotionality, and imagery in Maria Schneider’s compositions
prompts an integration of semiotic and structural analysis that reveals a more complete view of
her compositional style. Chapter one attempted to legitimize this approach by building the case
that Schneider’s clear intention to create a type of musical narrativity based on representational
inspirations is an irreducible component of her compositional process. Analysis without mention
of program or referential influences undoubtedly reveals the constructive and stylistic features of
her compositions, but at the same time seems inapposite against the backdrop of Schneider’s
intentions. For this reason, I have oriented myself towards semiotic theorists such as Robert
Hatten and Kofi Agawu who have developed analytical approaches that integrate structural and
harmonic analysis with referential and semiotic meanings.
Chapter two moves towards a methodology that reflects Schneider’s intentions and in so
doing balances the importance of structural features and expressive intentions. We begin with
various discussions related to the large-scale structures at work in Schneider’s compositions
through the research of Ben Geyer, which is specific to Schneider’s music, and two criteria for
analysis put forth in Agawu’s Music as Discourse (2009). The discussion of large-scale
structures will conclude with an analysis of Schneider’s “The Pretty Road” (2006). The chapter
resumes with a discussion of local structures, including the concepts of periodicity and
markedness that generally refer to events at the phrase level. Finally, Hatten’s Theory of Virtual
Agency (2018) will be discussed and considered in an analysis of Schneider’s “The Thompson
Fields” (2009). The basis of Hatten’s argument resonates with Schneider’s intentions and as
such, offers a compelling hermeneutical partnership with her music.
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Formal Structures
What formal conventions govern the composition of large-scale big band works? In order
to answer this question, we must establish Schneider’s relationship with traditional big band
formal structures. Compositions in traditional big band repertoire have largely been dominated
by a set of fairly static conventions in terms of the overall formal design, the role of hypermetric
phrase structures, and the incorporation of improvisation. For the sake of this discussion, I
maintain a dichotomy between big band repertoire that is traditional in its formal and structural
conventions (regardless of its place in history) and that which departs from those traditional
conventions in individualized ways. In using the word traditional, I refer to the post-swing era
big bands (~1950 to present), which at the time were known as progressive big bands in that they
combined innovations from the progressive currents of the jazz movement (largely solo and
small group) with the large ensemble format. These bands were decidedly different from the
dance orchestras that were their predecessors and maintained a function to perform concert
music. Even in much recent big band repertoire, despite obvious developments in tonality,
melodic formation, stylistic importations, and so on, the use of traditional formal conventions has
remained constant. To situate the listener, consider the following pieces spanning the years 19672019 as a basis for what I consider a traditional approach. These few examples exhibit certain
evolutions of style, yet maintain a similar formal schema.
-

“Love for Sale,” Big Swing Face (1967); Buddy Rich Big Band
“Hay Burner,” Straight Ahead (1968); Count Basie Orchestra
“Big Dipper,” Central Park North (1969); Thad Jones/Mel Lewis Jazz Orchestra
“Time for Change,” Kenton ’76 (1976); Stan Kenton & His Orchestra
“Lady Liberty,” Wishing Peace (1986); Toshiko Akiyoshi Jazz Orchestra
“Caravan,” Ron Carter’s Great Big Band (2011)
“The Struggle is in your Name,” Omni-American Book Club (2019), Bryan Lynch
Big Band
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The contemporary composers who have challenged formal conventions include: Bob
Brookmeyer (as a pioneer), Bill Holman (in later writing), Maria Schneider, John Hollenbeck,
and Darcy James Argue, to name a few. By doing away with the head and changes paradigm and
the four-part formal prototype, they have demonstrated the numerous possibilities of formal
approach and development in big band writing. The dichotomy is not meant to assert preference
of one over the other—certainly there can be compositional depth, prowess and advancement in
other features besides form—but rather to appreciate the contrast of Schneider’s (and her
contemporaries’) compositions and the traditional writing of the genre.
Formal schema
In a traditional jazz composition, whether written for a small group or big band, the
melody (head) and harmonic-metric structure (chord changes) are the governing components of
the piece; either may take priority in the overall hierarchy or they can share a joint priorital status
in determining the structure. Whether those chord changes adhere to a common form such as a
twelve-bar blues or AABA song form, or are an original progression, the soloists customarily
improvise over the same changes that are associated with the melody. The early big band and
small group compositions borrowed many of their tunes from the Tin Pan Alley and early
theatrical works, notably by composers such as George Gershwin, George Kern, and Cole Porter.
In many cases, these songs became more commonly associated with the new jazz context than
the source (e.g. “My Funny Valentine” and “My Ship”). The personalization of these tunes, and
more importantly the way in which musicians improvised over them, became the hallmark of the
genre. The impact of these early conventions persisted even in the original compositions written
by jazz musicians. The form became solidified (in general) as head – solo – head, with the
harmonic changes of the solo resembling, if not repeating, the changes of the melody. In big
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band repertoire, the song form was adapted to a common formal structure that Ben Geyer labels
the “arranging prototype.”1 This template consists of the sections: head, solo, shout chorus, and
re-statement of the head. Within this framework, composers have freedom to alter sections
through introductions, repetitions, transitions, or extensions. Importantly, the stylistically
competent listener can identify each of the four sections as locational and developmental markers
within the piece. Contemporary progressive composers may adhere to some aspects of the
prototype but tend to emphasize the type of development and organic unfolding exhibited in the
Western classical realm.
Pieces that adhere to the arranging prototype present a clear formal structure and by
nature of the prototype, a similar dynamic curve. The presentation of the melody gives way to
improvisatory solos (often multiple soloists) that are embellished and sometimes interrupted by
background figures in the ensemble. The backgrounds build intensity towards the shout chorus; a
declamatory, high-energy section in which the ensemble plays a semblance of the theme or
developed motive with an intensified texture and energy. Generally, this includes the lead
trumpet in the upper register and increased activity in the drums and rhythm section. The shout
chorus is characterized by power, energy, and ensemble unity. As the high point within the piece,
it leads to a return of the main melody along with a general dissipation of intensity.
Hypermetric phrase structure
In addition to the formal prototype, hypermetric phrase structure plays an integral role in
the structure and perception of a jazz composition. Geyer delineates two levels of phrase
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structure: the structural phrase and melodic phrase.2 Unlike Western classical music, in which
the melodic phrase is formally intertwined with its metric and harmonic components, in jazz the
two can function independently. The structural phrase is a product of the hypermetric groove and
the chord changes that occupy the metric unit. According to Geyer, “In such normative contexts,
the mentally constructed formal unit is congruent with the hypermeter.”3 For instance, in a thirtytwo bar AABA song form (depending on tempo), the structural phrase could be understood in
eight measure increments, perceived as a type of unit. With the help of the rhythm section who
outline the beginning of structural phrases (e.g. the top of the form or each eight-bar subsection), the moment to moment perception of the piece is experienced in terms of the
hypermetric groove. Geyer terms this marking of the hypermeter as the Structural Phrase Onset
(SPO).4 Listener and musician alike track the piece in terms of these larger structural units,
thereby enabling the composer to manipulate structural phrase lengths or their alignment with
melodic phrases to heighten or dissipate energy.
The perceptibility of structural phrases allows a formal comprehensibility essential to
improvisation. The resultant predictability, however, is a double-edged sword, as it precludes the
composer from a certain amount of freedom. Each of the aforementioned works in the traditional
big band style maintain these predictabilities, namely the formal prototype and a generally evennumbered hypermetric phrase structure. It was within this environment that Brookmeyer, feeling
jazz composition had reached its creative peak within these parameters, said, “Song form is the
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anathema to being a composer.”5 Consider the full quote from which this excerpt is taken that
explains the consequences of such conventions for the jazz composer.
You’re getting into song form and song form is the anathema to being a composer. Song
form is like having the old dance form to write the Jig and so forth. You have the form
given to you and you fill that up with music. It seems, sometimes, a very easy way to
write. Some people, the geniuses, can make great things happen, but it was a way that
almost everybody could write some music. But if you don’t learn to follow the pitch
movement and rhythmic movement then you will be tempted to have two bar phrases.
We’re brainwashed with even numbers, and we have to get out of it….I grew up in 4 with
4
3
an occasional . So the avoidance of eight bar phrases and two bar constructive elements
4

along with thirty-two bar, cut-and-dried forms was never a consideration.6

Brookmeyer seems to be hinting at a new chapter of jazz composition. He suggests that the
prototype was a product of jazz as popular music. The early focus of swing bands, the
predecessor of the modern big band, was for dance and entertainment. Generally speaking,
musicians in swing bands were not formally trained. Furthermore, the focus was on the
improvisatory styles of individuals, diverting energy that might have otherwise been spent on
composition to the development of soloistic language and virtuosity. The scene necessitated an
ease of composition to keep up with popular demand, requiring formal conventions that did not
demand the type of compositional prowess existing in the Western classical genre. As the big
band grew in prominence for music alone—no longer meant to accompany dance—these
conventions became restrictive. Rayburn Wright explains, “One of the persistent cries for
liberation in the jazz world has been to break out of the confines of the thirty-two bar song form
and to get away from the predictability of arrangements which follow the sequence of head, solo,
and shout variations, and recap of the head.”7
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Schneider does not altogether liberate her music from structural phrases, including evennumbered phrases. These traditional phrase lengths are an important basis that is often required
by the stylistic groove, comprehensibility for the band, and approachability for the listener. She
does, however, liberate her music from a dependence on a predetermined number of structural
phrases as prescribed by the hypermetric form of the melody. Geyer’s exhaustive study of her
phrase structures points to an incorporation of deviations to her normative phrases, including:
addition, deletion, elision, mixed meter, free meter, etc.8 Schneider varies the length and
symmetry to serve the melodic line and pitch development. According to interviews, her
compositional process begins with the creation of embryotic melodies and motivic ideas on an
open score, without any bar lines or meter, in order to focus on melodic linearity and motivic
development.9 In addition to varying the lengths of phrases and avoiding predetermined
harmonic-metric cycles, her music gives a sense of development through the addition of
secondary melodies. Further, she incorporates stylistic and textural shifts within the work to
create a sense of development rather than repetition.
Incorporating improvisation
A persistent challenge in jazz composition is the integration of improvisation into the
compositional process. The solution that has been broadly accepted is to treat it sectionally, as a
duality. In this case, the composition shifts between staging the written music and spotlighting
improvisation. The shout chorus offers a clear picture of this duality; that is, it highlights the
delineation from one force to the next, soloist to ensemble. Traditionally, the best attempt at
integration is through background figures, intended to intensify the solo section and perhaps

8
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influence the motivic content of the improvisation. An alternative approach is to conceive the
solo section as a development section as Schneider does. The construction of new harmonic
changes, a new stylistic texture, a departure to distant keys, and/or new thematic background
content reinvents the solo section as an integrated development within the piece. Influenced by
the new compositional material, the soloist is constrained towards a forthcoming goal and given
artistic responsibility to guide the piece to that point. While not smothering artistic creativity, this
philosophy invites the soloist to join the compositional process in real time. Schneider’s task
then is to create a framework that allows creative expression, while simultaneously composing a
specific path that continues the compositional unity. She explains,
The solo section often carries the piece to a contrasting place. The improvised section is a
time for the soloist to be self-expressive while also laying a smooth path to this different
place. The soloist needs to help that arrival feel inevitable. I’ve found that assigning too
much responsibility to the soloist can be risky. Some nights it might work great, but
sometimes the flow of the piece is totally lost. It’s important not to lose your hand in the
work. I’ve made that mistake.
…A large part of my compositional process involves creating the right foundation for
the solo in an effort to create an atmosphere that makes it stand out—but at the same time
be an integral part of the composition. My intuition guides this balance.10
Though it would seem Schneider risks the loss of spontaneity by claiming too much
control compared to the traditional approach, on closer look, the opposite may be true. In a
traditional approach, the consistency of the chord changes and relative predictability of the
forthcoming shout chorus leaves little chance that the soloist would misinterpret the arc of the
piece. Though the soloist is responsible to fill the space, they have less responsibility in the
compositional process. In Schneider’s approach, the soloist is invited to submit their creativity to
the vision of the composer including tonal choices, tessitura, intensity, and dynamic pacing. In
doing so, they enter as the agent that propels the piece from point A to point B, whatever the
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texture of those may be. If Schneider uses too many devices of control, the spontaneity will be
smothered, which will inhibit the performer from infusing their personality and approach. If too
little, as she mentions above, the flow of the work and sense of inevitability could be disjointed.
Schneider’s reinvention of the solo within a compositional framework is one of the hallmarks of
her compositional style.

Schneider’s Formal Schema
In light of these brief comparisons, the next section will focus on a way of
conceptualizing Schneider’s formal tendencies. In the study of Schneider’s music, I have found
six consistent formal features to be prevalent, many of which overlap with Geyer’s assessment
and terminology. Though exceptions may exist within her corpus, the majority contain these
features especially in the music since her first two studio albums. First, each piece begins with a
strong exposition section. The presentation of the melody or theme takes priority in the early part
of the composition more than the establishment of a harmonic-metric scheme or groove. In cases
where the groove precedes the melody, there is still a sense that the harmonic-metric structure is
a flexible system that serves the melody. Second, and perhaps implicit in the first, her pieces are
not bound by a harmonic-metric scheme, in the sense of a repetitive structure. Third, the
improvisational solo section is integrated into the discourse of the composition. There is a sense
that the solo section is as much a thoughtful act of Schneider’s composition as the thematic
portions. The solo section may contain repetitive structures but tends to break from these cycles
via harmonic shifts and modulations as is the case in the tenor saxophone solo in “Cerulean
Skies” and trumpet solo in “The Pretty Road.” Fourth, integrated backgrounds often assume
melodic priority over the soloist and transition to the recapitulatory material. Geyer labels this
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ensemble transition from background material to the recapitulation space as the SoloRecapitulation trajectory (SRT), which will be given more attention in the following section.
Fifth, the return (or recapitulation) has a transformative purpose that stems from
Schneider’s intention to create a musical story or journey. Her formal schema includes a return to
the style and feeling of the exposition but is not constrained to repeat the melody in its original
presentation or to return to the tonic key. For this reason, I choose to label this space the return
and as such, depart from Geyer’s terminology. In labeling this the recapitulation space, Geyer is
suggesting the notion of sonata form, the inevitability of a return to expositional themes and
tonal areas. Though he makes clear that Schneider’s pieces are not in sonata form, he submits
that her formal framework resonates with sonata form’s large-scale flow. He states, “The notion
of a large-scale form with three Spaces—the first introducing one or more themes, the second
developing them (through solos and backgrounds), and the third bringing them back—resonates
well with a broad sense of how a sonata form is shaped.”11 While I certainly find this shape to
exist in Schneider’s music, I prefer the label return because it describes Schneider’s return to the
thematic material of the exposition while not suggesting particular formal expectations for the
space. Sixth, and finally, there is a great deal of flexibility in terms of sub-sections within the
broader formal structure. Pieces frequently include introductions, codas, and transitions that
differ in texture, style, and tempo. The changes in instrumentation (affecting texture) and stylistic
shifts give these sections more distinction, blurring the perception of formal similarity from one
piece to the next.
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Geyer’s ‘Three Spaces’ & Agawu’s beginning-middle-ending model
Ben Geyer theorizes a formal schema that encompasses all of Schneider’s corpus to the
date of research (all albums through Sky Blue; 1994-2007), involving the concepts of ‘Three
Spaces’ and the Solo-Recapitulation trajectory (SRT). I find no need to re-brand his terms (other
than the recapitulation space) as they are well defended in his article “Maria Schneider’s Forms”
(2019) and a unifying framework for future scholarship. The question he addresses in the article
and that we too are faced with is: what formal schema does Schneider use to organize her pieces
and what is its relationship to the arranging prototype? Geyer suggests the concept of ‘Three
Spaces’ as a hybrid of the arranging prototype and sonata form, in that all of her works contain
an exposition of thematic material, solo section, and recapitulation. He uses the word Space to
indicate the formal freedom within these regions of the piece. One will notice that the shout
chorus has been removed as a distinct section, absorbed into the ensemble build between the solo
space and recapitulation space. Additionally, Geyer details seven smaller sections that may exist
within the three spaces, shown in Figure 2.1. These seven sections will not necessarily take place
in the order below or be present in every piece. The spaces and sections are consistent in all of
Schneider’s music to the point of Geyer’s research and in broad terms are recognized as the
framework through which the stylistically competent listener tracks the formal flow of her
works.
The risk of the formalization of events in music is to assume that the ability to categorize
trends in a composer’s style indicates a recognition and utilization of these formal procedures by
the composer. Schneider’s description of her compositional approach is consistently void of
formal and technical language. Instead, she communicates in terms of feeling and narrativity.
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Spaces:
Sections:

Exposition
Space
introduction

expositional
section

Solo
Space
soloistic
section

ensemble
feature

Recapitulation
Space
transition

recapitulative
section

coda

Figure 2.1. Ben Geyer, formal diagram of “Last Season”12
While Geyer’s explanations capture the formal energies within the music, particularly in pieces
where Schneider uses deviational formal designs, I will attempt to explain these deformations
with the inclusion of programmatic intention. Given the knowledge of Schneider’s compositional
approach as demonstrated in the first chapter, I go beyond the analysis of Geyer to ask questions
about the form that resonate with semiotic pursuits.
Geyer’s theory of three spaces resonates with Kofi Agawu’s theory of the beginningmiddle-ending model in that the expectations associated with the natural progression of these
spaces, along with their attributes, offer a system of connection between composer and listener.13
Agawu states, “Distinguishing between location and function has important implications for
analysis. In particular, it directs the listener to some of the creative ways in which composers
play upon listeners’ expectations.”14 In Agawu’s model, there is a distinction between the
ontological and qualitative progression of unfolding. The former is based on the location of the
temporal process and the latter is concerned with the function of the moment. A period phrase
structure provides one example of the attributes of each section. The beginning, as the starting
point, tends to establish the tonic chord and a point of melodic departure. The middle is
developmental in its harmonic and melodic unfolding, perhaps featuring a tonicization of
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subdominant harmonies. The ending is characterized by the cadence, as well as a resolution of
the melodic contour. In a larger structure, such as sonata form, the beginning-middle-ending
model continues along those lines. The beginning establishes tonal center, thematic content, and
the stylistic texture of the work. The middle is developmental and unstable, leading the listener
towards distant keys, fragmented themes, and contrasting textures. Finally, the ending is
characterized by a closing of thematic material and cadential devices. While a gesture’s
qualitative features may very well fall into their temporal origins of the exposition, development,
and recapitulation, composers are free to use the attributes of these three paradigms in ways that
are not ontologically congruent.
As will be explored in the following analyses, Schneider uses the play of the beginningmiddle-ending model to lead the listener towards her programmatic intentions. “Cerulean Skies”
offers an example on the formal level. The piece follows the normal trajectory of the three spaces
until the end of the tenor saxophone solo (solo space). Initially the solo section carries the notion
of a middle section and signals the return space through Schneider’s normative conventions.
Retrospectively, we find that Schneider has not led us towards the end but into a section even
more laden with middle attributes. Geyer calls this a faux recapitulation, stating that Schneider
creates a formal problem that she will remedy later in the work.15 Another way to articulate her
strategy—and what may largely be a matter of semantics—is that she is delaying an end even
after she has signaled it through her normative formal trajectory. On the phrase level, we find a
use of the implicative attributes of the model in ways that may lead listeners towards her
programmatic inspirations. Concerning the notion of beginning, “The Pretty Road” and
“Cerulean Skies” offer a contrast between a beginning’s temporal and qualitative congruency
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(Example 2.1). “The Pretty Road” begins without introduction, the first notes we hear are part of
the main theme of the piece. The first three notes act as an anacrusis leading to a surprising
downbeat that begins on 4 and a subdominant chord. There is a sense that it lacks the periodic
expectations of a beginning and rather contains attributes associated with the middle of a phrase
structure. Given the program of the work, one of nostalgic recall from Schneider’s childhood, the
use of a middle paradigm at the beginning suggests a composer who is already in thought when
the music begins. “Cerulean Skies” on the other hand begins with a modest introduction. The
first phrase is an ascending and descending arpeggiation of the A mixolydian scale, repeated
multiple times. Its repeated nature and lack of melodic or dominant function give it a stable and
static character.

Example 2.1. a) Maria Schneider, “The Pretty Road,” mm. 1-3; b) “Cerulean Skies,” m.
A
The beginning-middle-end model, understood on a qualitative level, establishes a
dimension of connection between the composer and listener. With the helpful data of Geyer’s
research, we can confidently associate Schneider’s formal three spaces with the beginning-
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middle-ending model. This connection not only leads to insight on an analytical level, but is a
strategy that Schneider uses to constrain her audience towards feeling and narrativity in each
work.
Solo-Recapitulation trajectory & high points
Besides the three spaces and seven sections that Geyer finds consistent in the corpus, he
puts forth the concept of the Solo-Recapitulation trajectory, which he labels the “hallmark of her
style.” His explanation is useful to understand the importance of this phenomenon in contrast
with the arranging prototype:
Schneider’s second significant divergence from the arranging prototype involves the
fusion of the solo section with the ensemble feature, resulting in a hallmark of her style
that I call the Solo-Recapitulation trajectory (SRT). In the arranging prototype, the
boundary between the solo and the ensemble feature is typically unambiguous, marked
by a salient transition from a soloist to a fully orchestrated ensemble texture. Instead,
Schneider most often obscures this boundary, creating a sense of continuous process as
the solo continues with a level of intensity traditionally reserved for the ensemble feature.
As a norm within the corpus, the recapitulation’s arrival at the end of this trajectory is
audibly perceptible.16
Schneider’s reworking of this section creates a more gradual build from the solo to return space.
Locationally, it replaces the shout chorus, while retaining the function that the shout chorus plays
within the form. The soloist often continues even as the backgrounds become more prominent
and thematic. In that sense, the soloist (spontaneous melody) and ensemble (composed melody)
coexist as equals, one enriching the other, instead of as opposing forces. Additionally, the high
point, which takes place in the shout chorus of the prototype, is delayed to the recapitulation
space. By delaying the high point, Schneider maintains control of the dynamic curve, leading to a
heightened sense of inevitability and tension for the listener. There is a degree of flexibility in
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this as we will see even from the three forthcoming analyses; nevertheless, these principles are
more or less consistent throughout her corpus.
The attributes of the SRT resonate with another analytical criterion put forth by Agawu,
the high point. The gradual and subtle build created by replacing the shout chorus with the SRT
leads to a delayed but potentially heightened climax. These high points comprise some of the
more salient moments within the form and as such, beg a certain analytical emphasis in order to
uncover their expressive impact. Agawu notes that the study of high points has been
underappreciated in analysis as it appears to be an obvious and not particularly interesting
foreground feature. On the contrary, he suggests, “attending to the high point, then, means
attending to the form as a whole,” meaning the high point typically is a significant moment in the
form, not simply a registral and dynamic phenomenon.17 The study of high points entails the
following questions: does the high point coincide with a structural moment or is it merely a
statistical phenomenon? How is it achieved and where is its location? How does the dynamic
curve impact the perception of the piece?
The high point is not only a significant marker in the form, but further, the tension
accrued towards this marker creates an important listening strategy for the audience. The listener
may well track the larger sections within the form (in Schneider’s case the three spaces) but
listeners also engage on subjective and emotional levels, and in fact these may at times supersede
the intellectual level, in terms of the level of engagement. If that is the case, the build towards the
high point, known as the dynamic curve, frames the experience for the listener and informs their
overall formal understanding through the perception of tension and release that mirrors various
emotional and psychological human experiences. In that sense, the study of high points is
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intertwined with a study of narrativity, as it is another dimension through which the composer
can craft the type of expressive trajectories that listeners associate with narrative. “Cerulean
Skies” offers a unique study of this dimension within Schneider’s style, as it contains four high
points. Chapter four contains a more robust discussion of the nature of high points and makes use
of the scholarship and definitions put forth by Agawu and Leonard Meyer as a framework for
analysis.

Analysis of “The Pretty Road”
The following analytical portion will attempt to ground the aforementioned theoretical
formal concepts with concrete examples from “The Pretty Road,” the opening track on Maria
Schneider’s 2007 album titled Sky Blue. A discussion of its program can be found in chapter one
(pg. 17-18). Briefly, the piece depicts a childhood memory of Schneider’s family driving over a
hill that overlooks her hometown of Windom. The piece attempts to capture both the childhood
fantasy and present nostalgia associated with the scene. “The Pretty Road” is organized in
Schneider’s normative form; that is, a clear presentation of the three spaces, with the addition of
a coda.18 The main theme contains two melodies in an AAB design. The following analysis
tracks the development and transformation of these melodies and the programmatic implications
of Schneider’s compositional choices.
Exposition Space (mm. 1-86 | 0:00-2:53)
The exposition space is relatively straightforward from a formal standpoint (see Figure
2.2). The theme spans thirty-six measures in an AAB format and is repeated in its entirety,
expanding in instrumentation and dynamic intensity. The final fourteen measures of the
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exposition are a transitional ensemble climax using material from melody A that leads to the solo
space in m. 87. The entire exposition is in the key of Db major.

Figure 2.2. “The Pretty Road,” formal structure of the Exposition Space (mm. 1-86 /
0:00-2:52)
The opening melody, labeled A, is a ten-measure phrase that can be reduced to three
congruent segments, followed by a fourth segment that contains a cadential figure (Example 2.2).
Each of these smaller segments is comprised of the harmonic progression IV-V-V/VI-VI and a
variation of the same melody. How does this beginning theme potentially inform the listener in
regards to the meaning or program of the piece? There are a number of features within the theme
that point to a contemplative quality. First, the harmonic choices and structure strongly suggest a
qualitative reference to the middle paradigm. The theme begins with pick-up notes that arrive to
a subdominant chord in m. 1. Additionally, the progression expands a bass root motion from 4 to
6 and as such is characteristic of the middle of a period structure. By beginning with this
implicative middle paradigm, there is a sense that we are joining the music in the middle of a
thought. This representation immediately alerts the listener to pensive, if not nostalgic, quality in
the sound. The sense of contemplation is further suggested by the sustained deceptive cadence
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that is sounded three times, located at the end of the three segments. The 9-8 suspension over the
Bb minor chord in m. 2 adds yet another level of tension in this representation of contemplation.
Lastly, the repetition of the same basic melody three times, with subtle differences of
accompaniment and register, may represent the mulling over of a memory or thought. If the
emotions sensed in this opening are Schneider’s occurrent feelings, which we can assume based
on the autobiographical program, then this opening is meant to pull the listener into a staging of
her own psychological journey. The employment of these various strategies, particularly the
subdominant and short musical utterances, draw her listeners towards nostalgic or at least
contemplative associations.

Example 2.2. “The Pretty Road,” mm. 1-10, annotated
Melody B (mm. 21-36) contrasts the segmented nature of melody A with its
straightforward melody and consistent tempo (Example 2.3). It is comprised of a sixteenmeasure period, with a normative antecedent and consequent phrase. Though the melody repeats
a rather straightforward 5-1; 6-2; 5-1; 3-2 figure, the harmony continues to emphasize the
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subdominant. Still, we find aspects in the music that continue to imply the contemplative nature
of melody A. As can be seen in Example 2.3, the IV chords in m. 21, 25, and 29 are each voiced
differently. The first is a IV6 inversion with an added second (Gb(add 2)/Bb), the second is a Gb(add
2)

in root position with the third omitted, and the third is a Gbsus voiced with a dissonant and

marked clash between the C and Db. There is an implication that perhaps Schneider is exploring
the subdominant in the modal terms of Gb lydian (i.e. a Db major scale over a Gb root). Each time
she returns to this chord, she explores a slightly altered version of the same modal collection.
While melody B certainly communicates more stability than melody A, these subtle explorations
of the subdominant continue to point to contemplation, as if Schneider is mulling over the same
idea, each time seeing or hearing it in a different way. The entire repeat of the AAB theme from
mm. 37-72 (01:14-02:24) is altered only in its orchestration and the prominence of a counter
melody during the B section. The transitional climax in mm. 73-86 owes its intensification to a

Example 2.3. “The Pretty Road,” mm. 21-36 (0:45), annotated
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dynamic shift in the drums and a switch from flugelhorns to trumpets. This transition quickly
builds to a local high point that prepares a new texture in the beginning of the solo space. The
transition ends with a II-V in Db (Ebmi11 and Ab7sus) in mm. 85-86 but modulates chromatically to
A major on the downbeat of the solo space. The new key confirms the departure from the
exposition space.
Solo Space (mm. 87-205 | 2:53-10:31)
The solo space is an expansive feature of trumpeter Ingrid Jenson on the studio recording.
It can be divided into three sections: a normative setting with rhythm section in mm. 87-185, a
rubato/free section in mm. 186-192 but spanning 06:08-09:30, and a third transitional section
with a chorale-like orchestration of the “Hopey” theme in the backgrounds in mm. 193-205 (see
Figure 2.3). The harmonic motion in the first section alternates between two tonal areas, A and C
major. In the first twenty-four measures of the section, Schneider suggests another AAB
structure with eight measure structural phrases using these two key areas. However, she does not
repeat the form, but instead begins to oscillate between these keys in an unpredictable fashion.
While confining the section to these two keys creates a predictable fixture for both listener and
improviser, the unpredictability of the modulations ensures a sense of spontaneity and
development. In m. 111, a four-measure root motion (3-4-6-7) is introduced that creates a motivic
continuity between the tonal centers. It persists until m. 159 where the harmonic rhythm
increases to the half note. The chromaticism and rapid passage through keys from mm. 159-185
signals transition, heightened by the introduction of background figures in the ensemble.
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Figure 2.3. “Pretty Road,” formal structure of Solo Space (mm. 87-205 / 2:53-10:31)
Measures 186-192 contain the most distinct programmatic elements of the piece. This
section that spans almost twenty-five percent of the studio recording in terms of duration
represents the moment when their family’s car reaches the top of the hill overlooking Windom.
Schneider recreates this moment with various musical representations. The absence of tempo
represents both the physical stopping of motion but also the timeless space of recollecting the
memories associated with this community. The ensemble enters with motivic interjections as
cued by the conductor. These include allusions to music from the 1960’s, excerpts of classical
and stride works learned from Evelyn Butler, church hymns, representations of prairie bird calls,
and a melodic representation of childhood friend Hope Bogle’s mother calling out her daughter’s
name (“Hopey”). The latter becomes a significant motivic idea that is continued into the return
space and used as transitional material. Contextually, the free section contrasts with the energy of
the piece thus far and in so doing prompts a desire to return to the groove and comprehensibility
of the exposition material. In essence, the stillness and seemingly random interjections of
discontinuous motives breed a sense of unrest in the listener.
The transition from the solo space to the return space takes place in mm. 193-205. The
“Hopey” theme that was introduced in the free section is orchestrated in chorale-like fashion, led
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by the conductor. The soloist continues to improvise in this transition but the ensemble has a
near equal prominence. The chorale style allows Schneider to reintegrate the ensemble into the
work and also to generate motion. She utilizes the chorale setting in a semi-rubato fashion as a
compositional strategy to reintegrate the ensemble and re-establish tempo when departing from
free sections. Schneider uses this same strategy in the next two pieces to be analyzed,
“Thompson Fields” and “Cerulean Skies.”
Return Space (mm. 206-285 | 10:31-13:29)
The return of the thematic material follows a vast solo space that has intensified an
appetite for the return of the rich melodic content of the exposition. Programmatically, we can
imagine the family car beginning down the hill and into the town. In terms of its formal
construction, the return space creates a certain balance with the structure of the exposition (see
Figure 2.4). Like the exposition, the return begins with an iteration of the AAB theme and
initially begins a repeat of this theme that intensifies through modulation towards the ensemble
high point. In the first iteration, Schneider adds a modulation to C major in the beginning of
melody B, which is in contrast with the exposition. In the second iteration (m. 237-260), melody
B enters before a repeat of melody A takes place, thus departing from the design of the
exposition. The change is intensified four measures later with a modulation back to C major in
m. 245. Again, in m. 249, the melody modulates by minor third to Eb major. The high point in
mm. 256-257 is a result of a steady dynamic curve that began in m. 206, created by the gradual
increase in harmonic, thematic, and orchestrational intensity. Somewhat surprisingly, if we
presume a formal unity derived from larger classical works, the return does not modulate back to
Db major, but rather reaches its high point in Eb major. The coda, however, is notated in Db
lydian and contains a bass line that outlines Db.
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Figure 2.4. “The Pretty Road,” formal structure of the Return Space (mm. 206-285 /
10:31-13:29)
Besides these formal deviations, the return space exhibits transformations that
differentiate melodies A and B from their expositional counterparts, despite similarities in
thematic material and design. In essence, Schneider creates a different mood or affect at the
beginning of the return space through slight alterations to texture, harmony, groove, and melodic
construction. These changes have a direct effect on the emotional and representational
connotations of the space. The contemplative and nostalgic nature of the exposition is replaced
with what I perceive as a joyful and lighter quality following the hilltop experience.
The first transformation is a change in the harmonic quality, which in turn alters the
affectual nature of the melody. The exposition consists of subdominant harmonies, as well as a
minor quality due to the repetition of the deceptive cadence. In the return, the groove begins with
a four-measure introductory figure that establishes a new harmonic quality (Example 2.4). The
initial harmony is labeled as an A7sus chord, though the notated chord suggests A mixolydian
with the inclusion of the third and b7. Indeed, the cluster contains the entire A mixolydian scale.
Later harmonies suggest a move towards sus chords throughout the return space that gives it an
anticipatory quality.
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Example 2.4. “The Pretty Road,” m. 206 (10:31), voicing of ‘Hopey’ theme
A second transformation is the steady groove and metric construction of the return. The
groove is established with the accompaniment figure in the piano as seen in Example 2.4 that is a
rhythmic derivation of the “Hopey” theme. Schneider voices the A7sus in a dense fashion,
reminiscent of a cluster. The steady groove replaces the contemplative character associated with
melody A from the exposition with its quasi-rubato flow and instead suggests new energy
through the rhythmic gesture. The meter is in 6, the same as the exposition, but in the return,
4

Schneider maintains this meter throughout the entire AAB structure instead of moving back to 4.
4

This slight expansion and consistency of meter softens the contrast that was so clear between
melody A and B in the exposition. Note, in the return there are changes in meter to 5 and 6 at the
4

8

cadence points; however, these are cadential enhancements and do not interrupt the overall
uniformity of the groove.
A third transformation is in the period structure and melodic content of melody A. In the
exposition, the IV-V-V/VI-VI progression repeats two times with variational melodic material
prior to the bVII-I cadence. In the return, the first four measures (mm. 210-213) contain an A7sus
pedal acting as a four-measure expansion of tonic (Example 2.5). The pedal reinforces the sense
of hearing the melody in mixolydian terms. The theme then contains the IV-V-V/VI-VI
movement in a syncopated fashion in mm. 214-215. This is followed by a cadential turn-around
achieved with a IV-V-I and meter change. The overall periodic structure follows a more
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normative path of tonic, subdominant, and cadence. The contrast of these changes with the initial
iteration of melody A suggest that the melody has undergone a change as a result of the solo
space.

Example 2.5. “The Pretty Road,” mm. 210-217 (10:40), voice and piano, annotated
What do the changes to the theme and the construction of the formal design indicate in
terms of programmatic meaning? On one level “The Pretty Road” follows Schneider’s normative
formal schema with little variation. In another sense, various features within it demonstrate a
unique work that follows the emotional trajectory of its autobiographical inspiration. “The Pretty
Road” supports Hatten’s definition of narrativity as a progression of emotionally charged
musical functions. The shift in harmonies between the exposition and return space give the
clearest picture of the shift in the psyche of the composer or of the virtual subjectivity staged in
the piece. The distant modulation at the beginning of the solo space from Db major to A major
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suggests levels of narrativity within the work, perhaps the former representing Schneider in her
present state (reminiscent) and the latter as a childhood flashback. The modulatory decisions
seem to coincide with how we might imagine a composer would stage a memory through
musical representation. Additionally, it would seem that the musical events of the solo space are
in some way responsible for the change in mood that we encounter in the return space. The
exposition and return themes, though similar, portray very different emotions. The first
contemplative and nostalgic due to the middle paradigmatic features and quasi-rubato pacing,
and the latter anticipatory and joyful as a result of sus chords and a forward driving groove. This
view of transformation is evidenced by the coda that ends in Db lydian—a key that in
Schneider’s understanding is brighter than ionian—along with the playful gesture in 5, which beg
4

a reading of this piece as a transformative musical narrative that has served a cathartic purpose
for the composer.
Though further aspects of this piece could be uncovered through a more thorough
analysis, the purpose of this initial analysis is to highlight the perspective of considering
compositional inspiration and intention when studying Schneider’s music. The themes, key
structure, and secondary features (e.g. texture, dynamics, instrumentation) prompt questions as to
the meaning or purpose behind Schneider’s choices. With the knowledge of the program, we can
see that these unique features are intended to constrain the listener towards specific emotional
and psychological states. In her words, “When you go into your inner place, where you’re
finding your music, the music is like a trace or a footprint of that place that you go to.”19
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Local Structures
Structures such as thematic content, key areas, and the formal organization are one level
through which the piece unfolds and communication is staged. As alluded to in the analysis
above, the local melodic structures play an important role in the communicative nature of the
music, as well. In the second half of this chapter, we examine two local structures that allow
Schneider to convey intimate memories and feelings more clearly, and ultimately allow the
performer and listener a chance at contextualization. We begin with the concept of periodicity,
specifically as defined by Agawu in Music as Discourse (2009). Next, Robert Hatten’s ideas of
markedness and, more broadly, oppositions will be considered in their application to Schneider’s
music. Following these discussions, we combine both large scale and local structures with a
discussion of Hatten’s Theory of Virtual Agency (2018) before a final application of these
concepts in an analysis of “The Thompson Fields.”
Periodicity
Periodic phrase structure has long been an aspect of organization within Western classical
music and has garnered a significant amount of scholarship. While the period is a regulating
framework for classical music (specifically the Classic and Romantic eras), jazz possesses other
regulators. Geyer spends a significant portion of his dissertation analyzing the dialogue between
Schneider’s use of conventional and deviational structural phrases. The structural phrase, as
Geyer terms it, is the regulating phrase structure in jazz, often congruent with the perceived
hypermeter. The most common organization is an eight-bar phrase that can be segmented into
two four-bar subphrases. This structure, analogous to a container, allows listener and musician to
track the music’s progression and fill it with either melodic or improvised content. Geyer studies
twenty-four pieces within Schneider’s corpus, meticulously tracking the frequency and
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percentage of normative structural phrases in comparison to deviational ones. His findings show
that 61% of her corpus phrases are normative (excluding rubato passages).20 He notes that the
percentage is actually higher, but due to his strict definition, certain structural phrases from styles
derived from non-Western music such as those found in “Hang Gliding” and “Bulería, Soleá y
Rumba” are not included because they do not have eight-measure phrase structures. However, he
does acknowledge that the listener may quickly perceive these as functional normative phrase
structures.21
Geyer’s data suggests that the majority of Schneider’s phrases are then created with a
predetermined phrase structure; however, Schneider’s own description of her compositional
process would suggest that melodies and phrase structures are conceived in tandem regardless of
whether they are normative or otherwise. In “The Pretty Road” for instance, there is a sense that
the phrase rhythm is as much determined by the linearity of the melody as by a predetermined
groove. One may point to examples within her South American inspired works as instances
where the stylistic groove mandates a certain framework, especially at the phrase level. Some of
her pieces are based on dance forms including the samba, landó, bulería, soleá, and rumba. Yet
even in these cases, the established groove quickly morphs with Schneider’s compositional voice
to create a novel unfolding of phrases and melodic development that seems very dependent on
the will of the composer. As an example, one can read the album notes for “Aires de Landó”
(2006) that recounts the compositional process of the work. Though inspired by the Peruvian
musical form, Schneider extracts certain metrical concepts and creates a piece that is very much
related to landó but with novel conceptions. There is no doubt that even these South American
inspired pieces are conceived with a sense of intertwined attention to both melody and phrase
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rhythm. I base this on her longstanding practice of beginning the compositional process without
bar lines or meter, which she claims allows her to follow the melodic linearity and harmonic
developments without the confinement of meter. Her remarks from 1999 about this process
prompt caution in assuming a systematic approach to her composition of phrase structures:
When beginning a new piece, I write my ideas on a huge piece of score paper with no bar
lines. As I feel the flow of a phrase, I write fast, notating spatially with only approximate
note values so as to not lose the feeling of the phrase in my effort to get it down. Then I
go back to get the exact note values….
When I finally notate these phrases with bar lines, they often come out in some kind
of mixed meter. I try to feel the phrasing with my body so that it feels natural. Sometimes
I dance out my ideas to figure out how to write them down. Getting my body
involved…helps to engage energy that hopefully transfers into the impact of the music.22
Schneider uses this method as a way to limit the dependence on predetermined form and phrase
lengths, which results in melodic phrases that determine the structural phrase and meter. Her
understanding of periodicity doubtlessly stems from her compositional focus on Western
classical music in her early music education but is also influenced by the kinesthetic associations
of South American genres.
Given the legitimacy of Geyer’s meticulous study and at the same time obvious
flexibility that Schneider affords herself, what methodology or definition of periodicity is most
helpful? I find the definitions set forth by Ratner and Agawu to be the most appropriate,
specifically in surmounting the challenges raised by the blurred context of her compositional
genre. In speaking of music from the Classic era, Ratner states, “Periodicity represents the
tendency of classic music to move toward goals, toward points of punctuation. The most
important of these is the period, which marks the end of a complete statement.”23 Tendency
implies expectation and as such a potential to play on those expectations. Agawu articulates this
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as the sense of periodicity from the listener’s perspective, one who understands (to some degree)
the conventions of the periodic structure in the given style. The sense of periodicity combines an
awareness of musical happenings at the phrase level—completion, extension, continuation,
abandonment of a melodic idea and awareness of the “ebbs and flows”24—with a broader
tracking of the dynamic curve and motion of the piece. Consider Agawu’s explanation for the
difference between periodicity as a determined form, versus as a guide for the act of listening:
Too many studies of Romantic music have adopted an overdetermined approach to the
analysis of form. Lured by the conventions of phrase-structural organization, they have
blurred the possible distinction between periodicity as a practical mechanism for
composition and periodicity as a resultant presence that guides a listener’s listening.
Without denying the pertinence of convention, I want to retain this distinction—which
may be largely a matter of emphasis—in order to suggest that the act of listening may
take a direct, less mediated form, based at best on an appreciation of key moments of
punctuation, not necessarily on an in-time awareness of the succession of precise phrase
groupings. For the listener, the occurrence of a punctuation mark signals the partial or full
completion of an idea or process and the imminent beginning of something new.
Punctuations may be regular or irregular, but even in the most regular contexts, there is
often more to the sense of periodicity than what is conferred by grouping. The analytical
emphasis, then, should not be on antecedents and consequents, well-defined or
malformed sentences, or sonata formations and deformations, although these can be
helpful in the initial stages of analysis. The emphasis, rather, should be on the sense
behind the musical gestures, the tendency of the material to remain open or closed, or its
predilection to refuse either tendency and remain suspended between them.25
Agawu proposes a consideration of periodicity as a resultant presence designed to guide the
listener. Often the labeling of phrase-structural organizations attempts to answer the questions:
how is the piece organized in relation to those works that precede it or how did the composer
construct the music? I raise the question, why did the composer construct the phrase in a
particular way? Agawu suggests that, at best, the listener is able to perceive moments of
punctuation, not the mechanisms that often dominate analytical writing. He insists, rather, that an
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understanding of the sense behind the gestures will perhaps reveal the purpose or meaning of the
phrase within the overall discourse. The simplicity of his three questions to guide periodic
analysis underscores the distinction between the complexity of analysis and realities of music
perception. They are: “Where does the motion begin? Where does it end? How does it get
there?”26
Returning to Schneider’s music, we will apply these questions and sensibilities to “The
Pretty Road.” Using these open-ended questions, how can we understand the purpose and impact
of the opening expositional material? Some of this discussion will repeat previous findings, but it
is a useful repetition in order to understand Schneider’s periodicity. (Refer back to Example 2.2
and 2.3 in order to follow the present analysis.) The first melody is a phrase with four segments
(mm. 1-10). The first three share a nearly identical harmonic structure, yet variational melodies.
In m. 1, the melody, beginning with a pick-up, begins a short utterance that temporarily pauses
on a deceptive VI chord with a 9-8 suspension. The momentum gained by the initial syncopated
rhythm slows due to the triplet and sustains on a minor chord voiced in a relatively low range of
the piano. The next phrase (pick-ups beginning in m. 3) is voiced an octave higher and is a
melodic derivative of mm. 1-2, a simpler version. It would seem the motion has reached an
obstacle in its early journey as it once again ends deceptively on VI. The third segment,
beginning in m. 6, connects the registers of the previous two segments with stepwise descent that
resolves again to the same chord (VI). This melody is also a variation of the original melody,
ending in 4-3-2-1-7-1. The pause at the end of each phrase signals some kind of resistance,
hesitancy, or contemplation in the musical thought. Finally, in mm. 9-10 there is a resolution
from bVII – I but not with meaningful melodic connection to the previous segments. The cadence
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is at best a comma and suggests there is more to be said in regards to both melodic motion and
closure. These ten bars are repeated from mm. 11-20. If anything, this allows the listener to
contemplate the meaning of the previous structure, but does not advance a sense of punctuation.
Since both presentations of melody A end in the same manner, we must look to melody B
(mm. 21-36) for a true sense of closure. If melody A is heard as contemplative, nostalgic or
incomplete, melody B is grounded and reassuring. It begins with a V6 pick-up to a IV6 on the
downbeat of m. 21. Though it continues to incorporate the subdominant as a primary harmony
rather than tonic, there is a contrast in its aural perception. First, the metric steadiness of melody
B gives a sense of resolution, in contrast to the pauses of the shorter segments of A. Second, the
melody unfolds in a predictable and repetitive nature. The sixteen-measure melody is itself a
period with an antecedent ending in a half cadence and a consequent that resolves with a V-I
cadence. Despite all the pauses and deceptive motion within mm. 1-20, the reassurance of
melody B resolves the previous tensions and closes the musical thought. With its closure, we
perceive the AAB theme as a larger closed unit. The two uninterrupted presentations of this AAB
theme in the exposition allow Schneider to play on this expectation in the return space. After one
complete version of the theme from mm. 210-234, Schneider deviates from the AAB theme by
inserting melody B prior to the repeat of A (m. 245). This play on expectation leads to an
intensification of energy that eventually leads to the climax a few phrases later.
In recalling periodicity as a portion of my methodology, I am concerned with the sense of
periodicity from the perspective of the listener as demonstrated above. This type of reading is
closely related to Schneider’s intention to carry the attention of the listener from one moment to
the next. Schneider’s comments about her compositional process are concerned with the
tendencies and motion of the melodic phrase and so a categorization of phrases is not a
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meaningful route to uncover the communicative dimensions of her style. The search for the
feeling and direction of each phrase will situate us closer to her intent.
Markedness and oppositions
The remainder of this chapter is based on concepts developed by Robert Hatten. His
intention as a theorist, made explicit in Musical Meaning in Beethoven (1994), is to develop
hypotheses for the explanation of formal structures; in other words to answer the question
“why?” This is achieved by seeking expressive interpretations based on highly plausible
contextual and extramusical (i.e. cultural, stylistically constrained) evidence. He states, “I am
interested in aspects of musical expressive meaning that go beyond current norms of musical
analysis and in neglected cultural evidence to the degree that it supports the historical
reconstruction of expressive meaning.”27 The various hermeneutical strategies he developed over
the course of his career are complementary (he would say “indispensable complements”28) to the
formalist perspective.
One strategy of locating meaning that he explores is the concept of markedness, which
builds off theoretical concepts originating in linguistics. Markedness is the valuation of
difference, a way of denoting specificity. In language, past and present tense demonstrate the
concept’s basic meaning. (I borrow this example from Hatten’s own explanation.) If we say, “he
works late,” it provides less specificity than to say, “he worked late.”29 Markedness, then, refers
to a situational valuation, not a set establishment of meanings that persist in every situation.
Hatten locates markedness in all aspects of works, including key relationships, thematic content,
harmony and melodic alterations. A common example is the relationship between the major and
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minor modes. In the Classic era, the major mode has a broader expression of meaning than minor
and so a modulation to minor within a major framework implies a more specific meaning, often
times understood as tragic. Another example is a modulation to the major Neapolitan in a minor
context, which creates a marked moment, perhaps understood as transcendent or ethereal. The
semiotician understands these marked moments not just through the lens of functionality and
voice leading but as expressively motivated shifts.
Markedness and other strategies of locating meaning highlight those areas that require
deeper consideration and perhaps limit the interpretational meanings through the reconstruction
of historical or cultural implications. They do not reveal definitive meanings but rather draw the
listener towards meaning. Markedness depends on style and as such, those features that are
marked in Classic or Romantic music may no longer apply to the big band repertoire. The big
band genre and jazz at large complicate an application of Hatten’s theory due to a larger scope of
stylistic expression. Harmonic substitutions and chord extensions, for instance, are a normal part
of the vernacular that may have coloristic purposes but are not intended as marked. It is my
expectation that careful analysis of Schneider’s pieces will reveal her personal strategies to
create salient differentiations in a piece. By staging these differences either through subtle or
explicit means, Schneider creates noticeable valuations of difference that aid in creating a sense
of narrative, metaphorically relating to literary features like setting, characters, plot, and
resolution.
A few initial strategies come to mind in the three study pieces of this dissertation. First,
textural shifts and modulation may heighten important sectional shifts within the narrative of the
work and draw us to the inspiration. The formal freedom of modern big band allows the
composer to modulate to virtually any key, which can provide for salient moments but at the
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same time could detract from the significance of distant modulations. The first modulation in
“The Pretty Road” takes place in the beginning of the solo space, at which point a chromatic
modulation from Db major to A major occurs (m. 87). The shift in tonal center coincides with the
end of a climactic ensemble transition and the beginning of the solo space. In this moment both
the modulation and change of voice from ensemble to soloist constitute marked features;
however, the modulation in my view is the marked event that provides insight into a specific
meaning. Until this point, the exposition heavily emphasized the subdominant, which I suggested
may communicate a sense of contemplation. In the album liner notes, Schneider states,
“Somehow this tune conjured up the excitement of approaching town with Dad at the wheel,
who, if convinced by his three begging daughters, would take an alternate route into town. This
alternative road landed us on a hill that overlooked all the sparkly lights of Windom.”30 Is it
possible that this marked modulation signifies a change in the narrative either shifting from the
perspective of a nostalgic present-day Schneider to a flashback of this memory as a child or a
representation of her dad’s choice to take the alternate route? Ultimately, the listener can decide
on any interpretation, my point is that this sudden modulation changes the energy and feeling of
the work, which in turn affects the interplay of the listener’s subjectivity. It is staged in such a
way to communicate meaning.
A similar example takes place in the first solo section of “Cerulean Skies.” In this
instance, the solo space (m. 76) begins with a massive shift in tonality, texture, style, and tempo.
Of these changes, the shift in texture and tonality seem the most marked. The exposition begins
in A major and modulates to D major, though only in a way that intensifies the melodic material.
The solo space begins with a vamp on a D13sus implying a D dorian modality. The sense of
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moving from a major context to a darker minor or dorian context is tracked by the listener. The
change in texture and voice from the melodically rich ensemble to an improvisatory and
comparatively dissonant solo feels particularly marked. Additionally, this marked shift creates an
expectation to return to the unmarked texture of the ensemble in a major context, thereby
opening a dimension of communication between the composer and listener.
A second marked feature that is persistent in Schneider’s music is the use of harmonic
color. Schneider explicitly articulates her use of harmony as a way to direct emotion within the
piece. Just as Hatten locates markedness in specific harmonies (e.g. minor 7th chord in
Beethoven, String Quartet in Bb, op. 130, Cavatina, m. 15),31 so Schneider uses specific voicings
to highlight meaning. In the chorale of “Cerulean Skies,” the first sustained harmony is a Ebmaj7
in first inversion. The dissonance of the major seventh (D) is accentuated by the voicing, creating
a minor second with the Eb in the inner voices (Example 2.6). This harmony is sustained for four
beats and as will be studied in greater detail, points to a specific meaning to the purpose of the
chorale section. The dissonance represents a tension in the musical thought, one that may be
compared to a question posed by the pianist that prompts dialogue with the accordion soloist.

Example 2.6. “Cerulean Skies,” m. 185-186 (12:18), annotated
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A third feature of Schneider’s music with potential for markedness is her use of modal
shifts that reflect her philosophy of the spectrum of modalities. In some instances, the use of
modality is not marked, as in the return section in “The Pretty Road” that uses A mixolydian. In
other instances, such as the lydian counter melody (melody C) in “Cerulean Skies,” modal
mixture is more directly brought to the listener’s attention. It will be the task of later chapters to
locate and discern the extent of markedness in these modal shifts.
Other features may be more accurately described as oppositional forces than as marked
and unmarked. A marked context implies an asymmetric value, which means the marked feature
occurs less frequently against the unmarked backdrop. Oppositional forces may have equal (or
near equal) prominence within the work, yet the contrast between them can create a marked
signifying device. An example occurs in the realm of orchestration. We can imagine a solo
instrument as oppositional in some sense to the full ensemble, and though one is not necessarily
more specific than the other in terms of meaning, the differentiation between these varied forces
can help us locate meaning. This dichotomy can be seen very clearly in “Cerulean Skies.” In
later chapters, I make the case for a thematic depiction of the individual versus collective at
various points within the narrative. Not only can this enrich a sense of narrativity and
imaginative listening, but on a more contextual level it creates various planes on which the music
unfolds, a musical landscape. In a more subtle manner, the difference between the softer timbre
of the flute and the brassier sound of the saxophone; muted and open brass; and the flugelhorn
and trumpet are used as communicative strategies, possessing markedness in relation to their
employment.
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Virtual Agency
Robert Hatten’s A Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music (2018) articulates and
theorizes a path to understanding Schneider’s communicative strategies. He builds an argument
that music’s communicative ability is largely in its capacity to represent the actions and emotions
of human agency, and as such, is capable of staging complex subjectivities. In this last
theoretical section, I follow his basic argument and apply it to a reading of Schneider’s “The
Thompson Fields.”
Hatten’s theory begins with a preliminary belief that the perception of emotion in music
comes from the interaction of energetic gestalts (e.g. dynamics, articulation, pacing/timing,
contour) with style-coded syntheses (e.g. topics, schemata, harmony/voice leading,
melody/motive). These interactions are then perceived as virtual emotions that Hatten points out
are understood as expressed in the music, not merely represented.32 The immediate and perhaps
natural response is to associate these either with the composer or performer, though neither is
necessarily the source as depicted in the music. Upon recognizing these gestures and emotions as
having human agency, a listener can choose one of four levels of engagement: mere recognition
of emotions, sympathetic feelings for or against the agent, empathetic feelings, or co-experience
of emotion (i.e. identification).33
The perception of agency in Hatten’s theory is based on two principles of recognition.
First, the listener recognizes forces within music such as gravity, magnetism and inertia based on
the work of Steven Larson (Musical Forces: Motion, Metaphor, and Meaning in Music, 2012).
As such, the stylistically competent listener can recognize denials in voice leading and harmonic
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motion that imply subversion by an actant or source. Second, resemblance of verbal utterance
and emotionality in instrumental music can be traced back to early instrumental development
based on vocal practices.34 These assumptions result in the conclusion that compositional
innovations in Western classical music sought to consolidate the perception of actants into
sustained actorial roles. If the listener is to engage with a type of dramatic trajectory, the piece
must demonstrate a sustained and persistent cohesion of musical implication. Hatten
demonstrates, through works from Bach to Fauré, an attempt to consolidate multiple actant
strands (e.g. motive, gesture, counterpoint lines) into an integrative melos—meaning, “the path
or passage of our focal attending when we listen to a musical discourse”35—leading to a
fictionalizing of the piece as a dramatic trajectory.36 In summary, Hatten suggests the following
inferences of musical listening that have in turn shaped compositional innovations:
1. Virtualizing: hearing actions and emotions as arising from forces within the music
2. Embodying: hearing virtual actions and emotions as possessing humanlike agency
3. Fictionalizing: hearing a story in which those virtual, embodied agents can play
individual roles in an ongoing trajectory with an outcome of some sort37
In the second half of the book, Hatten explores the extent to which perception of virtual
agency leads to a deeper communication of consciousness and complex discourse, and the
compositional innovations that have expanded that capacity. This is a particularly interesting
inquiry to apply to Schneider’s pieces as she often attempts to portray complex emotions and
psychological states. For instance, we can imagine how Schneider may represent the physical
motion of a car driving to the top of a hill in “The Pretty Road” or the general mapping of
migratory energies in “Cerulean Skies,” but can she also communicate the deeper subjectivities
34
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of nostalgia and migratory instinct. Our experience as listeners affirms music’s ability to conjure
these complex subjectivities, yet is it a projection of our imagination or somehow embedded into
the music?
A fundamental assumption of Hatten’s theory and one that Schneider would almost
certainly agree with based on my impression from various interviews, is the notion that
imagination and self-reflection are inevitable activities of the human mind. Within Schneider’s
desire to share a trace of her experiences in music and for her soloists to appropriate her
subjectivity into their own experiences, is an implicit belief that doing so is a natural activity of
musical engagement. In agreement, Hatten suggests that in music, listeners are both following
the dramatic trajectory of the work, while simultaneously reflecting upon the thoughts and
feelings that it prompts in a cathartic process. Consider his description of the free will of
imagining a work (both as listener and composer) and the stylistic parameters that affords such a
process:
Musical styles provide endless affordances and virtual worlds for the imagination, worlds
within which unpredictable choices and original venturings may occur.…Not only are
composers able to choose among multiple implicative paths suggested by tonal
configurations; they may at any time play the wild card of a rhetorical gesture (that which
breaks the otherwise unmarked flow of the music), thereby introducing the unpredictable.
Such unprepared disruptions of continuity mime our reaction to life’s unexpected
outward events as well as our inward experiences of sudden psychological shifts. Indeed,
any spontaneous musical gesture (unpredicted by the style, even if immediately
negotiated within its constraints) may refresh or expand the resources of a musical
style….
Although human freedom itself may appear to be a delusion from certain
philosophical perspectives, the semiotic fact remains that it is an essential way we think
about ourselves. And a virtual sense of individual volition can be both composed and
heard (interpreted) in music. It is through an emergent sense of music’s virtual human
capacities that an individual listener is able to imaginatively (virtually) merge her
consciousness and its fund of experience with that of the virtual consciousness being
embodied or “enminded” by the music. What is fascinating with respect to this
enminding is the way in which the virtual in music moves listeners from embodiment to
imagination, such that we can interpret emergent ideas or thoughts as having been
grounded in the body even as they are interiorized in the mind. Thus, in engaging with
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music, we continually reaffirm our own subjectivity’s capacity for thinking passionately
or reflecting on feelings—and we thereby find ourselves effectively bridging the
presumed divide between body and mind, emotion and thought.38
Hatten’s theory relies on the recognition of human volition within music. This is necessary both
for the composer to express aspects of consciousness in music and for the listener to follow them
in imaginative trains of thought. During the act of listening, music is perceived as mirroring our
human consciousness with its own capacity to make choices, self-reflect, and overcome.
According to his theory, this merging of our imagination with the virtual subjectivity projected in
music is at the crux of our delight to return to the masterpieces over and over. I find a certain
resonance between Hatten’s argument for expressive innovations within the classical realm and
the thoughts of Schneider regarding her own compositional process. In an aforementioned quote,
Schneider speaks of her music as, “a trace or a footprint of that place that [a composer goes
to].”39 What is this deep place if not the complexity of consciousness that emerges from the
spirituality and emotionality of the human psyche and depository of experiences? On the basis of
her intentions, we can assume Schneider’s compositional decisions are guided by and meant to
portray her psychological and emotional journeys by means of the conventions and capacities
afforded by the modern big band style.40
One last consideration in adapting Hatten’s theory of interpretation to a jazz context is the
complication of incorporating improvisation into the melos of musical discourse. We have
already discussed the distinct care that Schneider takes to both guide and unleash the creativity
of her soloists. If, as I argue, the solo section is a critical continuation of the musical narrative
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Ibid., 151.
Kelly, In Her Own Words, 250.
40
Given the diversity of influences within her compositions including jazz (which itself has a wide range of styles),
Western classical, Brazilian, Flamenco, etc., it is challenging to constrain her style in a broad term. Nevertheless,
the compositional devices in mind here tend to resonate with those from Western musical origins.
39
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and a development section within the formal structure, we should then be able to locate evidence
of the unfolding drama even within moments of improvisation. This is an aspect that Hatten
obviously need not be concerned with, but must be considered in order to apply his theories to
the modern big band repertoire. In chapter five, we will consider three solo sections within
“Cerulean Skies,” using findings from their transcriptions to explicate this process.

Analysis of “The Thompson Fields”
We turn now to an application of this hermeneutical theory in another of Schneider’s
autobiographical pieces, “The Thompson Fields” (2009). I will briefly recall the programmatic
inspirations that were previously discussed in the first chapter (pg. 16-17). The piece was
conceived in two sections. The first melody came to Schneider’s mind in the laundry room of her
New York City apartment and she immediately recognized that it recalled a feeling of home. The
solo section is an autobiographical depiction of a scene on top of a silo in her hometown,
overlooking the windy waves of soybeans with her longtime family friend. The question for
analysis then, is how does she guide her audience towards the virtual representation of the
emotions and the psychological state that inspired this work? What dimensions direct us to the
trace of this experience in the hopes that we too may co-experience this subjectivity with her?
Theme & Exposition Space (mm. 1-46 | 0:00-3:22)
First, we begin with the construction of the theme that shares many of the devices
observed in the opening melody of “The Pretty Road.” If there was doubt regarding the
intentionality of those devices, her repetition of them in a second nostalgia piece corroborates an
intent to communicate those feelings. What features of this melody may Schneider have
recognized as resembling a “taste of home?” I submit that the periodicity of the melody implies a
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sense of self-reflection that, combined with the folk quality of the guitar, may have triggered
nostalgic connotations of her home in Windom, MN. Beginning with the orchestration, the
melody seems to be conceived with the guitar in mind—the piece begins with an entire
presentation of the theme played by solo guitar—and portrays a folk-like quality that
immediately situates the listener in the American West. The melody (Example 2.7) is in the style
of a rounded binary structure. It begins with an eight-measure phrase, followed by a threemeasure contrasting phrase, and returns to a truncated version of the initial melody (A-B-A’).
The melody begins with a six-note pick-up that arrives to a subdominant chord on the downbeat
of m. 1. Like “The Pretty Road,” it is comprised of smaller repeating segments, in this case a
melody that repeats IV-V, lingering on the dominant at the end of each segment. This short
melody repeats two times before resolving with a IV6 -V-I cadence.
The sense of agency arises from the repetition of this short phrase and the sustained
tension from the evaded cadences to I. One may perceive a virtual sense of the agent dealing
with a question, problem or thought. Looking more closely, the voice leading and delay of
suspensions create another level of subtlety within each melodic segment. In m. 1, the IV chord
is built by stacking four fifths (E-B-F#-C#), thereby avoiding the third and emphasizing a
suspended quality. The V (F# chord) on the second beat suspends the fourth (B) of the chord
without resolution. In the second segment (m. 3), a similar voicing is heard, but with a
descending scale from C# to F# in the inner voice, again skirting a sustain of the third. Finally, in
the third segment, the melody resolves to the third of the F# chord (A#). This seems to set into
motion the delayed resolution to tonic. Measures 7-8 feature a cadence and melodic resolution
supported by a IV6 -V(cad 6 ) - I. The delay of the resolution to A# along with the different
4
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voicings of the IV chord suggest a virtual sense of reflecting or searching for a solution to the
presumed obstacle.

Example 2.7. Maria Schneider, “The Thompson Fields,” theme, mm. 1-14, annotated
The B section of the theme (mm. 8-11) begins with an upward leap into a slightly higher
register. The melody initially breaks free from the pattern of the A section both in register and in
its resolution to I6 but only to resolve deceptively to VI in m. 11. We can sense human agency in
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this B section by the willful release from the lower register and harmonic patterns of the first part
of the theme. If this represents some kind of human agency to resolve or overcome the obstacles
presented in the A section, the deceptive cadence and return to the first segment of section A
suggests a failure or delay of this volition. The theme ends with a solitary melodic resolution to 1
without supporting harmony that encourages an interiorized interpretation of the agency.
With this analysis of the theme in mind, I propose that these opening measures invite a
fictionalization of self-reflection and longing that continues throughout the duration of this work.
The exposition is comprised of three presentations of the theme. As noted, the first presentation
from mm. 1-15 introduces the theme through a rubato guitar solo with only a little coloring by
the percussion and accordion in the B section of the melody. In this first hearing, the stylistically
competent listener will recognize the connotations of the Midwest and the lingering, repetitive
melody that suggests a sense of self-reflection. On a subtle level, the subdominant harmony of
the first chord combined with the harmonic suspensions communicates an inner wrestling within
the melodic segment. If these qualities are recognized and coalesced into a virtualization of
longing, the repeat of the theme in the piano (mm. 16-30) allows the listener to contemplate the
feeling, perhaps to the point of fictionalizing that engages with their own subjectivity and
experiences. The second presentation is primarily a piano solo but with a little more involvement
from the ensemble. The piano embellishes the melody with improvised arpeggiations during the
sustained chords of each melodic segment as if to demonstrate a freedom to explore the
implications of the melody. The third presentation (mm. 31-46), played by the soprano
saxophone as a variation of the melody, ascends into the upper register and in doing so, increases
the intensity of the theme, perhaps signaling a gradual departure from the introverted
contemplation that was so implicit in the first two hearings. The winds and brass gradually
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bolster the melody with emotionally charged suspensions, accented chords in the brass, and
counter lines, along with increased activity in the rhythm section. The slow increase in intensity
from solo guitar to full ensemble builds the exposition space towards an emotional, local climax
in the third iteration of the theme. The clarity of the form in its three complete presentations
draws the listener to deeper levels of engagement and in so doing potentially invites an
imaginative and personalized interaction with the developing virtual subjectivity.
Solo Space (mm. 46-47 | 3:22-4:48)
The solo space of “The Thompson Fields” is a musical representation of Schneider’s
experience (both physical and psychological) atop a silo in Windom, MN. It is discontinuous
with the material of the exposition space, acting more like an insertion than a development
section. The duration of the solo space is comprised of swells of a B major chord in the
trombones (mimicking waves of beans caused by the wind) and a piano improvisation in Ab
ionian. Unlike her typical solo sections, there is no clear direction, developmental backgrounds,
or changes in energy. The affect is intentionally static to represent the timelessness of the natural
surroundings and generations in the community of Windom.41 Based on the album liner notes, it
seems this bitonality is meant to stage two levels of narrative. One level, portrayed by the piano
in Ab, is a timeless amalgamation of memories, people, and stories that are somehow gone yet
spiritually present in the moment of this scene. The other level, played by the trombones in B
major, is the tangible present; the literal fields that Schneider views. The bitonality points to the
paradoxical reality (from Schneider’s perspective) that these stories, generations and memories
are just as alive in this moment as her physical surrounding.

41

Maria Schneider, The Thompson Fields album liner notes, 2015.
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From the perspective of virtual agency, the question is whether the sense of reflection and
virtual subjectivity portrayed in the exposition space is sustained through the solo space in a way
that can be understood by the listener. Two aspects of this solo space are perceptible that may
lead to a sense of sustained melos even without a continuous actorial role. First, the lack of
tempo and periodicity creates a certain tension in the musical environment that prompts the
listener to submit to its dissonance and timelessness. Additionally, the absence of a dynamic
curve inhibits the listener from perceiving a sense of development and inevitability. Second, the
oppositional nature of the piano improvisation and trombone swells is evident. Each seem to be
disconnected in the sense that neither influences the other. The solo space portrays a scene then,
absent of a clear melody or trajectory, but one that sits in tension and creates a certain longing
for a return to thematic material and a tempo. While there isn’t a sustained melodic role
connecting the exposition and solo space, I think there is a sustained sense of interiorization.
This inner reflection or struggle as portrayed in music is not specific in terms of its causality, but
the solo space sustains an obvious dissonance that is resolved in the following sections.
Return Space & Coda (mm. 48-77 | 4:48-10:02)
The return space in mm. 48-71 and the coda in m. 72-77 (longer in temporal duration due
to vamp) demonstrate a solution to the thematization of the self-reflection in the exposition space
and dissonance in the solo space. The return balances the three thematic presentations of the
exposition with three variational iterations of the thematic material, each in a different key,
creating a sense of inner balance and symmetry. After the dissonance of the solo space, the
ensemble returns with a warmly orchestrated version of the theme. The melody and harmony
have been altered, most notably by beginning with and resolving to the tonic, along with a
greater degree of melodic resolution. In Example 2.8, observe the differences between the theme
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Example 2.8. a) “Thompson Fields,” mm. 1-8, annotated; b) mm. 48-55 (4:48),
annotated
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from the exposition and the first iteration in the return. In m. 49, the melody of the first segment
in the return resolves to G#, the third of IV, instead of C#, the thirteenth of IV, as in the initial
melody (m. 1). The IV-V motion is now delayed as the phrase lingers on IV and in the second
segment passes through a V7 during the final beat of m. 50 so as to resolve to I in m. 51. The
third segment again moves to IV but a densely orchestrated version that accentuates #4 (in tenor
saxophone 2 and flugelhorn 3 of the score). This is an especially salient chord, labeled E(add#4).
The subsequent cadential figure of II -V does not resolve to tonic but instead modulates down a
minor third to Ab in m. 55, the beginning of the second iteration of the theme. The modulation
from F#sus (V of B major) to Absus uses the familiar motion heard throughout the piece with the
parallel fifths of the IV-V.
The return of the theme resolves the tension built from the static and bitonal solo space
with a thematic return that mirrors the exposition but is transformed to create more resolution.
The content is still presented in a rubato style (much like a chorale) with sustained chords every
two measures, yet the resolution and modulations indicate movement towards a resolution of the
previous tensions. Though we sense this movement towards perhaps a final resolution of the
contemplation, the piece still has not met certain formal and stylistic expectations of Schneider’s
music. Referring back to Geyer’s theory, the piece has not established a SRT because the solo
space was static and therefore did not contain the normal thematic presence of the backgrounds
and dynamic curve leading to the return space. Further, none of the musical material has truly
established a groove, instead continuing in a rubato style, and so the piece threatens to end
without a sustained tempo. This sense of incompletion is felt most prominently during the climax
of the piece in the second iteration of the return (mm. 57-63). The climax in m. 61 sustains a
dissonant Dbma9(#11) (a transposition of the beforementioned E(add#4) in m. 53) accentuated by the
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voicing of dissonance in the high winds and flugels. This chord moves us toward the final
iteration in F major, that slowly fades with wisps of the theme, ending in a unison note (F) in the
flugelhorn and flute. The climactic dissonance of m. 61 alerts the listener that the return space is
coming to an end, which clashes with the sense of incompletion felt as a result of the formal
deviations.
Were the piece to end here, the feeling of irresolution would linger beyond the final note.
Surprisingly (but then almost inevitable in retrospect), after a few beats of motionless sustain, the
unison F is met by a groove in the rhythm section using the IV-V-I progression that has been so
foundational to the piece. The guitar soloist, not heard since the opening theme, returns with an
improvised solo, supported by a deep groove established in the rhythm section. Schneider
instructs a build to a local climax and a fade to end the piece without reintroducing the rest of the
ensemble. What can we make of this rare improvisatory coda and its role in the fictionalization
of the piece? Considering the stylistic expectations of Schneider’s formal schema and the
irresolution of the staged subjectivity, it is not difficult to conclude that this section is the
response and balance to all that was composed. The coda finally introduces a steady, predictable,
and consonant groove as if to release all the tension that has been built up in this emotionally
wrought piece. Now, in retrospect, we can understand the altered melody and modulations of the
return as a path towards a place of consonance and rest. The obstacles, if you will, that hindered
resolution in the exposition and solo space are dealt with in the return through these alterations.
The coda allows the listener to reflect on the journey presented in the music and to perhaps
experience the cathartic purpose for which it was constructed.
Considering the programmatic inspirations, I close with a more specific reading based on
the cues from this analysis. While the specifics of this interpretation may not resonate
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universally, the general arch of emotions that comprise this fictionalization may be broadly
experienced. The exposition is representative of Schneider’s memories of the past, hearkening
that nostalgic feeling of sadness and regret of a life in the Windom community that is no more.
Schneider works through these feelings during her experience atop the silo that prompts an
apparent breakthrough or realization seen in the harmonic and melodic transformations of the
return. The return certainly has a transformative nature and directionality (e.g. modulations), yet
still contains moments of great dissonance (#11 chords). Ultimately, the return leads to renewal
and freedom, represented by the solo in the coda. The piece ends in F major, a tritone away from
its starting point of B major, perhaps to represent the change that has occurred through the
catharsis of the experience. The formal, melodic, and harmonic strategies in “The Thompson
Fields” mirror what we imagine Schneider experienced as per her program notes on the piece,
which I believe is perceptible (to varying degrees) due to the clear staging of thematic and formal
features.

Conclusion
The analyses of “The Pretty Road” and “The Thompson Fields” demonstrate that an
integrated analysis of formal and semiotic features, considered through the lens of Schneider’s
intentions, can lead to more constrained range of interpretation, particularly in terms of the sense
of narrativity and emotional connotations in each piece. The important point of the analyses is
not their programmatic interpretations but the location and clarification of meaning within the
score. Given the clear program of both pieces, the connections I make between the musical and
autobiographical narrative are, at the very least, plausible. Yet, music does not require
interpretational agreement and in fact, evades such a pinning down of meaning. The noted
theories by Agawu and Hatten are valid inasmuch as they describe phenomena that are generally
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felt by a group of listeners. The components of Hatten’s theory are obviously more daring in
their interpretational reach. Nevertheless, I have found the application of his hermeneutical
strategy to be an enriching exercise that resonates with Schneider’s intentions. It is important to
note that their theories were developed in the context of specific composers and styles. Their
application to new contexts, in this case Schneider’s music, must be proven useful and defended
as such.
The first two chapters sought to reveal Schneider’s compositional intent and then to work
towards a methodology that integrates formal and expressive strategies. Geyer’s work on
Schneider’s large-scale formal schema aptly captures the overall organization and energies that
can be found in nearly every piece within her corpus. I will retain his terminology as a
foundation for the analysis of “Cerulean Skies.” High points and periodicity, derived from
Agawu’s scholarship, are two strategies of communication that allow a connection between
composer and listener. The listener recognizes high points as an organizing structure and can
easily track the progress towards these climactic moments. Periodicity, or the sense of
completion within a phrase, is another feature of the music that can be tracked by the listener,
one that is an evident communicative strategy with Schneider’s corpus.
Hatten’s Theory of Virtual Agency is a unique hermeneutical method that marries well
with Schneider’s expressive intentions. Though I have introduced it with a programmatic piece,
it should not be understood as an interpretative strategy that always links features in the music
with extramusical plots or narratives. Most of Hatten’s analyses speak to emotions and forces
that are portrayed through the mechanisms and functions within a particular style, not necessarily
as associated with program. In chapter five of this dissertation, his theory is applied in much
greater detail to “Cerulean Skies,” revealing the ways that Schneider creates a sustained
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narrative, despite a very sectional, scene-like approach. The three improvisations in the piece
reveal a very important level of agency that will be evidenced through transcription and analysis.
The following chapters offer a number of perspectives on the same piece. These analyses speak
to the many ways through which listeners engage with music and the multiplicity of
communicative dimensions available to Schneider within the modern big band style.
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3. CHAPTER THREE: “CERULEAN SKIES,” ANALYSIS OF FORM

“Cerulean Skies” aptly demonstrates the narrativity and expressivity of Schneider’s
compositional style. The analysis of the remaining chapters will focus on various levels of
composition in an effort to uncover the dimensions that form the music narrative. Schneider uses
emotionally charged functions, textures, and musical connotations to guide the listener along the
psychological and pictorial sequence of the program. Though these connections are at times
particularly vivid due to the clear program of this piece, I hope it is by now apparent that for
Schneider, this play between her music and the listener is the intention of every piece, even
though they may vary in terms of abstraction. The present chapter is concerned with formal
structures including sections, themes, key structures, and transformations of thematic material. I
intentionally delay the discussion of semiotic concepts to the subsequent chapters. Though this
will require multiple passes through the work, it will highlight the varied levels of meaning
within a musical work, as well as their interconnection.
Prior to the analysis, we will reconsider the programmatic impetus and descriptions of
“Cerulean Skies,” as given by Schneider. Following this, Ben Geyer’s analysis will be discussed,
emphasizing what he describes as its deviational formal nature. We will consider how his
analysis might illuminate the present study and impact the hearing of this piece. Next, we
observe the differences between an earlier version of the piece and the final version. The former
version contains a contrasting ending that may challenge (or certainly force us to question) the
seemingly clear programmatic representations in the form of the final version. Finally, a
chronological analysis of the piece will complete the chapter, demonstrating an appropriation of
form that combines her normative formal schema with an apparent representation of the narrative
through features of the score.
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“Cerulean Skies” Program
“Cerulean Skies” was commissioned by the New Crowned Hope Festival and premiered
in Vienna, Austria at the Wiener Konzerthaus on December 1, 2006. The commission mandated
a political theme to the composition that Schneider met by emphasizing the interconnection of
the natural world and human civilization. The starting point of this composition was the
embryotic melody that became the main theme (Example 3.1). This thematic figure called to
mind the idea of a “fertile earth full of trees and life,” and soon evolved into a story of avian
migration.1 Note, the program developed after the main theme was composed. As is the case with
many of her programmatic works (substantiated by quotes in the first chapter), Schneider
searches for sounds that interest her, which then become intertwined with concurrent nonmusical circumstances or passions from her life. Her comments in the Sky Blue album liner notes

Example 3.1. Maria Schneider, “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 1-8 (1:45). Note that m. 1 comes
after the introduction mm. A-K.

1

Maria Schneider, Sky Blue album liner notes, 2007.
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and “Inspirations for “New Crowned Hope” Commission” explain that her fascination with
birding was very much on her mind at the time of composition.2
Table 3.1 is a chart of the programmatic descriptions as they correspond to the sections in
the piece. Though the forthcoming analysis will not necessarily seek to connect every musical
event to a programmatic inspiration, it is beneficial to begin with this orientation to better grasp
Schneider’s intentions for this work. The figure that opens the piece—an arpeggiation in A
mixolydian—is meant to connote the swaying of branches and the stillness of the forest. As
imitative bird calls begin to poke through this musical texture, the introduction evokes the
awakening of the forest. Melody A (m. 1) portrays fertility and life. Schneider may have
identified a sense of buoyancy and forward motion in this melody, thus connecting it to this
extramusical notion. Schneider writes, “It starts with a feeling of earth—something I associate
with Brazil. I’m imagining the intense collective energy the birds must feel as they instinctually
gather en masse, gaining strength in numbers, preparing to depart on this unfathomable
journey.”3 The solo space (m. 76) is marked by a dramatic shift of tonality and texture. It is an
abstract exploration (in musical terms) of the phenomenon of instinct. In many ways the entire
piece is a rumination of this seemingly involuntary impulse to take on such an exhausting and
arduous journey. Here, Schneider’s desire is that the soloist will encapsulate the primitive,
powerful, and deeply energetic instinctual source in sound; aptly chosen to be played by the
guttural tone and wide range of the tenor saxophone. She writes in the liner notes that the solo
builds, urged on by the figures in the ensemble, and eventually joins them in a pictorial

2

“Inspirations for “New Crowned Hope” Commission” is available through www.artistshare.com with purchase of
the album. Written by Maria Schneider, the document explains the inspiration for “Cerulean Skies” and addresses
the political issues that surround the conservation of nature and the migratory patterns of birds.
3
Maria Schneider, “Inspirations for “New Crowned Hope” Commission,” pg. 2. Available for download on
10/18/2006 through the purchase of Maria Schneider’s Sky Blue at www.artistshare.com.
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representation of “collectively soar[ing] and disappear[ing] into the sky.”4 The subsequent solo
section, noted as a portrayal of the stratosphere, is a musical exploration and tone painting of the
mind of a single bird in the midst of the mesmerizing flight. Schneider combines a more abstract
representation of the psychological journey of a bird with mimetic sounds of wings fluttering and
stars twinkling.
Table 3.1. Programmatic inspiration for “Cerulean Skies”
Measures
A-K

Time stamp
0:00

Formal section
introduction

Programmatic description
forest in the early morning (swaying of branches)

1-75

1:45

exposition space

awakening of forest and gather of birds prior to migration

76-145

4:25

solo space – tenor
saxophone solo

the primitive impulses of instinct; collective soaring of birds
as they disappear into the sky (mm. 128-145)

145-184

8:49

solo space –
stratosphere

inner psychology and pictorial representation of a single
bird in flight

185-236

12:18

chorale

Schneider views the birds as they arrive to Central Park

237-363

15:15

return space

joy and wonder of the birds and this annual migration

A-H

20:16

coda

undefined – presumed return to forest

The chorale that follows captures the wonder of the composer as she views the birds in
Central Park. Thus far, the narrative has been a depiction and musing of the migratory journey
from the bird’s perspective, but the chorale highlights the human response to the migratory
journey. The use of a chorale suggests the sacredness and beauty of this annual viewing for
Schneider. The return space develops themes from the exposition in order to capture the shared
joy of bird and composer as a season of plentitude and rebirth unfolds. The coda is nearly a
repeat of the introduction. It ends with the slow fade of musical material as bird calls resonate
throughout the audience and ensemble. Though Schneider does not comment on what the ending

4

Schneider, Sky Blue album liner notes, 2007.
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might signify, it seems to hint at the cyclical nature of migratory instinct, a return to the
beginning.

Ben Geyer’s Analysis
Ben Geyer lists three pieces—“Cerulean Skies” (2006), “Choro Dançado” (2001) and
“Bulería, Soleá y Rumba” (2004)—from Schneider’s corpus that have deviational formal
designs. His research spans studio albums from Evanescence (1994) to Sky Blue (2007). Geyer
defines deviation as a break from the normative form and ordering of the three spaces
(exposition, solo, and recapitulation space), in which the Solo-Recapitulation trajectory (SRT)
connects the solo and recapitulation space. In these three deviational works, he notes
reemergence of expositional or solo sections outside of their ontological origins. This disturbs
the formal flow that Geyer identifies in the other twenty-two pieces and as such, produces
uncertainty on the part of the listener’s expectations.
How does “Cerulean Skies” break from Schneider’s normative formal schema and how
does Geyer negotiate these discrepancies? Table 3.2 is a reproduction of Geyer’s form chart for
“Cerulean Skies.” In it, one can clearly see his designations of the three spaces and the sections
included within them. I draw attention to his label in m. 128, “faux recapitulative section,” as this
is the first moment in which the piece veers from the normative path. In m. 128, the backgrounds
take on a more prominent role in the form of a melody that coexists with the ongoing solo that
initially suggests the characteristics of the SRT. Instead of intensifying into the recapitulation
space, the ensemble cadences and the intensity dissipates, leading to the stratosphere section (m.
145), a static and expansive solo section featuring the accordion, piano, and bass. This is the first
transgression of Schneider’s normative form.
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Table 3.2. Comparative table of Ben Geyer’s form chart for “Cerulean Skies” and Heim’s
modifications. The chart intentionally retains formatting and language from Geyer’s original that
can be viewed in “Maria Schneider’s Forms”5 for ease of comparison. Asterisks (*) in the Time
Stamp and Measure columns indicate events not featured in Geyer’s form chart. Absence of
comments in Heim’s modifications indicate events that Heim does not find substantial.
Time
stamp
00:01

Measure

Comments (Geyer)

Heim’s modifications

A

Exposition Space: introduction [piano, bird
sounds, no time]
[ascending bassline creates (weak) sense of
direction]
expositional section [short vamp followed by
melodic entry]
[thematic statement: in ¾, richly
orchestrated]
Solo Space: soloistic section [saxophone]
[backgrounds enter on the sixth repetition
of rehearsal 76]
[“faux recapitulative section”]
[time decays into rubato]
[rubato accordion solo over piano figures]

Introduction [point of stasis from which the
piece departs returns to (in coda)]

00:46

D

01:33

K

01:46

1

04:26
06:04

76
76

08:09
08:40
08:49

128
141
145

12:18
13:01

185
195

13:28
14:10
14:37

204
214
223

15:16

237

[regular time returns]

15:54

253

[vocals—theme from Exposition Space,
transformed]

16:17*

263*

16:30*

271*

17:02
17:40
18:54
19:32
20:16

300
348

transition [solo piano, still rubato]
Recapitulation Space [theme in accordion—
rubato (no SRT)]
[brass chorale]
[accordion melody]
[chorale, lots of fermatas]

[“cuckoo” motive prepares tempo,
transitional]
Exposition Space [three periods comprised of
main theme and four counter melodies]
Solo Space: soloistic section [saxophone]
[backgrounds enter, dynamic slowly
intensifies]
[“faux recapitulative section]
stratosphere soloistic section [rubato
accordion solo over piano figures]
chorale: transitional, new thematic material
[dream-like motive derived from main
theme, transitional]
chorale: second iteration [brass]
[second iteration of dream-like motive]
chorale: third iteration [full ensemble,
climax]
Return (or Recapitulation) Space [time
returns, texture of exposition]
[melody B returns before main theme]
[“cuckoo” motive returns, suggests
recapitulative section]
recapitulative section [main theme and
melody C return, transformed,
foregrounds modulation]

[theme repeats: more literal, but still
transformed]
soloistic section [too late!]
[backgrounds achieve SRT]
recapitulative section [recomposed again;
soloist continues]
coda

soloistic section [too late!]
[backgrounds achieve SRT]
recapitulative section [transformed, climax]
Coda [same as the introduction]

The onset of the recapitulation space without an SRT (m. 195 in Table 3.2) is a second
transgression within the form. Geyer labels m. 195 as the beginning of the recapitulation space
due to the return of the main theme. It should be noted (and Geyer does) that this version of the

5
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melody is problematic due to its indistinct texture and unusual preparation. Nonetheless, Geyer
labels this as the onset of the recapitulation space on the basis of his definition: “[The]
Recapitulation Space begins at the onset of the first recapitulative section, that is, the return of
thematic materials from the Exposition Space.”6 The return of regular time in m. 237 is soon
followed by a return of transformed melodies from the exposition. It is not until Schneider
reintroduces a soloistic section (m. 300-356) in the midst of the recapitulation space that these
two transgressions are redeemed. With the insertion of a “late” solo section, Schneider is able to
achieve the SRT through the reinsertion of background figures in m. 332 that leads to the final
recapitulative section and climax. This late solo section and SRT redeem the formal
transgressions of the faux recapitulative section of the initial solo space and allow the piece to
end with a sense of finality.
In what ways does Geyer’s analysis illuminate the processes at play in “Cerulean Skies”
and perhaps resonate with the aural perception of this work? His designation of the ensemble
feature at the end of the tenor saxophone solo as a “faux recapitulation” and his recognition of
the late solo in m. 300 as an opportunity to reclaim the energies of the SRT resonates with what
we may suspect to be Schneider’s play on the listener’s expectations. The expansive and rich
ensemble work of the exposition breeds an expectation for a similarly dynamic and
instrumentally rich thematic return. Schneider gives a taste of this texture in mm. 128-145—the
faux recapitulation—using the same harmonic progression as the main theme, only with a
different melody. Geyer’s analysis then points to the unmet expectations of this moment that are
accentuated by the static and desolate stratosphere solo section that follows it. His analysis also
recognizes the tendency of Schneider’s music to seek climax, built through the energy of the

6
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SRT. The familiar listener expects this component to be present in Schneider’s music, especially
in expansive works of this nature. The formally surprising alto saxophone solo in m. 300
exemplifies the importance of the SRT to build intensity that leads to climax with the full power
of the ensemble.
While Geyer’s analysis certainly accounts for the unusual form of “Cerulean Skies” in
accordance with his definitions and theoretical constraints, I offer an alternative reading of the
form that deals with the onset of the recapitulation space and chorale in a different manner. The
right-hand column of Table 3.2 displays my modifications to Geyer’s chart. Note that I identify
two significant events that Geyer does not (signified by asterisks) and I exclude three events that
Geyer finds significant (signified by a blank comment section). Although there are other minor
modifications to my reading of the form, I will only deal with these two here, as they are the
most substantial differences between our interpretations. Reasons behind minor discrepancies or
changes in wording should become apparent in the analysis throughout this chapter.
The most critical difference between these readings is the understanding of the chorale
and the return of the main theme in mm. 185 and 195, respectively. As noted, due to the
reemergence of the main theme, Geyer labels m. 195 as the onset of the recapitulation space. In
so doing, his reading seems to de-emphasize the importance of the chorale section within the
form and points to the reemergence of the main theme as more critical from a formal standpoint.
In contrast to Geyer’s reading, I find the chorale to be structurally important within the form.
Following the static stratosphere section from mm. 145-184 / 8:50, Schneider places a chorale
section from mm. 185-236 / 12:18. This section is comprised of three iterations of the chorale
melody: first by the piano, second by the brass, and third by the entire ensemble with intensified
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dynamics. It is a new thematic section in a key a tritone away from the expositional key of A
major and is substantiated by the composer as an important rhetorical event within the narrative.
The three presentations of the chorale are divided by two nine-measure interludes that
recall wisps of the theme (melody A) in a dream-like texture comprised of a mixolydian
modality. These interludes are what Geyer labels as the onset of recapitulation space, leaving the
chorale as a transitionary device of sorts. To his point, in a broader sense of the form, the chorale
does act as a transition between the free stratosphere solo section and the initiation of tempo in
m. 237. Schneider often uses the chorale setting as a transitionary device between free
improvisatory sections and recapitulative sections in order to reincorporate the ensemble and
tempo. This device was used in both “The Pretty Road” and “The Thompson Fields.” In this
instance, however, I think the chorale serves a more important role in the form because it
manifests a specific scene of the program. The two interludes between these iterations of the
chorale, while thematically sourced from the main theme, signal the recapitulation space (or
return space, as I label it) but do not initiate it. They act as transitionary devices and serve
programmatic means within the narrative. As I will substantiate in the fifth chapter, an
interpretation can be held that these dream-like versions of melody A stage a deeper subjectivity
within the section. In my analysis, the return space occurs with the re-establishment of the
texture and tempo of the exposition in m. 237. This reading descends from my prioritization of
the programmatic inspiration as a guide for analysis and resonates with various discussions in
Schneider’s audio journals that accompany the Sky Blue album.7 The form, then, plays on many
of the expectations that are articulated through Geyer’s theory, but requires flexibility to take
into account its programmatic and episodic inspiration.

7
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Earlier Version
As with most of Maria Schneider’s compositions, “Cerulean Skies” evolved through
multiple versions. Generally speaking, Schneider uses readings by members of her rhythm
section, soloists, and eventually the entire ensemble to craft the flow of a new composition and to
find solutions to troublesome sections. I obtained the piano score from one of these rehearsals
from the late Frank Kimbrough, dated in 2006, the same year as the premiere. Anecdotal
evidence from band members recalls that this piece was still taking shape even during the sound
check of the first performance, and so we can likely place this rehearsal sometime in the fall
prior to the December premiere in Vienna.
The audio journals that accompany the album Sky Blue (posted during the compositional
process on www.artistshare.com) reveal Schneider’s struggle to find an appropriate ending for
this work, particularly in the material following the chorale section.8 Though a few minor
differences exist between both versions in the first half of the piece, the most substantial of these
are in the return space, which contains completely different thematic material. In the early
version, Schneider abandons the return of expositional material, opting to go in a direction that
has little in common with the revised and current version. In the following section, we will
examine the major differences between these versions with attention to the compositional
process and reasons (as much as they are known) for the drastic change in direction. Following
this, we must consider how the implications of the different versions guide the hermeneutics of
the forthcoming analysis. Table 3.3 lists the differences between versions. Note that because the
former version was only obtained as a piano score, at times the information is inadequate to
describe all of the musical activity that would be present in the full score.
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Table 3.3. Comparison of early and revised versions of “Cerulean Skies”
Final Version

Early Version

Measure
A

Section or event
Introduction

Comments
piano, bird sounds, no time

Measure
A

Section or event
Introduction

K

cuckoo motive

8x

K

cuckoo motive

1

Exposition
space

1

Exposition
space

52

third period

three periods divided by two
iterations of the “cuckoo”
ostinato
modulates to D major

60

third period

68
76

cuckoo motive
Solo space

eight measures

77
81

cuckoo motive
Solo space

76

backgrounds

81

backgrounds

128

133

rubato accordion solo over
piano figures
piano solo

150

185

faux
recapitulative
section
stratosphere
soloistic section
chorale

backgrounds enter on the last
repetition of the vamp
modulation to Gb major

190

faux
recapitulative
section
stratosphere
soloistic section
chorale

195

interlude

200

interlude

204

chorale

dream-like version of main
theme, transitional
second iteration, brass

209

chorale

214

interlude

dream-like version of main
theme, second iteration

218

interlude

223

chorale

237

Return space

third iteration, full ensemble,
climax
time returns, texture of
exposition

228

Return space

253

recapitulative
section - melody
B

vocal, phrase structure
expanded

230

“cuckoo” motive returns,
suggests recapitulative section
main theme and melody C
return, transformed;
foregrounds modulation from
C to A major
too late, alto saxophone
backgrounds achieve SRT
recomposed again; soloist
continues
same as introduction, ends in
A

244

recapitulative
section - new
theme
theme repeated

time returns in a bulería style.
Indicates to begin while
previous material vamps,
creating an overlap of sections
new melodic material,
fourteen-measure phrase; Eb
major
C major

258

presumed
continuation of
recapitulative
section

after this point in the score,
the melody is no longer in the
piano part. Formal trajectory
is inconclusive

353

Coda

shares the chromatic ascent in
the bass that is present in the
final version. Notably, ends in
Eb not A

145

263
271

recapitulative
section

300
332
348

soloistic section

A

recapitulative
section
Coda
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Comments
same design, change in bird
calls
one change in pitch, harmonic
function the same. Not
specified as 8x
first period: extra repeat of the
eight-measure main theme
(total of 3x)
modulates to D major, adds
extra bar between phrases in
m. 68 for bird calls
four measures
identical except for a repeat of
the first Ebmi13 eight-measure
phrase
inconclusive
identical
identical
ensemble (unknown
instrumentation)
presumed identical
ensemble, different meter,
likely same melody
`vamps dream-like motive in
the winds ending on a fermata
in m. 227
does not exist

Chorale section
The meaningful differences between versions begin with the phrase structure of the
chorale section (see Figure 3.1 and 3.2 for a comparison between the versions of the chorale
sections). In the final version, the form consists of three iterations of the chorale melody, each
intensified through dynamic change and broadened instrumentation. Dividing these three
iterations are two nine-measure phrases that use a dream-like version of the main theme. The
dream-like connotation is created by a modal parallelism that gives an impressionistic flavor to
the melody. The form of this chorale section creates a bona fide episode within the piece that
connects the stratosphere section and the return space. The build towards a local climax in the
third iteration of the chorale melody invites an expectation that the piece is moving back towards

Figure 3.1. “Cerulean Skies,” final version, mm. 185-237, chorale section form diagram

Figure 3.2. “Cerulean Skies,” early version, mm. 190-228, chorale section form diagram
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the tempo and groove of the exposition. The climax of this last iteration crests into m. 237, where
the expositional tempo returns.
The early version uses the same material but in a different structure and towards a much
different end. In this version, we hear the chorale theme only twice, voiced for the ensemble in
both instances. The two iterations are separated by the same dream-like motive of the main
theme. During the second iteration of this motive, the woodwinds are instructed to repeat and
vamp the phrase while the rhythm section moves ahead into the groove of the next section, a
bulería. Schneider intended a blurring of the boundary between the chorale section and the return
space. This suggests a diminishing of energy prior to the return space that contrasts the local
climax that Schneider creates in the final version. These interpretations are substantiated by
Schneider’s reflections during the compositional process:
I entirely rewrote everything coming up after the big chorale. [I] was talking about going
into a bulería but found it to be too weak….What I really should do is come back to this
tune again and develop it from there because I wanted the end of the piece to be strong
and I felt like there was really a lot of potential in that idea [melody B or as she says the
countermelody] for building and growing rather than going into a bulería which is a much
lighter weight kind of thing. It just, to me, felt downright insipid, I would have to say.9
In her typical self-deprecating tone, Schneider articulates the mistake of the earlier version,
namely, the diminished energy of the return space. The final version emphasizes the importance
of the chorale theme with an extra repetition and features a more incremental and expansive
dynamic curve, thereby creating more energy at the beginning of the return space.
Return Space
In the early version, Schneider introduces a bulería-style groove in m. 228 after the
chorale section (Example 3.2). In m. 230, a new melody enters that is distinct from the thematic

9
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material of the exposition space (Example 3.3). The rest of the early version expands this theme
through repetition and modulation. The piano score only tells a partial story of the thematic
content and orchestration, so admittedly the lens into this part of the early version is somewhat
limited.

Example 3.2. “Cerulean Skies,” early version, mm. 228-229

Example 3.3. “Cerulean Skies,” early version, mm. 230-240
The two versions of the return space share two characteristics in common. First, they both
contain modulations by minor third. The melody seen in Example 3.3. is first heard in Eb major
and the second iteration is in C major (mm. 244-257, earlier version). The next phrase modulates
back to Eb major, with brief tonicizations of A major. This points to a broader tendency in
Schneider’s compositional approach to modulate by minor third. Second, both pieces end with a
repeat of content from the introduction. The early version, however, ends in Eb major, instead of
modulating back to the original key. At no point during the earlier version does the form find its
way back to the prominent expositional key of A major in a meaningful way.
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Briefly looking at the final version, Schneider’s revision of the return space demonstrates
a commitment to the themes and tonal area of the exposition. She also achieves the SRT by
inserting a third prominent solo section in the midst of the return. This more economical version
resonates with aspects of sonata form and Geyer’s three space theory and creates formal and
thematic unity. Finally, the final version moves towards moments of intense climax. The
construction of the return space seems motivated by a desire to build energy towards these
climaxes. Though not entirely conclusive from the piano score, it seems the return space of the
early version does not reach the same levels of intensity due to the lighter bulería style. Upon
reflecting on the change, it is clear that Schneider questioned her initial departure from the timehonored tradition of recapitulation. “It seems so obvious that at the end of the piece
you’d…rework and develop what was at the beginning. I don’t know why I didn’t think of that
the first time around, it’s not exactly a novel and unusual idea; it’s worked for centuries.”10
Whatever the route, the revised version is rich with thematic development and structural interest
that portrays a greater unity within the form.
Implications of the early version for analysis
Earlier in her career, Schneider claimed, “If I don’t have a dramatic plane to put myself
on, I’m at a complete loss for coming up with notes.”11 This apparent need for an extramusical
focus to drive the compositional process may be the culprit for Schneider’s dissatisfaction with
the initial return space. In each of the prior sections of the piece there is clear programmatic
direction (refer back to Table 3.1), but what is the return space meant to portray? The liner notes
say that it portrays the joy and wonder of viewing these creatures but the specificity ends there. I
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infer that this sudden lack of program, in comparison to the rest of the work, may have
compounded the challenge of concluding the piece. Perhaps, then, the decisions of the revised
version suggest the development of a more specific program for the return space in Schneider’s
imagination.
The revision points to a desire for formal unity and a depiction of migratory cycle in the
tonal movement and thematic content of the sections. It is suggestive in its symmetry and
passage through the circle of fifths. As I will demonstrate in the following analysis, the form
appears to be a representation of a cycle due to its balance of key areas and sectional
characteristics. This interpretation is largely based on Schneider’s use of modulation by minor
third in a movement that circumnavigates the circle of fifths. While the analysis of the final
version provides plausible evidence for this appropriation of program in the form, should the
earlier version caution us to take pause at such claims? It certainly halts any notion that
Schneider planned such a complete formal depiction in the early stages of composition. That
being said, there are features of both versions that point to an association of formal design with
programmatic connotations. For instance, the stratosphere section is a tritone away from
exposition space, a tonal relationship that is undoubtedly meant to display the earth (exposition)
and the sky (stratosphere). Even the modulation to D major in the third period of the exposition
suggests a picture of the birds rising into the air to begin the migratory journey.
We must also acknowledge a tendency (at least in the three pieces examined in this
dissertation) for Schneider to favor tonal relationships of a minor third and tritone (or two minor
thirds). Yet, the key relationships themselves are not what signify meaning but rather their
employment and presentation in specific contexts. In chapter two, I offer an interpretation that
the musical processes in “The Thompson Fields” intentionally foreground self-reflection. In
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terms of tonal plan, the piece begins in B major and ends in F major, which I suggest is
representative of the transformation and catharsis that the piece represents (as per the
programmatic inspiration). Schneider creates narrativity, in part, through the tensions and
resolutions of tonal movement. Therefore, Schneider’s decision to return to A major and the
thematic material of the exposition indicates a desire to create completion, a key part of the
migratory program. Logically, then, this desire must have been realized after the draft of the
early version was completed. The form and structure of “Cerulean Skies” is much more
suggestive of the migratory narrative as a result of the revision to the return space.

Formal Analysis of “Cerulean Skies”
I now offer an analysis of “Cerulean Skies” that takes into account its programmatic
inspiration while remaining grounded in aspects of Schneider’s normative formal schema. In the
overview of the programmatic inspiration, I mentioned that the piece has an episodic quality,
derived from the narrative. The sections change in texture and thematic material to reflect the
episodes or scenes of the program. The analysis of the overall design, key areas, and thematic
material suggests that the form is itself an adaptation of her normative form to account for
aspects of the programmatic narrative; that is, it takes on qualities of the migratory cycle that is
meant to convey.
The term cycle or cyclic has both specific and vague applications in the classical
repertory. Two categories of cyclical forms emerged in nineteenth century music criticism that
involve periodic return: the cycle and cyclic form.12 A cycle refers to a set of songs that are
bound by coherence of text or musical procedure or a multi-movement piece that continually
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returns to a particular thematic presentation (e.g. Beethoven C# minor Quartet, op. 131).
“Cerulean Skies” is clearly not constructed as such. A cyclic form specifies a multi-movement
work in which material from one movement returns in another either as an identical recall or
transformed presentation. In this sense, there is a circular unity to the discourse of the entire
work. While this can manifest in multiple schematic designs, the closest to the cyclical nature of
“Cerulean Skies” is a piece that recalls introductory or prominent thematic material from the first
movement in the final movement. Benedict Taylor refers to these as “end-oriented (circular)
cyclic forms.”13 Within this type, “Cerulean Skies” most closely resembles the multi-movement
introduction-coda frame, which describes a piece that is framed with near identical musical
material in the beginning and end.14 Though “Cerulean Skies” clearly resonates with the nature
and effect of this scheme, the definition is specific to multi-movement thematic return. It would
be misleading to use this terminology for the form of “Cerulean Skies.”
Beyond the specific meaning within music criticism, one can recognize cyclical
characteristics in common single-movement forms. We need not go farther than sonata form and
the big band arranging prototype to observe cyclical aspects. Sonata form features the return of
expositional themes in the recapitulation that demonstrates a circularity of thematic design. Often
key centers demonstrate a cyclical appearance in their return to tonic. In big band compositions,
the harmonic-metric structure of chord changes during the head or solo section may resonate as a
cycle. This is particularly noticeable in solo sections that vamp a harmonic progression in order
to give freedom for improvisatory development. The cyclical nature of “Cerulean Skies”
resonates with all of these circular ideas, from cyclic form of the nineteenth century to vamped
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improvisatory schemes. My characterization of the form as a cyclical portrayal, however,
specifies that the piece is constructed as a representation of a cycle. In other words, as we map
out the form, the result is a picture, as it were, of the programmatic narrative. The primary
characteristics that create this representation are the similitude of the introduction and coda; use
of rubato (or free sections) versus tempo; the key structure, which relates to a representation of
altitude; and the texture of each section, which relates to the physical atmosphere of stages
within the migration. These characteristics intertwine with the normal energies and formal flow
of Schneider’s compositions to create a piece that is both familiar yet distinct within her corpus.
Analysis – Introduction (mm. A-K)
The musical nature of the introduction of “Cerulean Skies” represents rest due to the
absence of periodic motion and tempo. Imitative bird calls and gestures convey the commotion
of activity that arises in the environment. These bird calls immediately situate the listener in a
connotative and programmatic space. I classify this section as distinct from the exposition space,
as it functions as a point of stasis from which the piece embarks and ends. It may be helpful to
think of a story that opens with the description or picture of the setting but has no reference to
characters or plot. The repetition of this musical material in the coda confirms its role as an
environment that is independent from the musical discourse. As a whole, the introduction’s
primary role is to establish the musical environment and programmatic inspiration of birds.
There is activity, but the fundamental quality is statis or rest.
The initial gesture in the piano contains an ascent and descent within the A mixolydian
collection (Example 3.4). While the key eventually settles into A major (ionian) by the
exposition, the introduction does not include a G# as a leading tone or a functional dominant.
Despite a lack of tempo, Schneider achieves a moment of tension through the ascent in the bass
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in mm. D-J (Example 3.5). Each chord here is given as a fermata by the conductor. This
harmonic ascent returns in the coda in an identical recall. The transition from the introduction to
the exposition is accomplished by a repeating motive in the piano: the cuckoo motive.
Melodically it is a quotation of a cuckoo clock, with the repeated descending interval of a major
third. As I will discuss in more detail in the next chapter, this motive becomes a marked figure,
alerting the audience to aspects of the program and narrative. In this moment, it introduces tempo
and creates motion towards thematic material.

Example 3.4. “Cerulean Skies,” Introduction, m. A (0:00)

Example 3.5. “Cerulean Skies,” Introduction, mm. D-J (0:45), reduction
Exposition Space (mm. 1-75 / 01:45)
The exposition space introduces the primary thematic material of the work and
establishes the key of A major as tonic. The exposition (m. 1) contains five melodies that build in
a scaffolded manner. I label these melodies A, B, C, D, and D’ to better distinguish them for
analytical purposes (Table 3.4). The first melody (A) is the main theme, while the others (melody
B-D’) are countermelodies, each with differing characteristics. The section is constructed with
three sixteen-measure periods, each comprised of two congruent eight-measure phrases, creating
a regularity of phrase structure (Figure 3.3). Each of the three periods is separated by an iteration
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of the cuckoo motive ostinato. Schneider layers these five melodies in a scaffolded orchestration
towards a high point in the last period (mm. 52-67). The high point is intensified by a modulation
to D major in the beginning of the third period that gives it a more transcendent quality and
increases the overall register by an interval of a fourth.
Table 3.4. Five melodies from “Cerulean Skies” Exposition Space
Measure
introduced

Comments

Melody A
(main theme)

mm. 1-8

according to Schneider:
“brought to mind fertile earth,
full of trees and life.”

Melody B

mm. 9-15

predominantly sung by
wordless vocalist

Melody C

mm. 32-38

expansive in range, lydian
quality

Melody D

mm. 52-59

voiced in the upper register of
woodwinds

Melody D’

mm. 60-67

prominent in piccolo flute
(8va)

Label

Example

Figure 3.3. “Cerulean Skies,” Exposition Space form diagram, mm. 1-75 (1:45-4:24)
“Cerulean Skies” is unusual in its expansiveness, exemplified by the number of melodies
in the exposition. The exposition is extremely deliberate in its design, as new melodies are added
only at the beginning of the eight measure phrases within the periods. The first period (mm. 116) begins with the main theme (A) in the rhythm section and the addition of a countermelody
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(B) in the voice and clarinet during the second phrase. Melody A has a dance-like quality
characterized by its shift between eighth and quarter notes and the metric emphasis every two
measures (Example 3.6a). Although its motivic content consists of multiple arpeggiated figures,
a larger 5-4-3-2-1 melodic structure exists that brings a sense of competition with each eight
measure phrase. Melody B adds a primal connotation due to its basic melodic construction that
oscillates between the interval of a fifth (Example 3.6b). This association is further expressed by
the lyric-less voice that introduces it.

Example 3.6. a) “Cerulean Skies,” melody A, mm. 1-8 (1:45), annotated; b) melody B,
mm. 9-16 (2:06)
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The cuckoo motive returns in mm. 16-23 creating a static moment of transition between
the first and second period. The second period (mm. 24-39) repeats melody A and is intensified
by its voicing in the brass. In the second phrase (mm. 32-39), melody C enters with greater
complexity than the previous two melodies both in rhythmic profile and pitch selection (Example
3.7). Instead of two-bar subphrases like the previous melodies, it is best understood in four-bar
phrases. The first phrase incorporates a lydian quality with the D# in m. 33. This disturbance of
A major adds an exotic flavor to the unfolding narrative. However, the sheer change in melodic
contour is perhaps the most notable feature of this melody, which reaches a local high point of
A5 in the unison trumpets (m. 37). Though this countermelody temporarily captures the focus of
the second period, the initial theme (A) persists in some of the wind parts, trombones, voice, and
piano.

Example 3.7. “Cerulean Skies,” melody C, mm. 32-39 (2:56)
The musical narrative is again interrupted by the cuckoo motive from mm. 39-51. This transition
adds a melody to the cuckoo motive that is derived from the main theme. The transition is
lengthier (by five measures) than its corresponding moments from earlier in the piece, which
serves to heighten the third and final period and to prepare the modulation to D major that takes
place in m. 52. The third period arrives with a renewed orchestration of the main theme (A) led
by the trumpets, now in divisi parts. This is again overshadowed by a fourth melody (D) in the
upper winds and voice (Example 3.8a). Due to its register, dynamic, and instrumentation, this
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melody is exclamatory and soars above the melodic fabric. A second melody (D’) continues in
those same voices (with a few added wind players, notably the piccolo) in the final phrase of the
period (mm. 60-67), in what could also be considered a continuation of melody D (Example
3.8b). I choose to label this as D’ as that designation remains uniform with the eight-measure
design of the other melodies.

Example 3.8. a) “Cerulean Skies,” melody D, mm. 52-59 (3:34); b) melody D’, mm. 6067 (3:54)
The exposition space foreshadows a composition of greater expanse than Schneider’s
usual works. The duration from the beginning of the introduction to the end of the exposition
suggests that the piece will be balanced with a lengthy solo and return space. Schneider
introduces five melodies in an intensifying instrumentation that leads to a notable local high
point. The thematic richness in the ensemble breeds an expectation for a return to the
expositional material and dynamic intensity later in the work. Though fairly straightforward in its
design, other features including analyses of its high point and potential agency will be discussed
in chapters four and five.
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Solo Space (mm. 76-145 / 04:25)
The solo space explores the physiological surge and shift of instinct. It begins with a
feeling of instability compared to the exposition space. The modality shifts from D major to D
dorian. This key area is initially comprised of D13sus chords that create tonal ambiguity. The
thirteenth (Bn) in the backgrounds ultimately clarifies the mode as dorian. The metric feel is
destabilized through an abrupt shift in rhythmic groove and tempo. The modulation from 3 to a
4

12
tresillo pattern is further destabilized by the syncopated figures in the percussion and brass
8

that occur on the second and third eighth notes of each beat in the compound meter (see Example
3.9). As a solo section, the comping instruments exhibit freedom to create a sparse musical
texture in the initial vamp. The improviser also has freedom to play with clarity or in a more
veiled fashion. In either case, the spontaneity and lack of periodic regularity in the improvised
melody is less stable than the concrete melodic phrases of the exposition. Schneider recaptures
the sense of stability in the faux recapitulation in mm. 128-145 / 08:08. At this point, the melodic
content of the backgrounds usurps the tenor saxophone improvisation as the primary foreground
material. The melody, now in Gb major, suggests the texture and periodicity of the exposition; a
return to stability.

Example 3.9. “Cerulean Skies,” m.76 (4:25), D13sus voicing
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The harmonic structure of the solo space represents the primitive and powerful energies
of instinct. The first eight measures is an open vamp with the bass groove 1-4-5-1 (Example
3.10). Backgrounds enter in the final repeat with the hushed tone of bucket mutes and a voicing
of the extensions from the D13sus harmony (refer back to Example 3.9). The timbre of these mutes
connotes primal effects. At first these off-beat figures can be disorienting as the listener attempts
to decipher the metric modulation. The perception of the shift in meter is ultimately determined
by the choices of the rhythm section and soloist, either in favor of clarity or instability.
The next eight measures (mm. 84-91) ascend by half-step to Ebmi13, which based on the
realization of the harmony in the background figures, is also Eb dorian, a transposition of the
previous harmony. The harmonic motion signals movement towards a new point of arrival but in
m. 92, the chromatic transposition simply slides back down to D13sus (quite literally with slides in
the trombones). The half-step glissandos in the trombones further emphasize the murky,
primitive texture. In m. 100 the harmony again rises to Ebmi13 and then eight measures later (m.
108) rises another half-step to Emi13. By this point, Schneider’s measured structure of eight-bar
phrases and the perceptible shifts of a half-step allow a certain tracking of process; the energies
of the section are seemingly pushing away (or trying to release) from the tonal center of D.
Surprisingly then, after only four measures of Emi13, the harmony again descends to D13sus in m.
112. The harmonic motion projects a sense that the music and/or soloist is trapped on the D13sus
chord. We see a desire to move on from this harmony with the slow unfolding of half-step
ascents but also the denial in the slides back down to the D tonal center. This sense is nuanced
and accentuated by the tenor saxophone soloist, who advances the intentions of the composer
through an actorial role that I detail in fifth chapter on virtual agency.
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Example 3.10. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 76-128 (4:25-8:08), reduction. Each measure
represents four measures of the score. The chord and bass line are repeated every
measure within this four measure subphrase.
Beginning in m. 112, the trombones begin a melody that competes with the soloist for the
melodic foreground. The harmonic rhythm changes to four-bar increments, from D13sus (m. 112)
to Ebmi13 (m. 116) to Dbsus13 (m. 120) that then sustains for eight measures. Meanwhile, the
melody in the trombones consists of a quasi-sequential figure that contains a slow chromatic
ascent from A (m. 113) to Cb (m. 125). The insertion of melodic material in the backgrounds (as
opposed to rhythmic hits and effects) cues the listener to the SRT that will ultimately lead to an
ensemble feature. The melodic and harmonic processes lead to a modulation to Gb major and a
return to a major (ionian) ensemble melody from mm. 128-145. This section is what Geyer refers
to as the “faux recapitulation.” The apparent SRT that began with the backgrounds does not lead
to the onset of the return space. The faux recapitulative section slowly loses energy before
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cadencing in m. 145 with diminished intensity. With the insertion of a second solo section in a
different texture and tonality, Schneider deviates from her normal formal trajectory in order to
stage the programmatic narrative. Contrasting the exposition space and first section of the solo
space, we see a move from consonance to dissonance, periodic phrases to improvisatory, and a
definitive departure from the tonic key of A major, ending now with thematic material and
cadence in Gb major.
Solo Space: Stratosphere (mm. 145-184 / 08:49)
The label “stratosphere” is derived from Schneider’s instruction in the score for the
accordion soloist to “work [his or her] way into stratosphere.”15 While the stratosphere section
falls underneath the larger umbrella of the solo space, it is the clearest point of departure from
her normative formal schema and points to an episodic formal trajectory. With this deviation, the
characterization of the form as a cyclical representation that follows the narrative of the program
becomes more apparent. The stratosphere section creates a longitudinal polarity with the
introduction as a halfway point in the piece. The two features that create this sense of polarity are
the return of a free tempo, as in the introduction, and the modulation to the key of Eb major. The
lack of tempo gives this section the same feeling of stasis as the opening, and in that sense, a
similar but opposing pole in the structure. In Figure 3.4, I map out the sections of the piece with
reference to rest and motion, along with the tonal movement. The form is displayed in a cyclical
fashion to visualize the representation of the migratory cycle.
The key structure is also critical to understanding the form as circular rather than linear.
The exposition begins in A major and modulates to Gb major in the next thematic ensemble
section (mm. 128-145). In the course of the stratosphere section, the piece modulates to Eb
15

Maria Schneider, “Cerulean Skies” score, pg. 24.
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major, a polarity in the circle of fifths to the original key of A major. Gb is equidistant between A
and Eb major in the circle of fifths, which becomes more clearly intentional with the modulation
to C major during the return space. Figure 3.4 displays the key structure as it pertains to the
various sections. To summarize the diagram, the form moves from rest (introduction) to motion
through a strong thematic exposition space and dissonant improvisatory solo space before
returning to another section of rest (stratosphere). In what will be discussed later, the second half
of the piece mirrors the first with a thematic section (return space) followed by a second
saxophone solo and final recapitulative section, this time correctly dealing with the SRT. While
the keys may alternatively be conceptualized as a representation of altitude (A major as the earth,
Eb major as the highest point in flight), I find a cyclical representation to be more fitting because
of the cyclical key structure.

Figure 3.4. “Cerulean Skies,” cyclical representation of form in terms of rest/motion and
key structures
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Turning to an analysis of the stratosphere section’s construction, what motivates the
significant change in texture, melodic, and harmonic content? Schneider writes,
[In the stratosphere section] we shift perspective and go into the mind of just one small
warbler—the consciousness of a single bird amongst thousands of fluttering wings, flying
by the light of the stars and moon. I’ve so often wondered what happens within the mind
of a little bird on such a flight.16
This section is programmatic both in a pictorial and abstract sense. It is comprised of two
primary features: a written piano part and an improvised accordion solo. The piano and
accordion both play in such a way as to represent some of the pictorial aspects of the program;
namely, the fluttering of wings, twinkling of starlight, and overall expanse of the sky. They also
stage the emotions and psychological processes of Schneider’s program through their harmonic
and melodic construction. The interplay between these two instruments and the emotional
suggestions of the harmonic and melodic content are better understood in terms of virtual
agency, which will be analyzed in the fifth chapter. Briefly, for the sake of the current analysis,
the written piano part is largely responsible for the emotional coloring as a result of its
modulatory and dissonant progressions. The accordion soloist is reactionary to these movements,
through more nuanced uses of modal scales that interact with the written harmonies.
The analysis of the harmonic motion of mm. 146-182 can be seen below in Figure 3.5. It
displays two levels of harmonic content. The roman numeral analysis underneath the x-axis is
based on the piano figures and the harmonic progression that they suggest. The scalar/modal
level above the x-axis is derived from the chord symbols and scalar instructions that Schneider
writes in the accordion part. One may find it useful to listen to this portion on the studio album
(08:49-12:17) while playing the roots of the roman numeral analysis. The piano figures lead the

16

Schneider, Sky Blue album liner notes, 2007.
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composition from Gb major to Eb major and create the backdrop for the improvisation. The
soloist uses the scalar level to create a more nuanced and shifting sense of tonality.
Though the piano figures have a disorienting, rubato quality, the harmonic choices are
underpinned by a comprehensible and repetitious harmonic progression. It begins with a I-vi-V
progression in Gb major (mm. 146-151) followed by a modulation to Eb. The next progression
begins with I-VI-II. Instead of moving to a major dominant chord (Bb major) in m. 162, the next
chord is Bb minor or a minor dominant that is sustained for four measures from mm. 162-165.
The sustain on this chord is a salient moment in the progression. The Bb minor dominant is
sustained for four measures, lingering in comparison to the three previous chords that each last
for only two measures. It creates what I interpret as a hopeless quality; an effort to capture the
despair that a bird might feel (should it have emotions) in the midst of hours and days of constant
flight. The same chord comes again in the repeat of this progression in mm. 176-179. Each time
we hear this minor dominant it seems particularly barren and hopeless compared to the
surrounding chords. Yet in each case, the chord eventually changes in quality and becomes a
major dominant, leading back to Eb. Though the tonic is present at multiple times throughout the
analysis, the resolution in m. 182 to Eb major is the first time that the implied tonic harmony
aligns with an unaltered ionian modality.
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Figure 3.5. “Cerulean Skies,” Stratosphere section, mm. 146-182 (9:19-12:17), formal
analysis
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The changing quality of harmonies and slow unfolding of progressions conveys one level
of meaning, but it is the color embedded in the modal and scalar shifts of the improvisation that
nuance the emotional contour. Notated alongside the piano figures, the chord symbols and scalar
instructions reveal constant and subtle shifts in modality. In the first and second chapters, we
discussed Schneider’s philosophy towards modality and harmony. She imagines modalities on a
spectrum of lightness and darkness and uses subtle harmonic shifts to direct emotional
connotations. By assigning each chord with a scalar identity, Schneider guides the soloist along
an emotional trajectory that represents her own musings of a bird’s shifting consciousness during
this part of the journey. Note, that these instructions are merely guidelines for improvisation as it
is clear Schneider intends a certain amount of freedom in improvisatory sections.
How do these chord instructions enhance the shape of the emotional contour? The chord
symbols commonly feature variations within the minor modes including aeolian, melodic minor,
harmonic minor, and mixolydian(b6). There is an invitation to explore the minor qualities by
raising and lowering the shifting scale tones of 6 and 7. This kind of added coloring is inherent in
the piano figures as well. In mm. 154-157, my roman numeral analysis indicates a tonic chord in
the new key of Eb. Functionally, the section has left Gb major and has moved to the tonal center
of Eb, but Schneider does not give us a complete resolution to Eb major. The piano figure and
chord symbols both indicate an Ebmix(b6). This collection contains the major third but darkens the
quality of the harmony with a lowered 6 and 7 (Example 3.11). In many of the chords in this
section, Schneider adds a b6 or b9 around an otherwise straightforward major triad, as is the case
in mm. 154-155.
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Example 3.11. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 154-155 (10:01)
Measures 152-153 offer an example of how the two levels (roman numeral and scalar)
work together to provide a framework for more expressivity (see Example 3.12). The piano
figure indicates that both measures are a type of Bb dominant despite the change in chord
symbols. Both measures contain different inversions of a Bb major triad, with an added b6 in m.
152 and b9 in m. 153. Schneider labels m. 152 as a Bbmix(b6) and m. 153 as Ebaeol. If we think of the
Bbmix(b6) over an Eb root, it creates an Ebmel min scale (second line in Example 3.12). The difference
between the two scales (Eb aeolian and melodic minor, lines 2 and 3), then, is the quality of the C
and D (6 and 7). The soloist has the choice to brighten the underlying dominant harmony with
the Cn and Dn (the 9th and 3rd of the chord, respectively) or to darken it with a Cb and Db (the b9
and #9 of the Bb dominant chord). The Db as a #9 introduces a blues quality for the soloist to
explore in addition to the minor tonalities. Finally, as seen in the last scalar line of Example 3.12,
the two can be combined to create the harmonic minor scale. While Schneider’s chord symbol
(Ebaeol), which implies Db, seemingly clashes with the Dn in m. 153, I suggest this discrepancy
invites the soloist to explore various minor modalities. Functionally, we hear mm. 152-153 as a
Bb dominant chord, whereas the nuances of Schneider’s chord symbols open the door for the
exploration and emotional coloring that is so present in the studio recording with accordionist
Gary Versace.
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Example 3.12. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 152-153 (9:51-10:00), with scalar options for
improvisation implied by score markings
Chorale (mm. 185-236 / 12:18)
The chorale marks the arrival of the birds to Central Park and the moment when
Schneider enters the programmatic narrative. She chooses to represent this portion of the
program with a chorale that is both important as an episode within the narrative and as a
transitionary device between the solo space and return space. The free chorale setting, meaning a
use of the chorale style without reference to specific historical hymn melodies, is not uncommon
in Schneider’s music. It often acts as a transitionary device to reintegrate the ensemble after an
extended, static solo section. In many of her pieces, the SRT is achieved through an integration
of backgrounds without a change of tempo between the solo and return space. However, in
instances when backgrounds do not join and increase the dynamic energy of the solo, we often
find the use of the chorale setting. The three pieces studied in this dissertation all substantiate
this claim. In “The Pretty Road,” the chorale style is used after the lengthy free section (mm.
193-206 / 09:31). Schneider uses a motive that was introduced in that programmatic section—
“Hopey” motive—as the motivic material. Note, this a less literal presentation of the chorale
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setting as the next two instances. In “The Thompson Fields,” the chorale setting is used
following the piano solo, which is also a static, improvisatory section without the usual
characteristics of the SRT. In this case, the exposition and return spaces are both mostly rubato
and at times reminiscent of a chorale, yet not to the extent of the material directly following the
solo in mm. 49-63 / 04:48. Finally, “Cerulean Skies” provides the most literal use of the chorale
setting as a transition from the free solo section to the return space.
What definition is invoked when using the term chorale setting? A chorale contains a
melody that is harmonized with parts that move together in rhythm. Though it traces its lineage
back to the four-part chorale of the Protestant tradition, the chorale setting may have any number
of voices so long as they behave according to the characteristics of four-part writing. The
periodicity of a chorale unfolds in phrases and period structures with cadences and pauses that
have a vocal-like sensibility. There is inherent rubato at the cadence points, which in its original
setting would facilitate the breathing patterns of the vocalists. From a jazz perspective, it is
unlikely for a chorale to exist in combination with a steady groove or with a melody that
ventures too far from the hymn-like traditions, in which case we may more accurately label it
with the ballad style.
“The Thompson Fields” offers a comparison of the chorale setting versus other slowtempo song styles. The exposition space contains three presentations of the melody: first by solo
guitar, then piano, and then soprano sax. While the final iteration contains harmonization from
the ensemble, these additional voices weave into the melody as counter lines and distinct
accompaniment settings, not a harmonization of each melodic tone. In Schneider’s compositional
style, this could be characterized as slow-tempo American folk style. The material following the
solo section contains a transformed version of the same melody but in this case, the brass and
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winds move in vertical harmonies that change in rhythm with the melody. This version invokes
the chorale setting and is distinct from Schneider’s handling of the theme in the exposition.
Though the chorale in “Cerulean Skies” bridges the gap of texture and tempo between the
stratosphere section and return space, it also contains thematic and rhetorical significance that is
crucial to the form. Returning to the idea of the form as a cyclical representation, we can see
similarities between the chorale section and the exposition. Both follow static, free sections and
generate a sense of dynamic curve towards a point of climax. The structures of the exposition
and chorale sections are nearly identical, both with three complete iterations of thematic content
separated by transitionary interludes. Despite these similarities, the two sections share obvious
differences, particularly in the key centers. The chorale section is in Eb major, a tritone apart
from the exposition. Therefore, these two sections share a structural congruence while posing
oppositional features that again resonate with their placement in the cyclical representation (refer
back to Figure 3.4).
The first two chords of the chorale alert the listener to the end of the rubato and dissonant
stratosphere section with a salient change in voice. The repeated tremolo figures and meandering
improvisation of the piano and accordion is interrupted by two chords that have an obvious
intentionality (Example 3.13.). They awaken a sense of persona (i.e. a fictional voice or
interiorized subjectivity of the composer) that creates a shift in the level of discourse, a term that
Hatten uses to describe a narrative strategy in music. In other words, the shift in melodic voice is
so clear that we may perceive it as outside the level of the previous musical discourse. At the
same time, the salience of the moment is created by the voicing of the harmonies, sustaining
dissonance in the inner voices (m. 185). The chorale is not altogether complicated, but the
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enhanced chords that result from these elegantly voiced chord extensions communicate the
beauty and profundity of the moment.

Example 3.13. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 185-189 (12:18), annotated
The transitionary material from mm. 195-203 and mm. 214-222 is formed with a motive
from melody A, harmonized in mixolydian. The intervals generally move in parallel trichords
that span a minor ninth with the interval of a fourth voiced at the bottom (Example 3.14). While I
do not classify the recall of this motive as the onset of the recapitulation space as Geyer does,
there is no doubt it is meant to trigger the musical memories of the exposition space, suggesting
that the return space is imminent. The use of modal parallelism creates a blurred or dream-like
setting for the motive. What could this texture and harmony suggest? The return of the motive in
this blurred setting seems to imply the memory not just of the exposition but programmatically
of the earth. In the fifth chapter, I discuss how Schneider uses the shift in level of discourse
created by the chorale melody in the piano to incite the return of this melodic figure in the
accordion. After the expansive solo space (comprised of the tenor saxophone solo and
stratosphere section), this motive acts as a device to communicate a certain formal direction to
the listener.
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Example 3.14. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 195-198 (13:01), annotated
Return Space (mm. 237-363 / 15:15)
The return space projects exhilaration in the form of dynamic orchestral passages and a
late alto saxophone solo that resolves the formal tensions created in the solo space. The return
space can be understood in three sub-sections (Table 3.5). The first section introduces the return
of the groove and the thematic ideas of the exposition, which confirms this section as the onset of
the return space. The return of thematic material emphasizes development and foregrounds a
series of modulations. The second section is the alto saxophone solo that Geyer describes as late
yet redemptive within the form. The third section achieves the SRT and showcases the structural
high point and final recapitulative section of the piece prior to the coda. (Note, both the high
point and final recapitulative section are given considerable attention in the fourth chapter.)
Table 3.5. Three subsections within the Return Space (mm. 237-363)
Sub-section
Section I: transitional
and modulatory

Measure
237-299

Timestamp
15:15

Comments
Reintroduces tempo and thematic
material from exposition; primary
purpose is modulatory

Section II: late solo
section

300-347

17:39

Alto saxophone solo; background
figures

Section III: final
recapitulative section

348-363

19:31

Final recapitulative section; structural
high point

The onset of the return space is signaled by the return of the groove and tempo of the
exposition in m. 237 with an introductory vamp in the accordion and piano. Based on the
structure of the exposition space, we expect the return space to reincorporate the various
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melodies from the exposition and to build a richly orchestrated thematic section. Schneider
ultimately gives this to the listener in the third section of the return space, but delays that
expectation to deal with various formal aspects of the piece. The initial surprise is the return of
melody B before melody A in m. 253. Schneider expands the phrase structure of melody B by
adding a measure of sustain after each two measure subphrase. The expansion of phrase structure
foreshadows the thematic transformations that will be foregrounded in the section. In mm. 263270 the cuckoo motive returns, triggering recapitulatory notions for a return of melody A. Recall
in the exposition that the cuckoo motive is always followed by melody A. In some ways, the
cuckoo motive communicates a sense of thematic return more concretely than the return of
melody B, which retrospectively takes on more of an introductory feeling. Measures 271-283
then are prepared as the return of melody A. Here again, Schneider foils our expectations.
Melody C is the prominent melody, played in unison by the trumpets, a few winds, and the
voice. Melody A is present in the accordion and piano but is overshadowed by the dynamic
power of the wind instruments. Schneider expands the phrase structure again, by adding a
measure of sustain at the end of every two measure subphrase. The initial ordering of
transformed melodies gives the return space a transitionary feeling confirmed by the forthcoming
modulation from Eb to C major in m. 284. The sense of thematic return moves to the background
and modulation moves to the foreground.
The modulations in this section complete the cyclical representation of the tonal
movement. Previously in “The Thompson Fields” and to some degree “The Pretty Road,” we
saw that Schneider is not married to the idea of returning to the original key of the exposition in
the return space. Consequently, there may not be an expectation to return to the tonic key in
“Cerulean Skies,” so long as the thematic material returns. The first modulation (m. 284) makes
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it clear that there is more to be said in this piece in terms of its formal design and that a
resolution to the tonic key is a possible destination. Schneider does not make us wait long, as the
modulations occur by descending minor third from Eb to C and C to A in mm. 283-284 and mm.
291-292, respectively. The key of C major is a significant checkpoint en route to A major
because it is equidistant between Eb and A in the circle of fifths, mirroring the movement to Gb
major in the solo space. The balance of keys in the piece now begins to take shape and
demonstrate an appropriation of form. Granted, the key of C major is not a major key area in
terms of thematic content, as it lasts only eight measures. At the same time, it demonstrates an
obvious, measured circumnavigation of the circle of fifths that Schneider undoubtedly
recognized. Regardless of whether or not a circumnavigation of the circle of fifths is perceptible
on the listener’s level, it points to a completion of the dramatic trajectory. The outer arrows in
Figure 3.6 display the now complete tonal movement of the work. (The inner arrows refer to the
tonal movement in the alto saxophone solo (mm. 300-347), which has yet to be discussed.)
The modulations to C and A major are executed via a V / bVII relationship (see Example
3.15). The Bbsus in m. 283 (V in Eb major) is retrospectively understood as bVII of C major. The
same device is used eight measures later in m. 291 to modulate to A major. The pivot chord
modulation is contextually drawn from the mixolydian cadence that was present in melody A of
the exposition (see Example 3.6a). Recall in m. 7, a Gsus9 chord serves a substitutionary dominant
function in A major.
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Figure 3.6. Mapping of keys around the circle of fifths. Outer arrows and measure
numbers correspond to the large-scale tonal motion. The inner arrows, in the form of a
triangle, show the cycle of keys during the alto saxophone improvisation (mm. 300-347).

Example 3.15. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 283-284, 291-292, reduction of modulations
The second section of the return space, beginning in m. 300 / 17:39, is a major point of
arrival in the piece. It marks the end of the modulatory material in the previous sixteen measures
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and creates momentum towards the high point by achieving the SRT. The alto saxophone solo is
a surprisingly inevitable turn within the form. Geyer’s analysis aptly describes its importance in
re-initiating the SRT, thereby resolving the tensions that have lingered since the fauxrecapitulation of the solo space. The structure of the solo section contrasts the transitional aspects
of the previous section with a comprehensible harmonic-metric cycle. Seen in Example 3.16, it
consists of a twenty-four bar form that cycles through eight-measure phrases of A, F#, and C
major. Each subphrase consists of a repetition of the root motion 3-4-5-b6. The root motion
creates the comprehensibility for the listener and uses a chromatic voice to achieve the
modulations. For instance, the C#-D-E-F root motion in A major resolves chromatically to F#
major, and the E-F-G-Ab in C major resolves chromatically to A major (Example 3.16).

Example 3.16. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 300-324 (17:40-18:54), reduction. Each measure
corresponds with eight measures from the actual music. Therefore, one twenty-four bar
cycle is represented.
The design of the solo section strongly suggests the unity of form that is implicit in the
cyclical representation. Schneider coalesces the keys previously traversed in a new cyclical
pattern that can be seen as represented by the inner arrows in Figure 3.6. As the first key of the
cycle, A major is clearly re-established as the tonic. The simultaneity of the return of tonic with
the return of a solo section affirms the significance of each. A balance is achieved within the
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form in both cases. The recurrence of a saxophone solo (albeit with a different tessitura) also
points to the idea of circularity and symmetry.
Finally, we arrive at the final section of the return space from mm. 348-363 / 19:31.
There is some overlap between the solo section (defined mm. 300-347) and this final one, as the
solo continues to improvise over the ensemble until m. 356. After one complete twenty-four bar
cycle, the backgrounds enter with the modulation to F# major (m. 332) and persist for the final
two eight-measure phrases of the repetition. Measure 348 marks the release from the harmonicmetric cycle and the final recapitulative section. This final thematic section lasts for two eightbar phrases with some expansion that is achieved through the shift from 3 to 4 . The primary
4

4

material is derived from melody A, but in a transformed manner, heightening the moment
through embellishment and sustain. Even so, this is the clearest presentation of melody A (the
main theme) in the return space and as such fulfills the desire for recapitulation. The high point
of the piece takes place in mm. 360-361 with an athletic figure in the registral extremes of the
lead trumpet, combined with a counter melody in the woodwinds. The transformation of the
melodic material and the achievement of the high point will be the focus of portions in the next
chapter. The importance of the return space from a formal standpoint is its sense of completion
and the reflection of that completion in the design of the piece.
Coda (mm. A-H / 20:30)
The coda is a return to the texture of the introduction. In fact, it is a literal repeat of mm.
D-K in the introduction. After the chromatic ascent and accompanying bird calls of these
measures (refer back to Example 3.5), the coda vamps on an Asus2 chord in the ensemble, along
with the instruction “to fade,” leaving only bird calls in the audience. A definitive ending is
eluded by the fade of the vamp, suggesting continuation. The final harmony, which contains an
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inherent unresolved suspension, further suggests this sense of continuation. One of the repeating
bird calls in the piccolo and accordion does end on a C#, which may be read as the third of the
A9; however, due to the mixed modality of that melodic line (D# suggests lydian, Gn suggests
mixolydian), the C# is likely heard as part of the exotic bird call and not a harmonic tone of the
underlying A9 chord (Example 3.17). The congruence of the introduction and coda, along with
the lack of finality, confirms their role as a point of stasis from which the narrative departs and
returns. The rest of the piece (mm. 1-363) unfolds from this texture and return to it, suggesting
that this process could happen again if initiated. This return to the same material offers the
strongest evidence that the form has a cyclical aspect and is meant to represent the migratory
cycle through musical functions.

Example 3.17. “Cerulean Skies,” Coda, m. G (21:05)
Conclusion: Cyclical Representation
To summarize the findings, the replication of the introduction and coda points to a
departure and return to the same setting (i.e. musical environment). The stratosphere is
reminiscent of these sections due to its static, tempo-less quality, as both lack a sense of melody,
periodicity, and dynamic build. Due to the fact that the stratosphere is in a key a tritone apart and
roughly halfway through the form, it creates a pole with the introduction and coda. The key areas
of the entire work circumnavigate the circle of fifths in a measured manner (movement by minor
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third), creating polarities in terms of key relationships. The cycle of harmonies during the alto
sax improvisation in mm. 300-347 confirms the importance of these keys (A, F#/Gb, C major).
Formal symmetry is suggested through the two improvisatory saxophone solos, the similarity of
phrase structure between the exposition and chorale, and the return of expositional thematic
material in the tonic key during the return space.
My analysis supports a reading of “Cerulean Skies” as a juxtaposition of a migratory,
cyclical representation with Schneider’s normative formal schema. Schneider alters this
normative form to reflect the dramatic inspiration of the program. The energies and expectations
of Geyer’s three space theory are still very much at play in this work, evidenced most vividly by
the re-establishment of the SRT through the late alto saxophone solo. However, to not recognize
the programmatic nature of the form would be to ignore the composer’s intentions. In particular,
the stratosphere and chorale section are not adequately explained without a consideration of the
program. My analysis argues that the piece should be understood with these two competing
frameworks in mind. Through both, we can see the various strategies that convey the strong
sense of narrativity in this work.
The substantial difference between the early version and final version of the piece
suggests that Schneider did not premediate this cyclical portrayal on the outset of the
compositional process. I suspect that the programmatic connotations that influenced Schneider’s
compositional process naturally led to a more complete cyclical depiction in the revision. Formal
features almost certainly relate to their representational counterparts. There is little doubt that the
key of the exposition (A major) and the key of the stratosphere (Eb major) are meant to depict the
earth and the upper atmosphere, respectively. Schneider’s return to the thematic material and
keys of the exposition space were first motivated by musical intention. She desired a stronger
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ending that reincorporated themes from the exposition.17 I hypothesize that the return to these
expositional components led to the shaping of a piece in terms of a cyclical representation
through the order and balance of sections, themes, and keys.
This chapter presents the construction of the piece through discussions of form, melodic
composition, and key structures. The next chapter looks more closely at certain functions within
the music that are readily perceptible to the listener and guide interpretation. These are derived
from semiotic theories and remain grounded in the analysis of the score. The discussion of high
points is linked to form, as the four high points that I identify in “Cerulean Skies” all coincide
with moments of release. These often take place immediately prior to important markers within
the form. The study of periodicity, which focuses on the final recapitulative section,
demonstrates Schneider’s transformation of thematic material in the return space that reveals its
communicative capability. Finally, the discussion of markedness, and more broadly oppositions,
is a study of how a composer can create dimensions in a work that are akin to a dramatic plane.
The use of rest and motion, the individual and collective (ensemble), and the idiosyncratic
cuckoo motive, shape the narrative in a way that is very perceptible to the listener.

17

Schneider, Sky Blue Audio Journal 8, accessed February 22, 2020, www.artistshare.com.
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4. CHAPTER FOUR: HIGH POINTS, PERIODICITY, AND MARKEDNESS

High Points
Those familiar with Maria Schneider’s works can recall numerous pieces with
memorable climaxes—notably, “Dança Illusória,” “Hang Gliding” and “Coming About”—that
reach incredible levels of excitement and energy. Schneider’s tendency towards dramatic high
points seems as common to her compositional style as the formal schema we have discussed in
previous chapters. As listeners, these moments and the intensification that leads to them are often
the most tangible aspect of the piece’s unfolding. What is the connection between a strong sense
of narrativity and the nature of high points in Maria Schneider’s compositions? Are these high
points primarily foreground features or are they integrated with the structure of the piece? Are
there aspects of Schneider’s use of high points that are specific to her style and as such, can be
differentiated from the use of high points in other settings? The following analysis of high points
in “Cerulean Skies” serves as an initial step towards understanding her use of this rhetorical and
structural device.
Recent and long-standing scholarship on high points and dynamic curves provides useful
theories and definitions to frame this study. In particular, Kofi Agawu and Leonard Meyer have
both contributed important insights that have laid the foundation for subsequent applications.1
Both observe an apparent shift in mentality and compositional characteristics between the
Classic and Romantic eras. In the Classic era, the primary parameters of melody, harmony, and
rhythm are structurally hierarchical to secondary features like dynamics, pacing, texture, and

1

Examples of more contemporary studies include Lee, “Climax Structure in Late Romantic Opera” (PhD diss., The
City University of New York, 2018); Patty, “Pacing Scenarios: How Harmonic Rhythm and Melodic Pacing
Influence Our Experience of Musical Climax,” Music Theory Spectrum 31/2 (2009): 325–67; Eitan, High points: A
Study of Melodic Peaks (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997).
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register. The structure, form, and expression of the Classic style are concerned with primary
parameters. In the Romantic style, a desire for immediacy of expression elevates the importance
of secondary parameters in the role of forming expression, narrative, and arguably structure.
Agawu states,
…even the most superficial scan of the character of nineteenth century music reveals a
fundamental concern for immediacy in expression and communication, and therefore for
rhetorical procedures. That is why the rhetorical device, climax, is featured so
prominently in this music.2
The desire for a more immediate exchange of expression between composer and listener resulted
in a greater dependence on the high point as a rhetorical device. The connection to the music of
Maria Schneider should come as no surprise considering her deliberate intention to express
intimate memories and feelings through her music (summarized in chapter one). The secondary
parameters through which nineteenth century composers created immediacy of expression, then,
become pertinent in the analysis of Schneider’s works as well.
Agawu identifies two kinds of high points based on the work of Leonard Meyer, who
differentiated a high point created by primary parameters versus one created by secondary
parameters. Meyer labels these as syntactic and statistical climaxes, respectively. According to
Meyer, a syntactic climax is
a change in which forms and processes shaped by the primary parameters of melody,
rhythm, and harmony move from a state characterized by relative mobility, ambiguity,
uniformity, or irregularity, to one of relative stability, coherent process, and clear form.3

2

Kofi Agawu, “The Structural Highpoint as Determinant of Form in Nineteenth Century Music” (PhD diss.,
Stanford University, 1982), 24.
3
Leonard Meyer, “Exploiting Limits: Creation, Archetypes, and Style Change,” Daedalus 109, no. 2 (1980): 189.
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A statistical climax or apotheosis,
consists of a gradual increase in the intensity of the more physical attributes of sound, the
arrival at a tensional “highpoint,” followed by a usually rapid decline in activity—a
falling-away to quiet and closure.4
While these two types of climax often exist simultaneously, especially in the instance of a
syntactic climax, it is possible for one to take place without the other. Agawu labels an instance
when both the syntactic and statistical climaxes coalesce as a “structural highpoint,” a
phenomenon that communicates both structural and rhetorical significance. More specifically, he
notes that the structural high point occurs at the last significant dissonance prior to the final
cadence.5
The dynamic curve is an inextricable partner in the theorization of high points and has
been referred to by various names.6 It refers to the scheme through which the high point is
achieved; the change in intensities that alert us to the rise and fall of tension in the music. Ratner
and Meyer both refer to this process as a dynamic curve, Childs refers to it as a narrative curve,
and Patty as an intensity curve. Agawu uses the term narrative curve in his 1984 article, but
more recently uses dynamic curve in Music as Discourse (2009). Each of these terms emphasizes
a slightly different dimension of the scheme. Both dynamic curve and intensity curve describe a
general tracking of parameters and an accrual of tension throughout various points in the work
that imply a certain directionality within the musical framework. A narrative curve as defined by
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Ibid., 189.
Agawu, “The Structural Highpoint,” 6, 67.
6
For specific references of curve terminology see Ratner, Music: The Listener’s Art, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw
Hill, 1966): 314-15; Meyer, Style and Music: Theory, History, and Ideology, (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press,1989): 311; Childs, “Time: A Composer’s View,” Perspectives of New Music 15, no. 2 (1977):
195; Patty, “Pacing Scenarios: How Harmonic Rhythm and Melodic Pacing Influence Our Experience of Musical
Climax,” Music Theory Spectrum 31, no. 2 (2009): 328; Agawu, “Structural ‘High points’ in Schumann’s
Dichterliebe,” Music Analysis 3, no. 2 (July 1984): 163-166; Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in
Romantic Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009): 62-63.
5
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Childs, assumes a projection of Western European intellectual and cultural dramatic notions onto
the musical process.7 He suggests that we organize the events of a piece as conflict that
intensifies towards a point of major resolution, at which point, the piece quickly reaches its close.
This association is due to similar narrative curves in other art forms such as literature, cinema,
and drama. I will primarily use the term dynamic curve to maintain consistency with other
definitions derived from Agawu and Meyer; however, on occasion, the terms narrative curve and
intensity curve will more aptly capture the sense behind the musical phenomena.
As we look from the Romantic era, in which these definitions are situated, to the modern
jazz ensemble, the question of transference arises. Certainly, statistical high points are present in
“Cerulean Skies,” but do these also align with syntactic climaxes to create what Agawu refers to
as a structural high point? The goal of the following analysis is to locate the high points within
“Cerulean Skies” and to identify shifts in the primary parameters that may resonate as syntactic
climaxes. In addition, the analysis will serve to answer the initial question of the role of high
points and dynamic curves in narrativity. As a listener, it seems evident that a tracking of
Schneider’s music is dependent on the tension and release engendered by these moments, in such
a significant way that high points may take on a structural meaning for the listener. In this sense,
one must loosen the definition of “structural” and think in more general terms of the formal and
thematic construction. The conscious or subconscious tracking of the series of dynamic curves
and high points (statistical or syntactic) within the work is a crucial organizational tool for the
listener and a significant dimension of communication between the composer and audience. I
identify four significant high points or high point regions in “Cerulean Skies” that can be seen
below in Table 4.1.

7

Barney Childs, “Time and Music: A Composer’s View,” Perspectives of New Music, vol. 15, no. 2
(Spring/Summer 1977): 195.
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Table 4.1. Four high points in “Cerulean Skies”
Measure(s)

Timestamp

Formal section

52-67

03:34

Exposition space

124-127

07:59

Solo space

298-299

17:35

Return space: prior to
alto saxophone solo

360-361

20:07

Return space: final
high point

Comments
statistical high point section in the
final period of the exposition
statistical high point that illuminates a
significant structural moment
statistical high point achieved through
motivic development and modulation;
releases into late solo section
structural high point in the final
measures of the return space

Exposition Space (mm. 1-75)
The intrigue of the exposition space is its role in creating specific expectations on the
level of high points that are realized later in the piece. The exposition establishes certain thematic
and dynamic expectations by involving five distinct melodies and a substantial dynamic curve,
principally in the winds and brass. The dynamic curve in mm. 1-67 is achieved through a
measured and gradual scaffolding of thematic content and instrumentation. The high point is
represented by a region, the third and final period (mm. 52-67). As previously mentioned, the
exposition is comprised of three periods, each sixteen measures in length and further divided into
eight-measure subphrases. Schneider’s intention is clear. Instrumentation, dynamics, and
thematic content change at the onset of each eight-measure subphrase, thereby creating an
expectation for growth with the introduction of each subsequent phrase. The registral qualities of
each melody expand (or more accurately ascend) as the exposition progresses. Melodies A and B
are conservative in their registral heights, reaching C#5 and E4, respectively. Melodies C, D, and
D’ ascend to the heights of A5, E6, A6, respectively.
In Figure 4.1, the scaffolding of melodies and instrumentation can be observed in a visual
representation. This visualization displays change on multiple parametric levels that ultimately
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creates the local high point section in the final period (mm. 52-67). The combination of melody
and orchestration are the primary sources of the dynamic build. In Figure 4.1, one can track the
prominence of various melodies throughout the three periods. Melody A, the main theme,
persists in all three periods. Melody B is only prominent in the second phrase of the first period
(mm. 9-15). Melody C becomes the primary material in the second phrase of the second period
(mm. 32-39) but despite its prominence, is not repeated. The third and final period is dominated
by melodies D and D’, although melody A regains prominence through a divisi voicing in the
trumpets.

Figure 4.1. “Cerulean Skies,” Exposition Space (1:45-4:24), melodic scaffolding and
instrumentation
Harmony remains relatively static as a parameter in the exposition. The harmonic
progression remains fixed throughout each period as it is pre-determined by the underlying
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repetition of melody A. Rhythm develops due to the combination of countermelodies with the
main theme. This is especially apparent in the layering of melody A and melody C in mm. 32-39
that produces more rhythmic complexity; however, neither rhythm nor harmony play a
significant role in intensifying the dynamic curve. All in all, Schneider’s structuring of the
exposition does not feature a great deal of dissonance in these primary parametric levels but
rather relies on physical attributes to build tension.
Some of the secondary parameters that are most critical to the dynamic curve can be seen
in Figure 4.1 as well. The orchestration is mainly responsible for the shape and affects other
parameters such as texture and dynamics. The instrumentation of melody A over the span of the
three periods tells the story of the statistical climax. In the first period (mm. 1-15), it is played by
the rhythm section, namely the piano and accordion, both of which have limited dynamic
capability in the middle register where the melody is voiced. In the next period, the trombones
play this melody, adding more power. In the final period, the trumpets join to play the melody,
now both with power and a more prominent voice due to the register and nature of the
instrument.
While the brass dominate the presentation of melody A, the woodwinds are especially
instrumental in the final period. Melody D and D’ are orchestrated primarily for the winds, most
noticeably the piccolo and flute. This speaks to the registral expansion of the exposition as both
are voiced in the upper register of their range. In contrast, the bottom two trombone parts sustain
the bass line with power at a forte dynamic, creating a wide span of register throughout the
ensemble. The instrumentation of the final period also speaks to a general association between
woodwinds and bird calls in this piece. Throughout its entirety, the flute, piccolo, and clarinet
have the unique role of playing mimetic bird calls. Additionally, Schneider chooses the tenor
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saxophone, alto saxophone, and accordion (technically a reed instrument), to express the
programmatic solo sections, all of which deal with the imaginative psyche of birds. It is not
surprising then, that Schneider uses the woodwinds in the final period to demonstrate the fullest
awakening of the forest.
The parameters and layering of thematic content would be enough to build to the high
point that takes place in the final phrase of the exposition; indeed, most of the dynamic curve
owes its growth to these features. However, Schneider adds a few other elements that heighten
the climax and stretch the tension to a greater degree. These are the cuckoo motive as a recurring
interlude, the modulation to D major in the third period, and the re-ordering of harmonies in the
final period. While none of these constitute a structural high point in my interpretation, they are
intentional features that affect the intensification of the exposition.
The role of the cuckoo motive as it is used in the exposition is twofold: to create tension
prior to each period and to contrast the heights of the statistical high points. It achieves both due
to its uniformity of phrase length and diminutive instrumentation. First, in terms of phrase
structure, Schneider almost always establishes the ostinato as an eight-measure phrase. The
uniformity of phrase length leads the listener to experience tension during the repetition of the
ostinato along with a perceptible sense of its presumed duration. Second, the cuckoo theme
always returns to the instrumentation and texture of the piano and triangle (Example 4.1). By
returning to this diminished orchestration, the contrast of the dynamic expansion with the
surrounding periods is heightened. One observes the height of a wave in relation to its point of
equilibrium or rest position. In this sense, the third period seems more expansive as we
experience it following the rest position of the cuckoo motive orchestration.
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Example 4.1. “Cerulean Skies,” m. K (1:32-1:45), cuckoo motive
The motive first appears in m. K of the introduction. The repeated figure emerges from
the texture of the introduction, which resembles a chaotic environment of bird calls within a
rubato musical texture. It sets the piece into motion by establishing tempo, and as such, a sense
of embarkment on the musical journey. It repeats in the piano seven times (for a total of eight
iterations), accompanied by a groove in the triangle. After the eight iterations, the piece finally
arrives at what is undoubtedly the exposition space and the main theme. The first period
continues in the eight-measure phrase structure established by the cuckoo motive (Figure 4.2).
After the presentation of the first period, the cuckoo motive returns again as an ostinato with
eight repetitions. The re-insertion of a static and dissonant ostinato creates tension and
expectation for what may be on the other side of the now recognizable figure.

Figure 4.2. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 1-75 (1:45-4:24), Exposition Space form diagram
(first presented as Figure 3.3)
After the eight iterations of the cuckoo motive, the second period (mm. 24-38) begins
with more power derived from the brass. In the second phrase, melody C enters with a noticeable
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high point of a unison G5 in the trumpets. Despite the rise in dynamics during this period, the
music once again returns to the diminutive texture of the cuckoo motive in m. 39. While the
period has resolved in one sense, the third insertion of the cuckoo motive alerts the listener that
more is to come but presumably after another eight repetitions of this figure. The repetition and
brief de-escalation of dynamics and instrumentation builds tension for another period that will
presumably reach an even greater high point.
Schneider changes the form and harmony of this last interlude in order to create more
dissonance and tension leading to the third and final period. After four repetitions of the motive
(now transposed down a whole step), Schneider introduces a nine-measure melody derived from
melody A in the voice and certain winds and brass. The phrase extension creates tension by
disrupting the uniformity of the eight-measure phrase structure that has been a fixture of the
exposition. The slight expansion of this interlude signals a sense of finality in the next period.
The release into the third period in m. 52 coincides with a modulation to D major and the
addition of melody D. Based on the registral expansion and use of the full ensemble at forte, it is
a likely inference that this is the last period of the exposition space, which in Schneider’s
normative formal schema signals the approaching solo space.
The final two features that help intensify the dynamic curve are the modulation to D
major and the change to the harmonic progression in the third period. The modulation to the
closely related key of D major can almost go unnoticed to the listener because of all of the
activity taking place in that moment. The most obvious impact is the raising of register by a
fourth; melody A is now transposed a fourth higher. Melody D and D’ in the winds center around
5 (A5) and reach heights of an A6 at the apex of the melody. Though the modulation serves to
intensify the moment, it also may suggest the programmatic connotation of the birds lifting off,
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as it were, to begin their flight. Ultimately, it serves as a transition from the tonic key of A major
and the solo space key of D minor (dorian).

Example 4.2. a) “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 5-8 (1:56); annotated; b) mm. 56-59 (3:44), 6467 (4:03), annotated. Melody D and D’ are juxtaposed to show the high point that exists
in both subphrases of the third period.
The final feature that heightens the high point section is the reordering of the harmonic
progression of melody A. The melodic high point of melody A is in the fifth measure, supported
by a I6 chord (Example 4.2a). After this melodic high point, the register drops rapidly, negating
the possibility for a high point later within the phrase. Observe the change that is made to the
harmonic progression in both subphrases of the final period (Example 4.2b). Now in D major,
Schneider places the VI chord in the fifth measure of the phrase instead of the sixth. The Bmin7
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chord now occupies the measure that is associated with the local high point of the phrase. Note
that Schneider adds chord extensions to add dissonance to the descending triadic arpeggio in m.
56 and m. 64. The change is meant to intensify the fifth measure of the phrase with added
dissonance. Melodically, both D and D’ also peak in this fifth measure of the phrase
demonstrating a coalescing of harmonic dissonance with melodic high point. Regardless of the
degree to which this harmonic change can be heard and felt, we see in this change—and the other
two features of the cuckoo theme and modulation—an obvious effort to heighten the high point
section of the exposition. The expansiveness that is reached sets a bar of expectation for a
forthcoming ensemble climax that is not met until the return space.
Solo Space (mm. 76-145)
One of the important innovations that Schneider developed in the big band genre is a
more integrated approach to improvisatory solos. She conceives the solo section as a connective
passage between two contrasting places within the piece, and in that sense an important moment
within the compositional discourse (as distinct from solo sections within the traditional big band
repertoire that are less involved on the part of the composer). Traditionally, the solo section has
highlighted the virtuosity of the individual and constituted a relative break in the compositional
unfolding of the piece. The reintegration of the ensemble in the shout chorus signaled a return to
thematic content. Schneider treats the solo section as a continuation of the composition by using
new harmonic changes, shifts in texture, and the integration of meaningful thematic material in
the background figures. To recall a quote from the first chapter, Schneider describes her concept
of the solo section as a pathway towards a point of arrival:
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The solo section often carries the piece to a contrasting place. The improvised section is a
time for the soloist to be self-expressive while also laying a smooth path to this different
place. The soloist needs to help that arrival feel inevitable.8
The arrival that Schneider refers to often implies a local high point and dynamic curve in
the solo space. This reality is integrated into our understanding of Schneider’s formal schema as
the solo-recapitulation trajectory (SRT). Schneider replaces the shout chorus—the traditional
high point section of the big band form—with the SRT and return space. She blurs the line
between the solo space and the initiation of the return space by slowly increasing the prominence
of the background figures until they reach equality with the soloist. Naturally, a normative SRT
is accompanied by an increase in secondary parameters leading to the return of thematic
material. Therefore, one can almost assume that the SRT will be accompanied by an increase in
the dynamic curve and be located in relative proximity to the high point of the piece. While these
assumptions hold true in the tenor saxophone solo of “Cerulean Skies,” its deviational form
complicates an otherwise straightforward dynamic curve. The deviation is a result of the
dissipation of energy at the end of this section, which leads to the extension of the solo space
with the stratosphere section.
I propose that the high point of the solo space occurs during the sustained dominant chord
in mm. 124-127 prior to the arrival of thematic material and modulation in m. 128. After this
point, the melody and solo continue at a sustained dynamic and texture. Though the melodic line
contains a registral high point, the harmonic and melodic parameters do not contain dissonances
that accentuate the moment. The release, then, is the entire melody, voiced in unison and octaves
over a familiar harmonic progression that suggests characteristics of melody A. This is the
arrival point of the solo space that Schneider builds to through various levels of intensification.

8
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The dynamic curve begins in m. 76 with an abrupt change in almost all parameters from
those in the exposition. The initial vamp consists of a D13sus chord, implying a D dorian modality.
The bass establishes the new groove, drawing our ear to the low register. The tenor soloist (in the
studio recording) also begins in the low register of the instrument. The texture is sparse, evoking
a primitive connotation. The drop in register, dynamics, and intensity confirms the beginning of
a new dynamic curve. In Schneider’s style, the introduction of backgrounds in the solo section
suggests the initiation of the SRT that leads out of the solo space. This may be handled relatively
quickly or drawn out in time, but rarely (if ever) in Schneider’s music do backgrounds begin and
not lead to a section of increased energy and thematic significance. From mm. 76-111, the
background figures slowly intensify with dynamic and textural energy. The harmonic movement
features half-step ascents and descents to and from the tonal center of D. Schneider does not
establish a recognizable pattern so the listener remains in tension as to the goal of these half-step
shifts. In m. 112, Schneider returns to the D13sus chord for the third time after previously
ascending to Ebmi13 and Emi13. The return to this chord is altered by the addition of a thematically
derived melody in the trombones (Example 4.3). I characterize this simple motive as thematic for
two reasons. First, its placement on the downbeat of the measure differentiates it from all of the
previous background material, which consists of incidental syncopated hits in the brass. Its
sustained melodic quality and the sequence that unfolds indicates a direction towards thematic
content. Second, the motive is a descending minor third and, in my interpretation, recalls the
descending major third of the cuckoo motive. That previous motive, as mentioned, has already
been heard four times in the exposition space and has taken on the meaning of a catalyst. With
the reference here, the trombone melody also suggests a catalytic role towards thematic material.
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Example 4.3. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 112-127 (7:31), reduction
The two-measure motive begins in the trombones, repeating in mm. 114-115. It is voiced
as the seventh and fifth of the chord (C and A) over the D13sus harmony. In the next four
measures, the sequence continues up a step to Ebmi13, with a Db and Bb in the melody. This time it
is embellished with an escape tone (Eb). The third and fourth trumpets have also been added to
the instrumentation. In mm. 120-127, the underlying harmony changes to a Db13sus. The melodic
interval changes to a descending whole step from Db to Cb, the latter of which being the
dominant seventh of the chord. The melodic motion to this note emphasizes its dominant
function. Above m. 120 in the score, Schneider writes “build to m.128,” suggesting that this
sustained dominant is meant to increase in dynamic and rhythmic texture leading to the release in
m. 128. The dissonance of this moment is built by the drums and soloist, both of whom must
build tension through dissonance (melodically or rhythmically) prior to the release. The soloist in
the studio recording (Donny McCaslin) slowly ascends into the extreme upper register of the
instrument, arriving on the highest melodic note on the downbeat of m. 128 / 08:08.
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What does this local high point and dynamic curve achieve in the narrative of the piece?
From the listener’s perspective, solo sections can be difficult to grasp in terms of the flow of
musical narrative. The improvisations are often harmonically and melodically veiled to the
average listener—even the competent ones—due to the complexity of melodic content and lack
of repetition. This feeling of detachment can be further accentuated by the extended vamps that
customarily exist in solo sections. Since the listener is unable to track some of the structural and
melodic aspects at play in these improvisatory sections, the dynamic curve becomes the most
perceptible characteristic of the section’s unfolding. In “Cerulean Skies” the incremental increase
in dynamic, instrumentation, register, and activity provides a thread for the listener to perceive
the directionality of the music. More broadly, Schneider’s conception of the solo space as a
development section and her integration of backgrounds that flow into the return space gives her
more control over the soloist’s trajectory and thus, the listener’s attention. With that being said,
in this particular piece, I find Schneider’s harmonic motion to be more perceptible due to its
slower harmonic rhythm and half-step relationships that allows the listener to be more aware of
the harmonic process at work.
The formal problem with the thematic return in this section is that it does not lead to the
return space but rather loses intensity, almost dissipating to nothing in m. 145. This unfulfilled
expectation is what Geyer labels the faux-recapitulation, meaning, Schneider suggests her
normative device (the SRT) that should lead to recapitulation of thematic material. This
unexpected shift illuminates the meaning of the high point. The brief moment of release from the
accrued tension comes in the form of an ionian melody that is reminiscent of the expositional
themes. Though formal problems arise from the added stratosphere section, in terms of
narrativity, this brief resolution brings the dissonant texture of mm. 76-127 to an end and offers a
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moment of ease in preparation for the dissonance of the stratosphere section. It serves as an
assurance that the tension of these more dissonant sections will be resolved, thereby creating
trust between the listener and composer.
Stratosphere (mm. 145-184)
The stratosphere section features an accordion improvisation and notated piano figures in
a rubato style. In the previous chapter, I emphasized the importance of this section in the overall
formal design of the piece. It represents a polarity to the introduction and a halfway point within
the piece. The impact of this section also extends to the discussion of high points because it is in
opposition to the energies of the dynamic curve and high point. In music, as well as a number of
other human phenomena, we expect change in the form of progress. Within Schneider’s works,
progress is represented by movement towards completion, generally accompanied by an
intensification of statistical parameters. Completion is felt with the release of high points, after
which, we understand the music to be settling towards a resolute ending. If that is the framework
that listeners bring to Schneider’s music, what can we make of this extended, static section void
of a clear sense of periodicity and change in energy?
The stratosphere section creates an extended depression or valley in the dynamic curve.
In doing so, it amplifies the subsequent energy of the return space. I argue that the first release
into the alto saxophone solo in m. 300 is very dependent on the sustained tension that accrues
during the extended dissonance of the stratosphere section. Moreover, if we understand this
section programmatically, then the sense of depression in dynamic curve that we feel as listeners
draws us into the subjectivity that Schneider imagines in this moment. The longing for thematic
material, dynamic development, and a clear sense of periodicity leads to a co-experience of the
longing a bird may feel during this long and monotonous portion of the migratory flight.
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Return Space (mm. 237-363)
Two notable high points occur in the return space, one in the final phrase prior to the alto
saxophone solo (mm. 292-299) and the other in the two-measure climax at the end of the return
space (mm. 360-361). The first is significant because its release coincides with the beginning of
a solo section that resolves the formal problems that began with the faux-recapitulation in the
solo space. The high point is a rhetorical indicator that emphasizes the significance of the added
alto saxophone solo. The second is the high point of the piece that occurs after a final
presentation of the main theme. The high point signals the end of the transformation in the return
space and the satisfaction of all formal demands.
The first high point (mm. 298-299) marks the end of a development process in the first
half of the return space that leads to the “late” solo. Within Schneider’s style, there is an
expectation for a substantial high point in the return space; however, due to Schneider’s
expansion of the solo space and thereby lack of SRT, the road to such a high point is unknown.
The return space begins with a vamp in the rhythm section that re-establishes the tempo and
groove from the exposition. Next, the voice re-instates thematic content with a version of melody
B. Following this, the cuckoo theme returns, which reinvigorates the expectation for melody A to
return. Beginning then in m. 271 / 16:30, a true recapitulative section that features the ensemble
ensues.9 In mm. 271-280 the trumpets, clarinet, and voice present a transformed version of
melody C, notably overshadowing melody A that simultaneously returns in the rhythm section.
The thematic section intensifies in mm. 281-283 due to the insertion of an accented motive from
melody A played by trumpets 1 and 2 (Example 4.4). I interpret this figure to be a musical

9

I retain the word recapitulative to describe characteristics typical of a recapitulation despite replacing Geyer’s
terminology of Recapitulation Space with Return Space. The word Return acknowledges the tendency for
returning themes and formal characteristics to be transformed within Schneider’s corpus.
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catalyst that accelerates the momentum towards climax. In the following measure (m. 284), a
modulation from Eb to C major occurs. The next eight measure phrase (mm. 284-291) is
constructed through layered repetitions of another motive from melody A (Example 4.5) and an
answering motive from melody C. This leads to yet another modulation in m. 292 to A major.
Throughout these two phrases, the intensity builds as the modulations and fragmented thematic
presentation point to a release.

Example 4.4. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 281-283 (16:54)

Example 4.5. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 284-286 (17:01). Compared with original melody
derived from mm. 1-2.
The final phrase of this section (mm. 292-299) uses harmonic dissonance and a
connotation of resistance through repetitious melodic material to achieve the high point prior to
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the solo. One reason this section from mm. 271-299, and specifically this phrase, is successful in
creating tension is because the listener is in limbo due to the formal deviations earlier in the
piece. Schneider plays on this by foregrounding motivic development and modulation that delays
what would traditionally be a more straightforward recapitulation. Two components create the
high point in m. 299. First, Schneider introduces a harmonic-metric cycle in m. 292 that persists
as the basis for the subsequent solo section. The four-bar cycle features a rising bass line of 3-45-b6 (C#-D-E-Fn), which inherently builds tension at the end of each cycle due to the dissonance
of b6. Second, Schneider uses the repetition of a melodic motive from melody A to suggest
resistance to resolution. The figures seen in Example 4.6 are an example of the motivic material
that repeat every two measures in mm. 292-299. This repetition reaches a high point in the
rhythm section and ensemble dynamic in mm. 298-299, accentuated by the sustained A5 in the
lead trumpet. The Fn root of the Asus and the clash of the D and C# in m. 299, in combination
with the melodic high point in the lead trumpet, create a high point that at least temporarily
resolves the tensions of the previous section.

Example 4.6. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 296-299 (17:30), reduction
The final high point occurs in m. 361 and meets the definition of a structural high point
by combining statistical and syntactic climaxes. It also resonates as a normative high point in
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Schneider’s style as it comes on the heels of the SRT and after a final thematic presentation of
the main theme. The intensification towards the high point begins locally in m. 300, the
beginning of the alto saxophone solo. Figure 4.3 maps out the events between mm. 300-363 that
contribute to the high point. Schneider achieves the SRT by reintroducing a solo section and
building the background figures into the last recapitulative section. The backgrounds enter in m.
332 with intensity that eclipses the dynamic of the previous sections of the return space. The hits
begin as unison (or octave) figures that utilize the power of the winds and brass. Meanwhile, the
3-4-5-b6 bassline persists, achieving tension with each four-bar phrase.

Figure 4.3. Structural high point diagram, mm. 300-363 (17:40-20:16)
The final recapitulative section (mm. 348-355) presents a complete version of melody A,
the main theme. Schneider has withheld such a clear presentation throughout the entire return
space, but now acquiesces to the listener’s expectation with a version that is highly embellished
and virtuosic. One can observe the motivic embellishments below in Example 4.7, which
displays the lead trumpet melody in comparison to the original. The eight-measure phrase ends
on a dominant chord (Esus) in m. 355, a notable change from the use of the bVII dominantfunction in the exposition. Schneider delays resolution at the end of this phrase with deceptive
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motion in m. 356, resolving to an A/Fn chord. This dissonance extends the tension of the phrase
until the exclamation in the lead trumpet in mm. 360-361. The harmony of m. 361 is an E/D
chord with an added 11th (A) that creates a half-step dissonance with the 3rd (G#). This V42 chord
resolves to a I6 that precedes the final cadence (Example 4.8). I label this as the structural high
point as it is the final dissonance prior to the cadence and coincides with a high point of
statistical parameters (e.g. register and dynamic).

Example 4.7. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 351-354 (19:39), comparison with original melody,
mm. 3-6

Example 4.8. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 360-363 (20:06), annotated, structural high point
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Final remarks on high points
Returning now to the initial questions that preceded the analysis, what connection can be
made between Schneider’s use of high points and the narrative of the composition? The
perception of organization is impacted by the dynamic curve that rises and falls leading up to
each of the high points. The gradual increase of energy and tension created by statistical
parameters is a process that can be tracked by the listener, sometimes more so than the primary
parameters or formal structure. This conscious or subconscious tracking helps the listener to
understand the piece as a series of dynamic curves that achieve local high points and ultimately
helps to organize the piece in its overarching curve. In this sense, Childs’s terminology,
narrative curve, is an appropriate description.10 We organize the events of “Cerulean Skies” as
points of tension or conflict that build towards a major resolution. Schneider shares Childs’s
conception of music as time-oriented art and speaks of the need to carry the audience along in
the action as if in a movie or story. High points are a critical aspect of this tracking and an
important dimension through which Schneider communicates the emotional meaning of musical
events. Not only can we track the sense of motion and tension in the overall flow, but we also
respond emotionally to the withholding of and eventual succumbing to the climaxes.
The clearest example of the interplay between Schneider and the listener’s expectations
based on the dynamic curve is the stratosphere section. I have already suggested multiple levels
of meaning that are expressed through this section, but one of the most important and perhaps
obvious is its diminutive texture. The absence of the ensemble, as well as a general sense of
direction, deepens a desire to return to such aspects. The listener perceives this section as an
extended depression in dynamics and periodicity that will eventually be reinvigorated back to an

10

Childs, “Time and Music: A Composer’s View,” 195.
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energy reminiscent of the exposition space. This expectation for an eventual high point creates a
yearning for subsequent points of arrival that Schneider delays through the motivic development
that initially fills the return space in mm. 236-299.
Are these high points primarily foreground features or are they integrated into the
structure of the piece? The difficulty in comparing the usage of high points in the Romantic era,
or even more broadly Western classical music, with Schneider’s music is the vast difference in
periodicity and formal expectations. A chord with dissonances as a result of chord extensions, for
instance, does not necessarily imply the same level of dissonance that would be intended in the
common practice style. Further, Schneider’s harmonic rhythm in “Cerulean Skies” often changes
harmony every measure, even every four or eight measures. This complicates the ability to locate
specific points of dissonance between the underlying harmony and melodic contour. One
example is the high point in the solo space (mm. 124-127). The entire section (mm. 76-127)
consists of four or eight measure harmonic rhythm. The dissonance of the phrases is then more
dependent on the realization of the measures based on the improvisatory inventions of the soloist
and rhythm section. It becomes harder to locate a specific point of climax because of these
sustained harmonies and variable melodies. However, in looking at the four high points of
“Cerulean Skies,” it is clear that Schneider uses what would be considered syntactic devices
along with the obvious statistical ones. The first high point of the exposition space is elevated by
the modulation and re-ordering of harmonies. The final high point clearly coincides with a
dissonant harmony to accentuate the melodic high point. The high point in m. 298-299 also
coincides with harmonic dissonance, though it is admittedly difficult to differentiate the intensity
of these specific measures with that of the entire eight measure phrase (mm.292-299).
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It is clear that high points tend to be placed in important formal areas of the piece’s
design. In that sense, the listener is alerted to important moments in the form through these
rhetorical climaxes, whether that connection is recognized or not. That being said, in Schneider’s
style there is certainly a stronger emphasis on statistical parameters that should not be
understated. My reticence to call the first three high points structural is to maintain clarity
between the specific meaning of a syntactic or structural high point as defined by previous
scholarship and the suggestive usage of harmonic and melodic devices that Schneider employs.
Therefore, the high points in “Cerulean Skies” are largely created by secondary parameters but
their location tends to be in proximity to important structural events that mark important
moments in the form.
This leads to the third and final question posed at the outset: are there aspects of
Schneider’s use of high points that are specific to her style and as such, can be differentiated
from the use of high points in other settings? The most important distinction in Schneider’s
music that is not traditionally available in classical settings is the rhythm section, particularly the
drum set. No other instrument in the big band has more responsibility to dictate the change in
dynamic energy than the drummer. In the studio recording of “Cerulean Skies,” one may observe
that the drums are relatively reserved in the exposition space and solo space, delaying an
expansion of power and excitement until the return space. Thus, the final high point is
accentuated beyond what can be seen in the score by an influx of activity in the drums.
Complementary to this, is the tradition of the lead trumpet that is quite different from the role of
the principal trumpet in an orchestra. Due to the development of the big band, the lead trumpet
became a distinct role within the ensemble. In fact, the lead trumpet position is generally filled
by a specialist who focuses the majority of their efforts to master facility, power, and endurance
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in the upper register. While Schneider tends to use her brass in a more graceful and melodic
manner than much of the big band composers that preceded her, she still employs this role at key
points (naturally melodic high points) within the composition. One will also notice in many of
her scores, that Schneider doubles the lead trumpet part with the soprano saxophone, which aids
in the projection of the melodic high points. The combination of the drummer and lead trumpet,
along with the overall power of the brass, is a tool that simply did not exist in most Western
classical musical settings from which the study of high points originate. As such, the music of
modern big bands has developed to rely more heavily on secondary parameters of dynamics,
timbre, and instrumentation to build climax. Yet I hope it is clear from the analysis above, that
Schneider incorporates harmonic alterations to create dissonance in these climaxes that resonate
with the syntactic climaxes that tend to exist in Romantic music (and more broadly the classical
repertoire). Her style combines statistical and syntactic climax in a way not dissimilar to the
Romantic era, yet distinct due to the evolution of the big band instrumentation and style in which
the music is situated.
Periodicity
In chapter two, the definition of periodicity given by Ratner and the analytical
methodology of Agawu were adopted as a flexible system that applies not just to the Classic and
Romantic styles but also to the modern big band and compositional style of Maria Schneider.
Agawu’s suggestion in Music as Discourse to focus on motion and closure rather than theoretical
labels will now guide the present analysis with the following three questions: where does the
motion begin, where does it end and how does it get there?11 Both theorists emphasize the
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Kofi Agawu, Music as Discourse: Semiotic Adventures in Romantic Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press:
2009), 76.
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importance of closure as punctuation within a phrase or more largely in a piece. This is an aspect
of music that many other dimensions rely on:
Periodicity, then embraces the whole of music. As a quality, it is distributed across
several dimensions. I have talked about cadences and cadential action, closure, high
points, discontinuity, and parenthesis. The overarching quality is closure, including its
enabling recessional processes. A theory of musical meaning is essentially a theory of
closure.12
The final sixteen measures prior to the coda (mm. 348-363) are the focus of this analytical
portion on periodicity. If, as Agawu states, periodicity is a theory of closure, then this section
offers a study not just of closure on the local level of phrase structure, but more broadly,
thematic closure within the piece. This passage is the final recapitulative section of “Cerulean
Skies” that contains a final presentation of the main theme (melody A) by the ensemble
following the alto saxophone solo section. It features a level of motivic development and
harmonic strategy that is not present in any of the previous sections. The exposition space, which
is also a rich melodic section, does not feature melodic development, harmonic intrigue, or even
shifts in phrase length, broadly speaking. The periodicity then, has already been suggested in the
analysis of its melodic scaffolding and orchestrational strategies. Measures 348-363 of the return
space is a unique passage within “Cerulean Skies” in terms of periodicity, leading us to
investigate Schneider’s sudden change in compositional strategy.
In what ways is the construction of this final thematic passage motivated by closure and
how can the periodicity be described? Locally, motion and the integration of the ensemble begin
with the backgrounds in mm. 332-347. The alto saxophone solo and rhythm section, beginning in
m. 300, sustain a plateau of energy from the previous ensemble section, signaling that the piece
is entering a final climactic section and that the backgrounds will likely join with relative haste.

12

Ibid., 78.
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These features contrast the construction of the previous solo space, beginning in m. 76, that
initially lost energy and then built towards thematic material through a gradual addition of
background figures. In this later solo, the backgrounds enter with immediate power and consist
of two congruent eight measure phrases. Each begins with four measures of powerful and tutti
hits in the ensemble followed by a four-measure sustain of 5 (C# in mm. 336-339, G in mm. 344347), suspended with a sfz crescendo. This device acts as a dominant pedal and signals a sense of
closure. The harmonic-metric cycle of the solo section is broken in m. 347 by the insertion of a
dominant chord (E/G#) instead of Csus/Ab, along with a motive from melody D played
prominently in the ensemble. The saxophone solo persists over the next recapitulative section,
but with this thematic insertion, the attention is drawn back to the ensemble and as such, towards
the periodicity of the melodic line.
Examples 4.9 and 4.10 provide an abbreviated score and reduction of the sixteen-measure
passage from mm. 348-363. Example 4.9 is a reduction of the score into two staves, the melody
and bassline. The top staff is the melody of the lead trumpet and soprano saxophone. The
beamed stems above the staff draw attention to the pitches of the original melody from mm. 1-8
that are embellished and transformed in this recapitulative moment. The bottom staff is the bass
line shown with Schneider’s chord symbols. Example 4.10 is a reduction of the chord
progression that underpins the melody. Schneider abandons the measured and straightforward
progression from the original melody (I-VI-V-I | I-VI-bVII-I) and instead repeats a new
progression four times that prolongs the subdominant harmony and suggests closure with a IV-V
cadential tag. Example 4.10, system 1 establishes the basic harmonic unit. Each of the three
iterations that follow either expand or slightly alter this initial unit. Systems 1 and 2 correspond
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with mm. 348-356, which is the first iteration of the melody and systems 3 and 4 correspond
with mm. 356-363, the second iteration of the melody.

Example 4.9. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 348-363 (19:31-20:16), annotated. The transformed
melody played by the lead trumpet is notated in the top staff. The pitches from the
original melody of the exposition (mm. 1-8) are displayed using the beamed stems. The
bass line and chord markings are imported directly from the bass part in the score.
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Example 4.10. Harmonic reduction of mm. 348-363. The sixteen measures can be
divided into four harmonic progressions, displayed in this format to show the congruency
of the harmonic units. (**) indicates structural high point.
How is periodicity impacted by these novel harmonic units and the accompanying
melodic transformations? Just like in the original, the melody can be understood in four smaller
segments. The first part of the melody (mm. 348-350) is expanded with an extra measure of 4,
4

along with a sfz crescendo on the final note. Schneider reverses the descending motion to the
final A, opting to ascend in a more climactic fashion to the octave. Instead of moving to VI in the
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second measure as in the original, this version sustains the subdominant and establishes the
descending root motion 4-3-6. The second segment of the melody (mm. 351-353) is more
embellished with the addition of sixteenths and various non-harmonic tones. Recall, at the end of
this second phrase in the original, there is an upward leap of an octave on beats two and three.
Schneider accentuates this leap in m. 352 with a delay until the downbeat of the following
measure and by filling in the octave with an arpeggiated A9 chord. The rhythmic configuration of
the chordal ascent emphasizes beat four with a marcato, suggesting that beat four (C#) is the
downbeat. The change from 3 to 4, though apparent in the score, is not yet perceptible to the
4

4

listener. If one sings from mm. 351-353, the music seems to unfold in 3 despite the change of the
4

time signature. It is only in m. 354 that the expansion to 4 becomes perceptible. The harmonic
4

unit associated with this second melodic segment contains a cadence that accentuates the 4-5
bassline. Note in Example 4.10, system 1 that the basic configuration of the right hand does not
change, creating sus-chords on the V and I. The bassline suggests cadence, but the harmonies
themselves evade resolution. In this way, Schneider is able to signal closure while still
maintaining the tension of the line. Further, this cadential tag is familiar, as it is derived from the
original melody that contains a bVII-I cadence. Schneider plays on the sound of the whole step
ascent with the insertion of the IV-V cadence here and specifically with its faster harmonic
motion of a quarter note (m. 351, 358) and an eighth note (m. 355, 362).
The second half of the melody repeats the harmonic progression of mm. 348-352
(Example 4.10, system 2). In the third segment of the melody, Schneider adds to the core IV-I6IV6 progression in a manner that prolongs the subdominant by adding a IV6 prior to the IV. The
IV on the downbeat of m. 354 corresponds with a melodic arrival point and includes the #11 or
lydian fourth. This adds a degree of tension to the color and continues the lydian thread that
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persists throughout the piece. The melodic figure is embellished through passing tones, lower
neighbor tones, and sixteenth note embellishments. It is highly athletic for the lead trumpet and
in that sense provides visceral energy that signals climax. The fourth and final segment of the
melody in mm. 355-356 coalesces both melodic and harmonic cadential figures. The powerful
syncopated chords in the ensemble in m. 354 create rhythmic instability that is met by the arrival
of the cadential figure on the downbeat. To my ear this creates a sense of impending closure in a
way that the previous IV-V in m. 351 does not; however, it evades closure through a deceptive
resolution to an F augmented chord.
The transformations of these first eight measures heighten an expectation for closure.
This is a result of the increasingly charged melody and the repetition of the IV-V cadential
device, staged similarly in m. 351 and m. 355. Though the next eight measures repeat the melody
and harmonic units of the previous phrase, the listener may hear them more as a prolongation of
a cadential passage. In essence, the sense of closure is very near and is inhibited only by the
composer’s attempt to draw the tension out with one last phrase extension.
The last iteration of the melody elides with the previous one in m. 356, beginning with
the augmented VI harmony (Example 4.10, system 3). Schneider delays the second segment of
the melody to crest into the A2 chord in m. 359 rather than to place it over the IV-V cadential tag,
as in the previous phrase. Note that this tonic chord is different from the corresponding Asus in m.
352. It no longer contains the fourth of the chord, but now has the third, which gives the cadence
a sense of release. The third segment of the melody does indeed contain the original note
collection C#-A-E-C#, but ascends to the high E in mm. 360-361. This is the melodic high point
of the piece and obvious limit of the lead trumpet. What is even more telling is the change to the
underlying harmony. Seen in Example 4.10, system 4, the D that normally supports the
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subdominant harmony, is now a V42 chord (m. 361). This change is a solution to end the
repetitive structure of the harmonic units in this section. It signals a change that leads to the final
cadence in mm. 362-363.
To take stock of the passage, the plateau of energy sustained by the alto saxophone solo
and the powerful backgrounds in mm. 332-347 require a final passage that is able to take the
tension even farther. Yet melody A in its original presentation does not have the melodic or
harmonic dissonance to deliver such a sustain of energy. Even in the final period of the
exposition, in which the instrumentation yields a certain climax of energy, there is a lack of
dissonance in the melodic and harmonic parameters that will not produce a genuine sense of
closure in the return space. Schneider achieves this desire for dissonance by completely changing
the harmonic units that undergird the section. The prolongation of subdominant and denial of
resolution in m. 352 and m. 356 give the section the periodic dissonance it needs to build to a
satisfying climax in mm. 360-361. Additionally, the melodic expansions through the 4 meter and
4

the many embellishments infuse the simple melody with an impending sense of release. The
melodic line not only continues in the energy generated from the previous solo section but
exceeds all of the previous melodic material in both virtuosity and embellishment. All of these
components communicate a sense of satisfactory closure that is entirely perceptible to the
listener.
Markedness & Oppositions
Markedness and oppositions reveal correlations between musical events and functions in
a piece. These relationships reveal the communicative potential of various aspects of the
composition, including orchestration, motion, voice, and motivic content. “Cerulean Skies”
demonstrates a use of oppositional forces that draws the listener towards a perception of meaning
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and narrativity. The ability to differentiate between opposed or varied forces allows a certain
tracking of the music and an awareness of shifts in musical forces. The inclusion of this last
semiotic analysis aims to uncover the “why” behind some of the compositional decisions in
“Cerulean Skies.”
What constitutes an opposition in music? Hatten lists two types of oppositions that bring
clarity to the question: privative and equipollent.13 A privative opposition is the presence of A vs.
the absence of A, in which markedness is understood in relation to a single characteristic. The
following discussion of rest and motion is a privative opposition in that motion (i.e. tempo and
periodicity) is either present or absent. An equipollent opposition concerns two characteristics in
an A vs. B scenario. An example is the use of different modes such as lydian and ionian, as seen
in “Cerulean Skies.” Markedness refers to a valuation of difference, in that, the differing
characteristics—for example, motion and an absence of motion—bring clarity to meaning within
the work. This necessarily implies that the unmarked member of the opposition will be more
frequently sited than the marked, resulting in an asymmetrical relationship. Not all of the
instances in the following discussion are necessarily marked, though all relate in an oppositional
manner. The search for markedness is an attempt to locate a use of oppositional relationships that
highlight meaning within the work. Meaning does not imply programmatic meaning, though
Schneider frequently intends it as such, rather it refers to a foregrounding of process within the
music that may, in the end, lead to interpretation.
I observe the following oppositions within “Cerulean Skies” that reveal some of the
communicative dimensions of Schneider’s style:
Rest vs. Motion
Individual vs. Collective
Motivic opposition: cuckoo motive
13

Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press: 1994), 34-35.
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These three oppositions are crucial to the sense of narrativity portrayed in this piece and guide
the listener towards the programmatic inspiration.
Rest vs. Motion
The improvisatory elements of the modern big band genre invite rubato and free settings
to be incorporated into the flow of a piece. The discernibility of tempo is an expectation that the
listener brings to Western music, classical and jazz. It is an element within music that takes little
style competency to understand. (Think of the listener casually tapping their foot or finger to the
beat of the music.) Often free sections create a sense of tension and dissonance for the listener, as
other parameters, most often melodic periodicity and full orchestrations, tend to disappear with
the tempo. Motion on the other hand, even in dissonant harmonic and melodic settings, points
forward towards compositional goals and at the very least assures the listener of a consistent
directionality in the piece. Certainly, specific performers or composers may tend towards music
that is predominantly aleatoric and free, and in these cases, the listener likely brings a stylistic
expectation to the performance.
In Schneider’s style of big band writing, there is a fundamental expectation for
periodicity and groove that, if withheld, suggests an expressive motivation for doing so.
Schneider uses this expectation within “Cerulean Skies” to create oppositional relationships
between sections. Her use of the motion/rest opposition is in direct correlation to the
programmatic inspiration of the work, which begs the question, does Schneider always use this
device in connection to programmatic inspiration? Within her corpus, I find four possibilities for
the use of free or rubato sections within a form, all of which can be cited with one or more of
Schneider’s works. First, a piece can begin with a free texture as an introduction prior to the
groove and emergent expositional material. “Coming About” (1995) is an example of this usage,
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beginning with a preparatory piano improvisation prior to the entry of the ensemble. Second, a
piece can end with a free texture, allowing the music to devolve and settle. Examples include
“Data Lords” (2016) and “Cerulean Skies.” Third, the free setting can be inserted in the middle
of the form, typically during the solo sections. Examples include “Pretty Road,” “Arbiters of
Evolution” (2012), and “Cerulean Skies.” Finally, an entire piece or large portions can be in a
rubato style and never establish a consistent tempo. Examples include “Rich’s Piece” (2007),
“CQ, CQ, Is Anybody There?” (2019), and “Thompson Fields.” In this last case, there is
generally a stronger sense of periodicity despite the lack of a consistent tempo.
While a thorough study of her entire corpus is outside the scope of the current research,
the use of the rubato/free setting does appear to serve programmatic means if we isolate the
examples given above. With the exception of “Coming About,” all use the free/rubato setting
with an expressive intention. Consider two examples of contrasting styles. “Rich’s Piece” off the
Sky Blue album maintains a rubato style for the entirety of the piece. It features tenor saxophonist
Rich Perry in a lengthy solo feature. Schneider explains in the liner notes that, “the music asked
to be nothing other than a meditation—the chance to ponder the beauty of sound, in particular,
Rich’s sound, and the orchestra would just soak him in a sonic robe.”14 The absence of tempo
directs the audience to focus solely on the intricacies of sound, timbre, and texture. “Arbiters of
Evolution” contains two free sections that occur within each of the two saxophone solos. The
piece is inspired by a species of bird—the birds of paradise—that uniquely evolved to display
exceptional plumage and humorous dance routines as part of their mating ritual. The two
saxophone solos represent two competing male birds, each with their own individual display of
virtuosity and beauty. The free moments draw our attention to the soloists and give them
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absolute artistic liberty in these moments, not unlike the male birds during their solo routines. In
these two examples (and one may also consider the two examples from the second chapter,
“Thompson Fields” and “The Pretty Road”), the free/rubato setting is expressively motivated.
The stylistically competent listener should then be alerted to potential meaning upon hearing the
incorporation of this technique in any of Schneider’s compositions. Within her style it is a
marked opposition to the normative setting of groove and melodic periodicity.
In “Cerulean Skies,” I will refer to this device as a rest section, which denotes a slowing
or ceasing of tempo, not a sense of consonance in harmonic or melodic terms. The intended
imagery of these rest sections is fairly obvious with a knowledge of the program, but does this
opposition constitute Hatten’s definition of markedness and point to moments of meaning in the
work, irrespective of programmatic knowledge? As in the high point analysis, we must adapt a
theory that was conceived in reference to works by Beethoven to the very different musical
setting of the modern big band. In order to be marked, the musical characteristics must display an
asymmetrical valuation, thereby giving a greater specificity of meaning to the lesser of the two.
In “Cerulean Skies” there are three free sections: the introduction, stratosphere section, and coda.
These sections are oppositional to Schneider’s more frequent style of an established groove and
potentially marked depending on their usage. We will consider their role in shaping the meaning
of the work and with the clarity of a detailed program, consider how this may draw the listener
towards the narrative. Figure 4.4 below was first introduced in the analysis of chapter three and
now offers a helpful depiction of the subsequent analysis of rest and motion within the piece.
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Figure 4.4. “Cerulean Skies,” cyclical representation of form in terms of rest/motion and
key structures (first presented as Figure 3.4)
The introduction of “Cerulean Skies” is a rest section that immediately raises awareness
of the meaning of the piece. The repeated opening motive is textural and does not give way to
any sort of melody. Instead, it sets an environment for bird calls and sound effects that emerge
from the ensemble. There is no question that the rubato setting is meant to introduce us to the
programmatic setting of the piece, a kind of bird habitat. In a similar way to “Rich’s Piece,” the
free setting allows the listener to fully immerse into the sounds and textures of the introduction.
The majority of Schneider’s works begin with an establishment of groove or thematic material,
and in that sense, we can say this instance is marked in comparison to the rest of Schneider’s
corpus as it brings specificity of meaning to the piece. The timeless nature of the introduction
creates a degree of tension (despite the designation of a “rest” section) and grows a desire for a
tempo to be established. The groove is eventually introduced with the repeating cuckoo motive
in m. K and leads to an exposition space that is representative of Schneider’s style.
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The subsequent exposition (mm. 1-75) and first half of the solo space (mm. 76-145)
represent motion in tempo and periodicity. As noted, they generally follow in Schneider’s
normative formal schema and are characteristic of her approach to building thematic material
and integrating the soloist. While Schneider manipulates the tempo and groove through
modulation to 12 in m. 76, a general sense of motion persists.
8

The stratosphere section from mm. 145-183 represents another marked rest section. The
stratosphere section lacks a sense of groove, is limited in terms of melody and periodicity,
modulates to the distant key of Eb major, and features a diminished orchestration in the upper
register of the accordion and piano. All of these salient changes alert the listener to an expressive
intention. The timeless quality recalls the atmospheric texture of the introduction. The listener is
drawn to the texture and sound that conveys the imagery of the programmatic scene. We know
based on the program notes that all of these changes are meant to portray a single bird, flying at
high altitude in the middle of the night. On a more contextual level, the dissonance created from
the lack of concrete motion increases a desire for a return, not just of tempo but of the warmth of
the ionian modality and ensemble orchestration from the faux recapitulation in mm. 128-145.
The desire to pass through this dissonance is precisely the purpose of the rest quality and why it
is marked. Our craving for consonance matches what Schneider imagines to be a craving for the
end of the migratory journey. On a formal level, the opposition of rest and motion combines with
the movement through key centers to create a sense of poles within piece, which I defend in the
third chapter. The salience of the stratosphere section should draw our attention to its formal
significance.
The chorale section is a transition between rest and motion. It is meant to be conducted
by the composer, unlike the surroundings sections that rely on the rhythm section, and as such,
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the chorale has an inherent rubato. The lack of groove again draws the listener to other features
of the music, in this case, the periodicity and motivic qualities of the chorale and interlude
melodies. There is still dissonance as we await a true return to the groove of the exposition, but
the return to a level of thematic motion is reassuring after the extended stratosphere section. It is
important to note that the feeling of release that accompanies the return space is not just due to
the thematic return but to the return of the groove of the exposition. The anticipation for such a
return is perceptible and a source of consonance for the listener.
The final section of rest comes in the coda, which is an exact repeat of mm. D-J of the
introduction. There is nothing specifically marked about a coda, as it is a common feature of
Schneider’s music to de-escalate the energy from the climax that often takes place near the end
of the return space. Yet as I pointed out in the third chapter, the return to the musical material of
the introduction—an area of rest—suggests a return to the starting point. This type of coda is
unusual within Schneider’s corpus and raises question to meaning for those familiar with her
style. The return, along with the fade that ends the work, strongly suggests a sense of cyclical
representation in the form.
Individual vs. Collective
The big band is a unique genre that showcases a duality between the ensemble and
individual. In a more traditional setting, the ensemble tends to dominate the head, shout chorus,
and return, and the individual is showcased during the improvisational solo section. Within the
arranging prototype, the solo generally occurs prior to the shout chorus and the return of the
head. Schneider, on the heels of Brookmeyer, integrates the solo into the composition in a more
seamless way, by replacing the shout chorus with a gradual build and combination of thematic
material and improvisation. These formal developments have been discussed at length and can be
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seen in chapter two. Of course, it is also common to feature a soloist or group of soloists for the
entirety of a piece, which includes both composed and improvised material. Examples within
Schneider’s corpus include “Rich’s Piece,” “Pas de Deux” (2001), and “Sea of Tranquility”
(1999), to name a few. A big band composer has the freedom to utilize this opposition of the
individual and ensemble (or collective as I will refer to it) in a way that shapes the form of the
piece, at least on the foreground level. Just as with the opposition of rest and motion, the change
in voice from individual to ensemble is an extremely perceptible level. It is an obvious way to
create connotations of intimacy, power, struggle, climax, and so on. The use of this opposition is
particularly noticeable in “Cerulean Skies” and critical to the perceptibility of the programmatic
narrative. In order to be considered marked, however, the opposition would have to be used in
such a way that clearly demonstrates a specificity of meaning compared to the unmarked
member. Such considerations will be examined in the following analysis.
Table 4.2. Individual vs. collective opposition in “Cerulean Skies”
Measure

Formal section

Individual vs. Collective

A-J

introduction

collective

1-75

exposition space

collective

76-111

solo space – tenor solo

individual

112-145

solo space (faux recapitulation)

individual and collective

146-183

solo space – stratosphere

individual

tenor sax
tenor saxophone,
winds, brass
accordion, piano

chorale (iteration 1)

individual

piano

chorale (iterations 2 and 3)

collective

ensemble

253-262

return space

individual

voice

271-299

return space

collective

ensemble

300-331

return space – solo section
return space – backgrounds and
final recapitulative section

individual

alto saxophone
alto saxophone,
ensemble

coda

collective

185-194
204-213, 223236

332-363
A-H

individual and collective
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Instrumentation
piano, entire
ensemble
entire ensemble
(grows)

ensemble

“Cerulean Skies” contains three solo sections and multiple moments when an individual
instrument carries the thematic material that can be seen in Table 4.2. It also features climactic
uses of the ensemble that intersperse with the individual moments. This shift between forces
comes as no surprise since the programmatic narrative shifts between a focus on the collective
flock and individual during the migratory journey. The listener can sense this shift in voice
throughout the piece, which impacts the expectations and thus, tensions that exist in various
sections. The following analysis will highlight some of the more salient shifts in voice that
project a sense of narrativity in the piece.
The introduction presents the setting from which the thematic portions of the piece (mm.
1-363) embark and return. This cacophonous setting created by bird calls alerts the listener to a
sense of the collective, not a single character or inward focal point. This perception then impacts
the interpretation of the melody in m. 1 of the exposition space. Although the diminutive
orchestration of the rhythm section carries the melody in the first period, I find that it portrays a
sense of collective rather than individual due to the connotations of the introduction. If Schneider
began the piece in m. 1, omitting an introduction, we would likely interpret the melody as being
expressed by an individual. The introduction changes the way the exposition space is interpreted.
The rest of the exposition strongly connotes a sense of amassing numbers and a collective voice.
In the second and third periods, additional melodies are introduced by specific sections within
the ensemble (i.e. trombones, trumpets, woodwinds) that cement this idea. We can sense a
gathering of numbers, as it were, which is precisely the imagery that Schneider is trying to
create.
The shift to improvisation in m. 76 is an overt foregrounding of the individual. With the
drastic change in texture and dynamic, the feeling of numbers dissipates almost immediately.
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This section represents an exploration of instinctual energy, which naturally looks inward
towards one individual. The return of the ensemble through backgrounds and ultimately the faux
recapitulation in mm. 112-145 displays the opposition between the soloist and ensemble.
Programmatically, Schneider tells us that the listener should feel the soloist (individual) join with
the collective who “soar and disappear into the sky.”15 The return of thematic material in the
backgrounds recalls the melodic contour and harmonic progression of melodies from the
exposition space, which also brings to mind the sense of collective that was so apparent. As the
piece ventures deeper into an isolated instrumentation and dissonance in the following section,
the brief return of the collective is a token of assurance from the composer.
The stratosphere section, more than any of the sections, is meant to deal with the
individual. The human viewpoint of the migratory journey is typically of the flock. Rarely do we
observe a single bird and connect its flight to migration. Schneider creates this individual
spotlight with an accordion improvisation and the most isolated musical texture of the piece. The
piano provides the motivic and harmonic backdrop for the solo, along with sparse figures in the
guitar, bass, and percussion. The ensemble never joins with backgrounds. In terms of the
opposition, this section is the most removed from the sense of collective portrayed in the
exposition and return spaces.
Rather than immediately re-integrating the ensemble following the stratosphere section,
Schneider first presents an iteration of the chorale melody in the solo piano. There is an obvious
utility to this decision as the continuation of the piano bridges the two sections. Yet, the
instrumentation goes beyond utility and points to a deep meaning to this melody. The
combination of the chorale setting with the individual setting creates the possibility of a persona.

15

Schneider, Sky Blue album liner notes, 2007.
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One can interpret this moment as a window into an individual’s subjectivity, and we know from
the program notes that the specific individual is the composer. The chorale section represents her
own participation and wonder in the migratory journey as an observer. The individual setting
makes this connotation more specific and gives the first iteration of the chorale melody deep
meaning, even if the listener is not aware of the program. At the same time, the chorale is a
communal musical setting, building an expectation for the return of the ensemble. The
reintegration of the ensemble in the second iteration of the chorale is by individual. Specific
instruments within the ensemble play portions of the chorale melody as if the individual is
suddenly being joined by others. The final iteration is a powerful rendition played by the entire
ensemble, which points to a return to the collective that has not been felt since mm. 128-145.
The return space predominantly highlights the collective, notably in the two climax
points of the space. It begins, however, with a surprising use of the individual to reintroduce
thematic material in mm. 253-262. The third iteration of the chorale finishes with a local climax
of the full ensemble, and the return space begins with a buoyant vamp in the rhythm section. We
expect the next thematic entrance to be presented with multiple members of the ensemble in
continuation of the chorale, perhaps beginning with the rhythm section as in the onset of the
exposition space. Instead, Schneider calls for a decrescendo in m. 252 to create a diminutive
texture that highlights the voice in mm. 253-262. In chapter three, I suggested that Schneider
begins the return space with melody B in the voice in order to prolong the expectation for the
main theme, thereby sustaining tension. Along with thematic delay, there is also a delay in the
return of the full ensemble. Schneider uses both levels, thematic and instrumentation, to sustain a
level of tension in the early part of the return space.
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Though there is an obvious opposition at play between the individual and collective that
guides the listener’s interpretation, I do not locate a sense of markedness in this particular
opposition. Specific to this piece, there is no obvious hierarchy between solo and ensemble
passages, in part because the opposition exists on a spectrum that contains many variations in
instrumentation. However, the solo passages tend to have more expressive, subjective intent
when connected to Schneider’s program. When contrasted with the ensemble, the combination of
the individual setting (composed or improvised) with other parametric changes like texture,
tempo, and instrumentation, expands the emotional and representational potential of the work.
Cuckoo motive
Earlier in this chapter, we looked at the cuckoo motive’s role in building tension and
contrast with the high points of the exposition space. In this portion, we will explore the
markedness of the figure and the function of its various iterations. Schneider establishes this
motive as a marked thematic figure through periodic, harmonic, and melodic idiosyncrasies that
contrast from surrounding thematic material. Its frequent appearances throughout different
sections of the piece advance the narrative specified in the program. We will first examine the
initial occurrence and hypothesize Schneider’s intention. Each subsequent instance will then be
analyzed in reference to previous iterations in order to illuminate the purpose of the motivic
device and its growth throughout the work. Table 4.3 displays all six occurrences of the motive.
Throughout this dissertation, I have frequently labeled this two-beat figure as the
“cuckoo” motive. My label is not derived from the score or album notes, but recognizes that the
repeated and metrically uniform descending third is an obvious allusion to the cuckoo clock.
Schneider relies on the cultural semantic of this melodic figure to portray the instinctual alarm to
migrate. Even if the connotation is lost, Schneider’s musical setting and use of this motive
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throughout the exposition space strongly implies a catalytic function. The thematic portion of the
piece from mm. 1-363 is seemingly initiated by this figure.
Table 4.3. Six iterations of the cuckoo motive
Example

Measure

Timestamp

Section

Key

m. K (8x)

1:32

transition to
exposition space

A major

mm. 16-23

2:23

exposition space

A major

mm. 39-51

3:13

exposition space

A (modulatory
device to D
major)

mm. 68-75

4:12

transition to solo
space

D major

m. 145 (repeat
ad. lib)

8:48

transition from
tenor solo to
stratosphere section

Gb major

mm. 263-270

16:17

return space

Eb major

The first instance emerges from the free and cacophonous musical environment that
represents the awakening of a forest, in m. K of the introduction. After the mesmerizing opening
figure and the chromatic ascent in the bass from mm. D-J, the introduction settles on an A9 suschord with seemingly random bird calls persisting throughout the ensemble. The cuckoo motive
enters in m. K, played by the piano and triangle. The figure initiates a tempo and repeats seven
times prior to melody A and the onset of the exposition space.
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Example 4.11. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. K-1 (1:32), first iteration, annotated
The figure is marked in a number of ways that signals contextual importance. Its tonality
is perhaps the most marked due to its lydian quality. The melody oscillates between the #4 and 2
of the key, at least in the case of the first three instances. Further, the melody is harmonized with
an augmented fourth on the first beat, thereby capturing attention with the foregrounded
dissonance. One reading might be that the augmented fourth outlines a B7 chord, resolving to E
major on the second beat. This would suggest a repeated V/V – V progression prior to the I6 in
m. 1 (Example 4.11). I find the open fifth on the second beat and the pick-up that includes the #4
to problematize this alternative reading. The second beat does not draw the ear towards A major,
but rather implies E major as the tonic. The C# in the left hand of the piano in m. 1 comes as a
surprise under the E octave in the right hand. Alternatively, one can interpret the figure in A
lydian, understood as an Asus(#11). In context, one may then object to the markedness of the lydian
mode, pointing to the mimetic bird calls a few measures earlier in the introduction that also
include the D#. This stance, however, fails to recognize the delineation between mimetic bird
calls and thematic content throughout the piece. Though the cuckoo motive is derived from a
bird call, in this piece it is portrayed as and associated with thematic material. The other feature
that implies markedness is the ostinato quality. In each instance this figure can be differentiated
from the surrounding thematic material due to its lack of periodicity and static structure. With or
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without recognition of the allusion to an alarm clock, the ostinato quality differentiates the
motive from surrounding content and alerts the listener to wait for a release from the holding
pattern.

Example 4.12. a) “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 16-24 (2:23), second iteration, annotated; b)
mm. 39-52 (3:13), third iteration, annotated
The second and third iterations of the cuckoo motive act as interludes between the three
periods of the exposition space (Example 4.12). As discussed in the high point section, they
sustain tension with a diminutive instrumentation that heightens the local climax in each period.
The second iteration in mm. 16-23 is much like the first with a few alterations to the pitch
content. The B and D# on the second beat replace what was a B and E, in effect sustaining a B7
sonority for both beats. The final sixteenths create a brief 4-3 suspension over the seventh of the
chord (A). Ultimately, the resolution does not confirm a dominant function but rather points
again to a marked voicing of the lydian collection. The piano and bass sustain a pedal A
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throughout these eight measures. The third iteration (mm. 39-51) is exactly the same as the
second, but transposed down a whole step. The transposition facilitates the modulation to D
major. The resolution to a I6 in D major in m. 52 demonstrates a normative resolution of the
figure, if conceived as a functional dominant. Note, in the first and second iteration, the B7 chord
resolves to an A major chord. Functionally, A major is a surprising resolution of a chord that is
pulling towards E major. In this third instance, the A7 resolves to D major, and in that sense
functions as a true dominant chord. The lydian quality is not present in this version due to the
transposition that results in the melodic pitches C# to A or the third and root of the A7.
The alterations to the third iteration demonstrate what Hatten refers to as markedness
growth. Marked figures, which tend to also be salient, become less marked through repetition. To
use the example of the cuckoo motive, with each repetition, the motive’s melodic idiosyncrasies,
harmonic salience and phrase structure become predictable. Its meaning within the exposition,
however, is not lost and is recalled with each repetition. The figure by now is associated as a
sustain of tension that initiates and separates each periodic structure. The transposition continues
the meaning of the figure while also altering it to serve as a modulatory device. The transitionary
melody in mm. 43-51 extends the eight-measure phrase structure and suggests that the cuckoo
motive is a flexible thematic device. Its eventual resolution into the third period confirms that the
meaning from the first two iterations is retained.
The fourth iteration of the cuckoo motive in mm. 68-75 comes at the close of the final
period and is a transition between the exposition and solo space (Example 4.13). It is an exact
transposition of the second and third iteration and reinstitutes the lydian quality due to the D in
the bass. Despite the higher voicing, descending lydian scales in the winds fill the foreground
and overshadow its reoccurrence. The overall sense is that we are departing from the mood and
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thematic content of the exposition and moving towards a different texture. The repetition of the
motive in this instance serves to bookend the exposition. The dissipating dynamic and texture
may also suggest to the listener that the energetic scene of the exposition (whatever it may be) is
also fading away and that in some sense the cuckoo motive is a figure that is associated with that
texture and mood.

Example 4.13. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 68-75 (4:12), fourth iteration, annotated

Example 4.14. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 145-146 (8:48), fifth iteration, annotated
The fifth iteration of the motive appears in m. 145 after the tenor saxophone solo and
faux recapitulation (Example 4.14). It is voiced in the piano and serves as a transitionary figure
that leads into the stratosphere section. The pitch content, though still outlining a descending
major third, is quite different from the previous versions. Now in the key of Gb major, the twobeat figure comprises a Gbmaj7 chord. This quality of seventh chord is stable, certainly in a jazz
context, as it is the diatonic seventh chord built on tonic. The sixteenth note pick-ups contain a
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Bn (Cb enharmonic) and F, implying a Db7, the dominant of Gb. The figure is no longer
harmonically marked and even its ostinato quality is less pronounced as the music quickly fades
into a free setting without tempo.
Why does Schneider revisit this motive between these two improvisatory sections? To
answer this question, we are led towards the program. The end of the tenor saxophone solo from
mm. 128-145 represents an individual bird joining the collective, as they disappear into the sky.
The stratosphere section (mm. 145-184) is a depiction of a single bird in the midst of the arduous
journey. The motive then seems to represent a memory of the initiation of instinct, now
overshadowed by the migratory journey itself. Schneider instructs the pianist to, “repeat and
decrescendo, then dissolve,” which gives the sense that the motive is less pronounced and
distinct as in the exposition space. In the studio recording, Kimbrough plays the figure only a
few times with a gentle and fading quality. Played in this fashion, the motive implies that the
piece is portraying a narrative in which certain scenes have past. In essence, it suggests that a
timeline is unfolding.

Example 4.15. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 263-270 (16:17), sixth iteration, annotated
The sixth and final iteration of the cuckoo motive appears in the beginning of the return
space in mm. 263-270 (Example 4.15). As previously discussed, the return space delays and, in a
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sense, plays on the expectation for the return of melody A. Schneider begins the return space
with the groove from the exposition space in the rhythm section, followed by the return of
melody B as a solo in the voice. Following this, the cuckoo motive returns for eight measures,
which undoubtedly signals the subsequent return of melody A, achieved, in part, in m. 271. The
motive is altered from previous iterations to feel less interruptive (as the alarm clock) and more
introductory in nature. Now in Eb major, the motive is again voiced with #4 as the initial melodic
note but voiced with the interval of a major sixth instead of an augmented fourth. The second
beat is a fifth (Bb and F), reminiscent of the first iteration of the motive. With these changes, the
two-beat figure is heard as a single sonority. In this instance, I hear the chord with the bass pedal
to form an Ebsus(#11), though it could also be conceived as a Bbmaj7 (add 9) without reference to the
bass due to its resolution to an Eb6. The suspended quality of this chord is less dissonant than the
previous versions that contain the augmented fourth. In addition, Schneider changes the melodic
ostinato for the first time with a C in mm. 265 and 269. This final iteration retains the groove and
melodic structure of the original but the harmonic and melodic alterations soften its salience.
Why might Schneider have changed this particular iteration in the return space? Here
again the concept of markedness growth allows Schneider to build meaning throughout the work
by playing with the marked figure.16 In its first iteration, the primary role of this motive was to
connote the alarm of instinct. Schneider achieved this by foregrounding the lydian quality, the
initial interval of an augmented fourth, the ostinato character, and the diminutive
instrumentation. The first four iterations from the exposition space share these qualities. Taken
from its origins in the exposition, the figure’s role is no longer desired, signified by the change in

16

Hatten notes that markedness growth and the change of oppositional values creates a dimension to communicate
subtle shifts within a work. A composer may stage a marked figure in such a way as to make it unmarked later, or
reverse an opposition to make the originally unmarked component marked. The growth of markedness is also
present in what Hatten calls types and tokens within a style, see Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 39-56.
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pitch content. The fifth iteration at the end of the solo space faded quickly and was comprised of
a tonic, Gbmaj7 chord. Though subjective, some may hear the sonority and surrounding texture as
a representation of a dissipating memory. The final iteration is softened by the altered pitches
and sounds anticipatory due to the sus-chord quality. It no longer connotes an alarm but creates
anticipation for the return of thematic material based on its purpose in the exposition. Its
transformed quality also resonates with a broader tendency of Schneider’s return spaces, in that,
themes tend to return in a transformed manner in comparison to their original presentation.
Conclusion
The three analytical approaches employed in this chapter represent compositional
strategies that capture the music’s expressivity and narrativity. This particular analysis of
“Cerulean Skies” is inextricably tied to the overt program that inspired the piece. Nevertheless,
high point analysis, periodicity, and markedness offer a deeper understanding of specific
compositional decisions that inflect the foreground. Many of the findings in this chapter are
highly perceptible features for the listener, and they are crucial to a composer like Schneider who
so clearly intends an exchange of expressivity and imagery with her listeners. What I hope is also
apparent is the interconnection between these topics and the more traditional analysis of the
previous chapter. To talk about high points is to explore the unfolding of a piece’s structure and
points of tension and release. Similarly, a study of periodicity in a less taxonomical manner
involves the scrutinous attention to melodic line and harmonic progression. By considering these
semiotic and foreground features, we are afforded a sense of how the many levels within a piece
work together to communicate meaning. Whether that meaning is specific and programmatic or
purely in musical terms, the listener’s interaction with a piece involves all levels of analysis.
Certainly, Maria Schneider’s music benefits from a multi-level analysis that pursues musical
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meaning and in so doing reveals aspects of expressivity and narrativity that are communicated
through the score.
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5. CHAPTER FIVE: VIRTUAL AGENCY

The analyses of the previous chapters prepare the final hermeneutic consideration, an
application of Hatten’s Theory of Virtual Agency.1 This is not to say that this chapter is the
consummation of the former analyses but that the theory of virtual agency relies on them. Before
this application, I will briefly revisit some of the earlier arguments of chapter one and two that
demonstrate the sensibility of an association between Hatten’s theory and Schneider’s
compositional style.
In the opening chapter, I identified a number of compositional intentions from a survey of
Schneider’s interviews and writings, four of which I will reiterate here. First, Schneider intends
to express extramusical images, feelings, and concepts through music. She is very clear that, in
her mind, music expresses life and in that sense has referential potential.2 Second, Schneider
desires for the audience and performers to perceive a thread or universal element in her music
that relates back to the inspiration of the composition.3 Third, as she puts these impressions,
feelings, or stories into sound, she does so in a way that is meant to convey a journey. The
composer has a responsibility to carry the attention of the listener through the temporal space of
the piece. Schneider describes this as “time-oriented art,” meaning the composer must be aware
of the moment-to-moment cohesion of a piece in order to communicate the desired effect.4

1

Robert Hatten, A Theory of Virtual Agency for Western Art Music (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press,
2018).
2
Maria Schneider, interview by Irene Lee, produced for JazzTimes by Lee Mergner at the 2017 Newport Jazz
Festival, accessed January 15, 2020, https://youtu.be/PF4ezF-C2aQ.
3
Maria Schneider, interview by Lucas Schmid, January 10, 2017, WDR Big Band, accessed January 15, 2020,
https://youtu.be/6XU-Ry-3aq4; Jennifer Kelly, In Her Own Words: Conversations with Composers in the United
States (Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2013), 250.
4
Jennifer Kelly, In Her Own Words: Conversations with Composers in the United States (Champaign, IL:
University of Illinois Press, 2013), 249.
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Finally, the composer has the ability to manipulate and direct the emotional connotations of the
composition through a number of syntactic strategies.5
Based on these principles of her compositional philosophy, I proposed that Schneider’s
intention is to use music’s expressive capability to convey intimate memories and feelings that
can be contextualized and experienced by others. This conclusion may resonate with some
listeners’ feelings of intimacy with Schneider’s music, but it also raises red flags on a theoretical
level, some of which have already been dealt with in previous chapters. Of these, music’s ability
to convey emotion is perhaps the most critical to the achievement of her intentions. I have
adopted Davies’s and Hatten’s ideas on the matter as a satisfactory explanation of emotional
expressivity in music. I find Davie’s explanation of contour theory to accurately and logically
describe the way in which music has come to be associated with emotion. Briefly, music
resembles an emotion or expression by sharing characteristics that match the phenomenological
association with such emotions.6 When we hear emotion in music, it is the creation of the
composer to mimic the contour and dynamics of that emotion as experienced or observed in
nonmusical settings. In this way, the most ingenious of composers are able to create pieces that
take us on a journey created by emotional and expressive resemblances. While the emotion
perceived in the music may be the occurrent emotions of the composer during time of
composition, it also possible for a composer to create an emotional arc that is not representative
of their experience but of an imagined mood or story. Hatten asserts that while we perceive a
“story” being told through music, it is better to think of a piece as “expressing a dramatic
sequence of emotions within a coherent temporal frame of events.”7 The caveat to sensing

5

Fred Sturm, “Maria Schneider: As Far as Dreams Go,” Jazz Educators Journal 32, no. 2 (September 1999): 32.
Stephen Davies, “Emotions Expressed and Aroused by Music: Philosophical Perspectives,” in Handbook of Music
and Emotion: Theory, Research, Applications, ed. Patrik Juslin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 31-32.
7
Hatten, A Theory of Virtual Agency, 84.
6
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emotion in music is that music’s expressivity routinely evades adequate explanation in words
and is not universal among listeners. The nuances of melodic trajectories and harmonic
progressions embedded in a style affect our emotions and minds in ways that are distinct from
one listener to the next. Virtual agency and other semiotic theories surrounding emotion and
narrative are meant to speak to a broad experience of music listening but certainly do not claim
absolute universality. It is by nature a very subjective endeavor.
Hatten’s Theory of Virtual Agency appears to be an ideal hermeneutical method to
explain the communicative devices in Schneider’s music and moreover, to ground her strategies
in the historical development of agential interpretation within the classical repertoire.8 The link
between Schneider and Hatten is formed by the common belief in imaginative listening. Since
childhood, Schneider has maintained an association between music and imagination that is
undoubtedly responsible for a corpus motivated by extramusical inspirations. Similarly, Hatten
maintains an assumption that audiences have evolved to listen in an imaginative fashion. The
inference is that the listener creates a virtual world of sorts when listening to certain kinds of
music, guided by the perception of agency and forces within the work. The virtualization does
not refer to an elaborate virtual world with characters and plot and so forth, but rather implies a
recognition and plotting of perceived human agency and emotion.
Hatten locates a certain kind of play in the syntactic and stylistic decisions of the Classic
and Romantic composers. He identifies compositional innovations that are motivated by
expressive intentions and therefore, is concerned with how these may be evidenced through
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analysis. His analyses connect the formal and syntactic content of each piece with the possibility
of tracking the composer’s intentions in the overall musical discourse. He is after the connection
between composer and listener. Hatten is not, however, insisting that each piece be motivated by
a specific program or autobiographical impetus. While this obviously occurs throughout the
classical repertoire on numerous occasions in the form of tone poems and documented musical
inspirations, the tracking of agency is much more subtle and subjective, able to apply to most
music in the classical repertoire. In applying his theory to “Cerulean Skies,” we will not be
immediately concerned with matching the agency in the work with the migration program. This
approach would be far too easy, but more importantly, would disregard the broader experience of
the listener. Although in a live performance, Schneider would describe the program in some level
of detail prior to its performance, is it really a normative listening strategy to try to link each
musical moment with the programmatic details? If my experience as a listener is at all relatable,
listening is a much messier (to use Hatten’s term) exercise.9 Our listening moves between an
awareness of the cohesive path of the musical discourse (if it is indeed cohesive) and a
surrendering to the sounds and forces within the music that may take our psyche and emotions
down various, sometimes non-linear, paths. The knowledge of the program may guide our
imagination and perhaps lead to a greater degree of emotional recognition, but it does not
guarantee a constant awareness of the programmatic events.
With this in mind, the application of Hatten’s theory will focus on a recognition of
agency and/or agents, willfulness, emotional representation, and characteristics of narrativity.
Agency is perceived when we recognize actions and emotions within the melodic line, harmonic
progressions, textural changes, and instrumental shifts. Many of these moments of recognition
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are marked within their immediate surrounding, which is the only way the listener can perceive a
sense of willfulness or freedom. We recognize this in movement that overcomes environmental
constraints, virtual freedom in the melodic line, a rhetorical gesture inserted into the discourse, or
in the breaking of stylistic norms.10 If these forces and the sense of agency attributed to them are
cohesive, the listener can (and often subconsciously will) begin to hear these as part of a musical
story, colored by their own experiences and musical awareness. Regarding this personalization,
Hatten states,
To be sure, the previous levels of agency (actants, agents, actors) also presuppose an
active, engaged listener who can make the necessary inferences. What differs at the level
of virtual subjectivity is the degree to which the listener comes to identify with the entire
discourse and in turn is impelled to draw on her experience and capacity for growth in
order to merge with the emergent meaning of a virtual subjectivity.11
A virtual subjectivity refers to a sense of consciousness or self that becomes apparent within the
music. As listeners, we each perceive this interiorized consciousness in terms of our own
experiences and subjectivity. In the most sophisticated of settings, the depth and variety of this
process may be enjoyed with countless hearings. With each revisit to the great works of
Beethoven, Brahms, and Mahler (to name very few), we become aware of new threads and
functions within the music that may deepen the awareness and power of the virtual subjectivity
embedded in the music.
Much of this experience relies on the perception of a cohesive thread or melos that
persists throughout the piece. According to Hatten’s definition, melos refers to “the continuity of
coordinated musical elements in a work as they unfold to produce a coherent musical
discourse….It is, in effect, the union of musical elements into a directed stream of musical
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discourse, ultimately corresponding to a stream of musical consciousness.”12 Could this be
construed as a definition for musical narrativity? The argument against literal narrativity in
music, championed by Nattiez, is that music lacks an explanation of causality and specificity. In
his article “Can One Speak of Narrativity in Music?”, he recalls Adorno’s characterization of
Mahler’s music, “as a narrative which relates nothing.”13 If we are talking about a manifestation
of literary narrative in music then I quite agree with Nattiez that it only relates through
imagination and metaphor, not in the actual notes on the page. Musical narrativity would then be
a construct of the imagination that becomes irresistible, in a sense, due to the dynamic
similarities between literature, drama, and music. But there is an element of truth that resonates
with Hatten’s description of a musical discourse in the word melos. The unique manner of a
line’s unfolding, comprising melody and harmony, and the addition of other secondary features
of the music (e.g. voicing, instrumentation, dynamics, etc.) do seem to create a sense of musical
consciousness. The organicism and growth that we observe within a piece is akin to the unifying
principles of a story, though certainly not in the same manner as literary ones. I believe we can
accept Hatten’s melos as relating to narrativity, but the outcome is not a story with causality, but
rather a musical manifestation of familiar cognitive and emotional processes. In this sense, we
recognize narrative through virtual agency by combining these familiar recognitions in the music
with our own imaginative and experiential sources. This is precisely why virtual agency can be a
helpful listening strategy, because it articulates the way listeners search for agency in a piece in
order to relate to its expression of humanity. Perhaps Hatten goes too far for some theorists’
tastes, but he does so in an attempt to explain the phenomena that continually draw us back to the
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ingenuity and cathartic effects of our favorite composers and pieces. Whether by metaphor or in
syntax all its own, the classical repertory—and I would argue Schneider’s works—is filled with
pieces that sustain a cohesive melos, which can become a narrative when combined with our own
subjectivity.
The following and final analysis of “Cerulean Skies” seeks out evidence for a cohesive
succession of events that connects the many different musical scenes that we encounter in this
piece. Though “Cerulean Skies” adheres to her normal formal schema (Geyer’s three Space
theory) in a deviational manner, we must still take into account the scene-like quality of its
sections. Can we locate an actorial role that is sustained through the successive sections and how
might this lead to a virtual subjectivity that the listener may integrate with their own experiences
and imagination? To answer these questions, we also must consider the role of improvisation in
virtual agency as there are three solo sections in which the improviser provides the main melodic
material. Using Hatten’s language and theories as a point of departure, the answers to these
questions will reveal the narrativity that Schneider achieves in this composition.
Virtual Agency in “Cerulean Skies”
Introduction & Exposition Space
The introduction of “Cerulean Skies” establishes an environment and lacks the
emergence of a single actorial role, in part because it does not contain thematic material. The
emergence of bird calls (both on instruments and imitative devices) and the sound effects in the
accordion, bass, and guitar alert the listener to an atmospheric intention. Without any clear order
to these effects, the introduction leads the listener to become immersed in this environment,
waiting for a thematic trajectory to begin. The partially chromatic ascent of the bass from mm.
D-J (C#-D-E-F-F#-G-A) introduces a musical force, but seems to exist within the environment as
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an impersonal force, lacking agency. The lack of agency is due to the sense of magnetism that
draws the bass upwards to the tonal center (A). The first inclination of order and direction is the
imitative bird call that is repeated as a call and response between the piccolo and piano (m. J).
Shortly after, the cuckoo motive enters in m. K as a distinct motive against the backdrop of the
free nature of the introduction. I classify the repeated cuckoo motive in m. K as an impersonal
force as well, in the sense that we cannot perceive a sense of human agency (embodying in
Hatten’s theory) due to its ostinato nature.
The exposition space is the anticipated arrival of thematic material and with it, agential
identity. The consistent phrase and harmonic structure of melody A however, does not exhibit
the characteristics that Hatten often uses to locate agency (e.g. phrase extensions, changes in
topic, surprising harmonies, melodic deviations), rather it produces a sense of gathering. Though
we can observe moments of willfulness and freedom within the various melodies, the constraint
of the harmonic progression and phrase lengths seems to evade the formation of a single agential
identity. The overall sense of consonance in the exposition, largely void of both harmonic and
melodic dissonance, precludes the notion of competing lines within the space.
Looking more closely at the three periods within the exposition (mm. 1-15; 24-38; 5267), the first period does not produce a sense of willfulness or freedom often associated with
agency, and as such does not lead us to the point of virtualizing. Melody A, around which each
of the other four melodies are structured, is quickly recognized as normative, void of dissonance
or surprising harmonic turns. One might point to the play on the octave, as each two-measure
segment resolves to the lower or higher A but to try to virtualize this into some kind of agential
force is likely an overreach. We are resigned to a melody that has buoyancy, consonance, and
establishes the tempo and periodicity of the thematic material. The addition of melody B in mm.
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9-15 references a primal character through the open fifths and lyric-less voice. This may
influence our interpretation of the musical connotations of the exposition but does not compete
with melody A as an antagonist or agential force.

Example 5.1. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 32-26 (2:56), annotated. Display of virtual agency
in melody C
Melody C enters as a more willful, free, and spontaneous melody (Example 5.1). This
freedom is heard in the flexibility that the melody appears to have within the confines of the
tempo, key, and harmonic structure constrained by melody A. This freedom is first exhibited in
the embellished octave leap from E4 to E5 that interrupts a simpler ascent in mm. 32-33. Then the
line descends in syncopated fashion while employing the lydian scale. Both of these aspects
sound as deliberate departures from an otherwise more normative alternative. The classification
of normative is built on the characteristics of the exposition as demonstrated in the first period;
namely, a consonant ionian melody and rhythmic placement that is on the beat rather than
syncopated. The quintuplet in m. 34 exhibits a sense of freedom and spontaneity (if not
superfluousness) in the line as a rhythmic embellishment. Finally, the brief ascent and descent in
mm. 36-38 to and from a local high point demonstrate a registral freedom that suggests an
expansion of energy within the building exposition. Melody D and D’ (mm. 52-59, 60-67) mark
the final and climactic period of the exposition space. Orchestrated primarily in the winds, they
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sustain consonant notes in the upper register with ease, leading to what I hear as an easeful,
soaring melody. Consider if the lead trumpet or soprano sax were substituted for the flute and
piccolo (as the normal lead voices in the upper register), we might find the melody to connote
power and determination due to their timbre in that register. Voiced in the flute and piccolo,
however, the two additional melodies display a registral ease and transcendence within the
confines of the texture and parameters instituted by melody A.
What can we make of the introduction and exposition space in terms of a sustained
melos? The overwhelming sense within the exposition space is the gathering of numbers, in other
words, a connotation of the collective as I discussed in the previous chapter. This sense of the
collective is combined with a positive state created by the major tonality, overall emphasis of
consonant melodic lines, and buoyant melodic character. While subjective to each listener, I do
not perceive a specific agent arising from this space and therefore, cannot embody the sounds as
expressing human agency. The atmospheric introduction and persistent bird calls beg the listener
to fictionalize the textures and melodies into some kind of virtual world. At a base level, we
understand this opening as a positive state, which may ultimately be categorized as a specific
narrative archetype based on the textural and tonal changes of the following sections.
Solo Space: tenor saxophone solo
The solo space that begins in m. 76 introduces a transgressor to the positive state of the
exposition. Schneider creates a darker mood, achieved by a change to the dorian modality, metric
modulation to 12
, and a connotation of a primordial environment through the comping figures of
8
the rhythm section. The texture is discontinuous from the exposition, intentionally abrupt, in
order to plunge the listener into the contrasting texture. All of this amounts to the imagery of a
scene change. The new, dissonant texture persists until the return of the ensemble in mm. 128-
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145, at which point thematic material returns with the ionian modality and melodic
characteristics of the exposition. We have already established in the third chapter that this return
is a faux-recapitulation within the larger formal schema, but it also functions as a brief
reassurance of the opening thematic material prior to an even more dissonant texture. The first
part of the solo space from mm. 76-145 is a journey from a transgressive state back to a positive
state, however brief.
This journey alone may elicit certain feelings of achievement or triumph, but we must
turn our attention to the tenor saxophone soloist to perceive a more nuanced sense of the agency
involved in such a journey. The insertion of an improvisor into the discussion of virtual agency
and emotion in music is an intriguing notion because it combines the roles of composer and
performer. Both Hatten and Davies discuss ways in which the listener may associate emotions or
agency in the music with the composer. Hatten states that this projection onto the composer is
the inevitable first step of virtualization for most listeners but not necessarily an accurate
attribution.14 Similarly, Davies addresses this idea as the main component of expression theory,
which posits that the emotions we perceive in music are the occurrent emotions of the
composer.15 Ultimately, Hatten and Davies agree that a composer may stage different emotions
in a fictional or removed manner and that there is an erroneous tendency to sympathize with the
composer as the subject of perceived emotions.
The improvisor shares many of the capabilities and responsibilities of the composer as it
relates to virtual agency and the projection of emotion. As listeners, we tend to assume that the
improvisor is “feeling” the emotions that we perceive in his or her playing due to the spontaneity
of the experience and if in-person, the body language of the soloist. Hatten addresses this point to
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some extent by discussing the temptation to also ascribe perceived emotion in the music as being
expressed by the performer. The improvisor, however, is a step beyond even that tendency, as he
is both performer and creator of the content. There is a stronger urge to assume that the virtual
emotions in the music are those of the soloist. Within Schneider’s style, in which the solo is
integrated into the form of the piece as a development section, the emotion or virtual agency
arising from the improvisation is more properly understood in the same manner as if written by
the composer. While the tenor saxophonist in “Cerulean Skies” is responsible for filling the solo
space with melodic content, the texture, mood, and formal trajectory are pre-determined. The
improviser then is an actor who must project certain emotions or agential forces as dictated by
the trajectory of the given solo section. Of course, as is undoubtedly common, the improvisor
may indeed feel the emotions that their participation within the composition arouses. Schneider
desires as much in the intention for her musicians to contextualize her musical inspirations into
their own personal experiences. However, the improvisor is just as capable as the composer in
the ability to “put on a mask” as Davies puts it, through the dynamic characteristics of gestures
and style.16
The tenor saxophone solo on the studio recording of “Cerulean Skies,” performed by
Donny McCaslin, demonstrates how the improvisor joins forces with the composer to manifest
agency in the music. McCaslin’s choice of gestures and melodic material suggests that the
tonality and overall dissonance of this section is a transgressor, something to be overcome.
Schneider stages the section as such by creating a harmonic structure that slowly ascends by
half-step but continually returns to the original chord of a D13sus. The harmony first ascends
chromatically to Ebmi13 and then to Emi13 but each of these advances are denied a meaningful
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departure due to the return back to the D13sus harmony. This notion of being trapped on the D13sus
chord is made more explicit by the glissandos in the trombones that slide back down from the
brief chromatic ascent. Beginning in m. 112, the trombone backgrounds initiate a melody that
ultimately achieves a modulation to Gb major that coincides with a thematic melody in the
backgrounds.17
The choices of the soloist have the capacity to nuance the harmonic path and to guide the
listener to moments of tension and release. On the studio recording the initial eight measures
(mm. 76-83) repeat five times. The backgrounds enter on the fifth repeat (or sixth iteration).
McCaslin begins with sparse, exploratory tones that slowly become more assertive and active in
the second and third iterations. By the sixth iteration, prompted by the backgrounds, McCaslin
begins to build the energy towards an impending release, which is the first chromatic ascent to
Ebmi13 in m. 84. A transcription of his improvisation from mm. 84-92 can be seen in Example 5.2.
In these measures, McCaslin plays with two motivic ideas: the first in mm. 85-88 and the second
in mm. 89-92. In the first, the repetition and scalar alterations of the ascending leap create a
sense of desperation and angst. It is as if the melody becomes stuck on the leap to Gb and is
searching for a point of resolution. The second motive plays with a chromatic sequence that also
becomes stuck within the pattern, first ascending and then descending along with the
backgrounds back to the D13sus. In mm. 91-92, McCaslin accelerates beyond the tempo of the
rhythm section creating momentary friction between the two forces. This demonstrates the
oppositional nature between the melody and its environment. The soloist is not working together
with the rhythm and tempo here but pushing against it. This perception may lead to an
interpretation that the agential figure is making an attempt to push beyond the D tonal center but
17
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ultimately is ineffective to sustain this change. The descent in m. 92 infers a surrender to the
gravitational force of the lowered root (D).

Example 5.2. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 84-92 (6:23-6:45). Improvisation by Donny
McCaslin on studio recording. Transcription in concert pitch.
A few phrases later in mm. 108-112 the harmony ascends chromatically beyond Eb to
Emi13, a half-step further than the previous passage. McCaslin begins this new harmonic section
with a two and a half octave ascent, which may connote a newfound freedom or exploration of
the harmony (Example 5.3). He then begins another motivic pattern from mm. 110-113 that
continues over the harmony change with only a slight alteration. The pitch content initially can
be interpreted as a pentatonic figure (A pentatonic scale) or the 13th, 5th, and root of the chord.
By altering the C# to a Cn, the figure then outlines the 9th, 7th, and 13th of the D13sus harmony.
There is still an insistent quality to this pattern, particularly in beat three of m. 111, 112, and 113
where the descending third repeats; however, the overall agreement with the harmony (as
opposed to the highly chromatic nature of the earlier example, mm. 84-92) and the framing of the
sequential figure with expansive scales that resolve within the harmony (m. 110 and 116)
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communicate that the willfulness of the melody is beginning to break through the initial
restrictions of the D tonal center. The consonance of the improvisation in relation to the harmony
coincides with the new thematic sequence of the trombones that begins in m. 112. With this
background melody, the listener is assured that a thematic ensemble section is imminent and the
soloist responds to this assumed expectation with more consonant tonal choices.

Example 5.3. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 108-116 (7:22-7:42). Improvisation by Donny
McCaslin on studio recording. Transcription in concert pitch.
Following this passage, McCaslin begins incredibly virtuosic scalar passages from mm.
116-124. He energetically cascades down the entirety of the tenor range in sweeping gestures
that communicate a gestural release of energy and passion with perhaps only a vague sense of
melodic goal. In m. 124, four bars before to the modulation to Gb major, he breaks from this
melismatic style with a rhetorical gesture that has a blues quality and as such, the connotation of
a vocal or spoken style (Example 5.4). This gesture strongly suggests human agency because of
its blues vocal roots and deliberate contrast with the mesmerizing scales of the previous eight
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measures. I interpret this interruptive gesture as one of freedom. McCaslin inserts a laid-back
blues figure in the midst of so much energy and activity to signal the achievement of the
harmonic checkpoint. He then outlines the Db7 with an ascending arpeggio and scale that reaches
a melodic climax to signal the arrival of m. 128. Even the chromatic ascent into the extremes of
the tenor register prompts the feeling of a breakthrough as a result of the perseverance suggested
in the solo line.

Example 5.4. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 124-128 (7:59-8:10). Improvisation by Donny
McCaslin on studio recording. Transcription in concert pitch.
The solo section presents at least two possibilities of interpretation for the listener. First,
it suggests a dramatic trajectory when combined with the previous sections. So far, the piece has
presented a musical environment (introduction), a number of harmonious melodies amounting to
an amassing of energy and numbers (exposition space), a dark and contrasting solo section with
slow progressing harmonic motion (mm. 76-127), and a return of the texture and melodic
characteristics of the exposition (mm. 128-145). We may interpret a dramatic trajectory from the
series of events that includes a positive state, transgressive state, and overcoming of the
transgressive state. A second interpretation goes a step further with the identification of an
agential identity in the form of the tenor saxophone improvisation. The agential force,
manifested in McCaslin’s dynamics and contrasting melodic decisions, seems to be in some way
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responsible for the eventual modulation back to a major key. It is important to emphasize that the
agent is not the soloist but the agential force behind the melody that he or she creates. I interpret
the contents of the section as staging a conflict between the agent and the transgressive texture
introduced in m. 76. The simultaneity of melodic climax in m. 128 shared by the soloist and
ensemble further suggests that the ensemble (collective) may also have an agential identity that is
distinct from the improvised solo. The following sections will test the case for a dual agential
presence in the work and further detail its dramatic trajectory.
Solo Space: stratosphere section
The stratosphere section (mm. 145-184) continues the type of improvisatory agency
introduced in the previous solo. The transition to the stratosphere section creates the imagery of
yet another scene change within the piece. The power and activity of the previous section fade
away, replaced by a contemplative and fading version of the cuckoo motive. The accordion solo
from the studio album, performed by Gary Versace, contrasts McCaslin’s approach in the
previous solo section. The difference is determined by the musical setting of each. McCaslin
explores the limits of the musical texture and gives the impression of pushing against the tonal
restraints of the D13sus. He urges the music forward and reaches a climactic release in m. 128 that
coincides with the modulation and thematic return. Versace plays as if at the whim of the
movements of the piano, resigned to the harmonic path and colors of the piano figures. The
various minor modalities notated by Schneider suggest a darker, more trepidatious feeling,
nuanced by minute harmonic shifts that occur along the way. In this new texture, the accordion
meanders around each chord, dealing with each as they come. The sudden resolution to Eb ionian
in mm. 182-183 is a surprisingly bright arrival after the long, free section.
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The musical setting that Schneider creates and the handling of the solo section by
Versace leads to a staging of a virtual subjectivity. This more complex subjectivity is what
Hatten labels interiorization, such that the piece is understood not on the more superficial level
of fictional worlds and actants but as a deeper train of thought that prompts emotional reflection.
The rhythmic repetition of the piano figures in combination with the dissonance of the chords,
which generally contain a minor second or minor ninth, invite the soloist to play in a reactive
manner. If reactive, the improvised melody takes on a level of agency, likely embodied as human
agency, in that we recognize positive and negative reactions to the shifting harmonies. The
piano, then, is either an outward force or the inner consciousness that the agent, manifested in the
melody, navigates. The piano lacks a sense of agency because of its repetitive and static motivic
quality. Each measure is almost identical in its motivic content, only changing in harmonic
quality. To the degree that the listener perceives the interaction between the improvisation and
harmonic path, a deeper level of thought may develop, triggered by the feelings and emotions
elicited by the varied improvisatory responses. The sparse orchestration provides space to
consider the cause and effect of the interactions, leading to a perception of the virtual
subjectivity.
Two examples from the transcription of Versace’s solo capture the way in which the
improvised melody constrains the emotional response to the harmonic structure and tempts the
listener to join the resultant virtual subjectivity. In two similar moments, the piano lingers on a
minor dominant chord that eventually becomes major, prior to a tonic resolution (mm. 162-165
and 176-179). I suggested in the third chapter that this surprising chord quality projects a sense
of hopelessness or desolateness, particularly because the minor dominant chord is sustained for
an extra two measures in comparison to the harmonic rhythm of the surrounding chords. Part of
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that inference is also influenced by Versace’s nearly identical handling of both moments
(Example 5.5). The improvised melody consists of a sustained A in the upper tessitura of the
accordion. The note (A) is the raised 7 of the Bb melodic minor scale, creating dissonance with
the realization of the chords in the piano. In the first iteration (mm. 162-165), the sustained A is
embellished with quick chordal figures that oscillate between the raised 7 (A) and the b6 (Gb). In
the second iteration, closer to the resolution of the stratosphere section, the improvised melody
only consists of a sustained A as the piano figures transpire below it. (Due its simplicity as one
long sustain, I have not included an example for mm. 176-179, though one can hear the identical
passage in the studio album at 11:25-11:47). These melodic sustains contrast the more gestural
and whimsical melodies that transpire throughout the rest of the improvisation. The instability of

Example 5.5. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 162-165 (10:33-10:50). Improvisation by Gary
Versace on studio recording.
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the chosen tone (7th of the melodic minor scale) and the decision to linger on the harmony
confirms the connotation of loneliness and despair that seems evident in the harmonic
progression.
On the narrative level, the stratosphere section travels further away from the texture,
instrumentation, and tonality of the exposition. In that sense, if there are scenes to this work, we
have ventured farther from the musical environment of the opening than before. The mood and
activity in each of these scenes (exposition, tenor saxophone solo, stratosphere section) activate
our own subjectivity through individual interpretation and imagination. The episodic nature
likely localizes different emotions and psychological musings as it pertains to the sections. While
we hear the piece in its larger narrative, the three contrasting sections of the tenor saxophone
solo, stratosphere section and soon to be discussed chorale, have very specific implications of
their own that do not necessarily require a sustained agent but rather a sustained interaction as
listeners.
Could the successive solos be recognized as the same agent traversing a different
environment or as an alternative spell of the same psyche? One could perhaps interpret it in this
manner, but why then would Schneider change the solo instrument so drastically from the tenor
saxophone to accordion? I find that the imagery of the fading cuckoo motive of m. 145 strongly
suggests a change of scene, thereby disconnecting the two solos. The first solo is connected to
the exposition, and the stratosphere places the listener in a very distant musical environment that
is not yet clear in its connection to the previous material. Each solo stages a very different type
of agency. The first conjures imagery of determination and the second, fatalistic reaction. Rather
than connecting these with a sustained agent, the two sections elicit their own subjectivity that
then coalesces into a larger narrative.
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Chorale
The chorale (mm. 185-235) stands out as one of the more salient moments within the
piece, one that prompts reflection due to its topical shift and rhetorical nature. Its role in the
continuation of virtual agency and the unfolding melos can be interpreted as a shift in the level of
discourse (Hatten’s term). The atmospheric and improvisatory elements of the stratosphere shift
to the clear, intimate, and periodic nature of the chorale. In Hatten’s words, “Striking shifts often
mark locations where a virtual subjectivity may be enhanced by the capacity to react to its own
discourse by commenting on or even critically rejecting it.”18 In what ways, then, does the
chorale react and, as I will suggest, reflect on the previous sections of “Cerulean Skies?”
We must first establish why it is rational to interpret the section as a shift in the level of
discourse. The shift from the more ambiguous gestural improvisations that ensue in the final free
measures of the stratosphere section (m. 183-184) to the very clear melodic statement has a way
of drawing the listener in, as if to observe a very important moment. The use of solo piano
creates a direct and intimate communication. The clarity of the lone piano seems marked in the
larger scope of the piece compared to the unmarked ensemble (in its many variations) that has
been the main vehicle for thematic material. In addition to the instrumentation, the chorale
setting itself carries certain historical implications of spiritual and communal participation. Its
use here signals a depth of meaning and draws attention to the importance of the moment.
The periodicity of the chorale suggests that the purpose of this section is to reflect on the
musical discourse, either its unfolding or subject (which in musical terms is unspecified). The
first phrase begins with an Eb major chord pick-up followed by a four-beat sustain of an Ebmaj7/G
(Example 5.6). The pause on this chord, with a half-step dissonance between the D and Eb, can
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be embodied as a pause in thought or a question. So, too, can the C minor VI chord in mm. 186187 that is a brief resting place for the melody, embellished with a suspension. Both pauses on
more dissonant sonorities within the key suggest that this new level of discourse, encapsulated in
the solo piano, is reflective. The first phrase is answered with a decisive IV-V-I in mm. 187-189,
resolving the question. In the consequent phrase, Schneider repeats the entire melody of Example
5.6 with its question-and-answer connotation, adding only a few embellishments in the second
part of the phrase (m. 191).

Example 5.6. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 185-189 (12:18), annotated
The interaction of the accordion improvisation with the newly introduced chorale
confirms that the chorale is meant to incite a comment or reflection on the musical discourse.
Instead of ending its improvisation in m. 183, the accordion continues to interact with the piano
throughout the chorale by coloring the melody with improvisatory countermelodies and gestures.
Seen through the lens of a virtual subjectivity, we can understand this moment as a reflective
figure (chorale melody) compelling the main agent (accordion improvisation) to respond to the
new musical connotation. This interaction may then compel the listener to engage in a reflection
of the processes of the piece or incite a deeper reflection into specific musings of his or her own
subjectivity. The profundity of the moment is built with the two repeats of the chorale. The first
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in mm. 203-213 is still intimate in a sense, as each phrase is passed around individual
instruments of the ensemble. It begins to re-integrate the ensemble but maintains a sense of
personal reflection. The final iteration in mm. 222-236 conjures a much deeper and profound
reflection because of the orchestration of the full ensemble. For the first time in the piece, the
winds and brass are used together as a tutti ensemble, not as different melodic strands as in the
exposition or as a unison (or octave) melody as in the faux-recapitulation. The use of flugelhorns
in the place of trumpets gives the chorale a regal, more somber tone that accentuates its intention.
The musical material of the two dream-like interludes (mm. 195-203; 214-222) that
separate the chorale iterations may be interpreted as incited by the chorale’s reflective
interjection. The interlude melody is first played by the accordion in such a way that seems
continuous with the improvisation, which first responded to the chorale melody. Heard in
sequence, the accordion comments on the chorale with improvisatory embellishments and then
goes on to play a version of melody A that suggests a memory or dream due to its parallel
motion in the mixolydian mode. It is as if the chorale, on a different level of discourse from the
accordion improvisation, prompts this memory of the exposition, manifested in the mixolydian
version of melody A. Indeed, the interlude constrains the listener to interpret the chorale as an
outside force that prompts reflection, whether that be an inner psychological force or outside
voice.
The chorale is a bridge between a section of ambiguity and timelessness, and the return
space. With two transgressive states in a row, two different improvisatory journeys and a
departure to two distant keys (Gb and Eb major), there is a sense that the music must begin a path
towards resolution. In terms of the form, the chorale reintegrates the ensemble and is a transition
between the solo space and return space. In the narrative, it inserts a section of nondiegetic
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reflection that comments on the path of the first half of the piece. The staged scene may be
embodied as the common human practice of self-reflection that achieves perspective, thus
allowing the return space to take on deeper levels of meaning than were initially possible in the
exposition space.
Return Space & Coda
Mapping the piece, we now have a positive state, two transgressive states (with a brief
assurance of ionian thematic material in the middle), and a rhetorical moment that draws us into
a reflection of the processes and purposes at play. Returning to a positive state places the
archetypal narrative trajectory as a Romance, according to Byron Almén’s adaptation of Frye’s
four literary modes.19 This archetype involves a valued state that encounters a negative intrusion
or transgression and ultimately has victory over this intrusion, creating order or restoration.
There is a certain sense of achievement in this sense of narrativity when the return space arrives,
which creates the feeling of a release. However, as explained in previous chapters, Schneider’s
structuring of the return space is transformational and involves some irregular additions that
satisfy the needs of her own formal schema. The return of a positive state is not the end of the
story, rather there is still a sense of willfulness displayed in the transformed melodies that is
worked out through the tonal movement. The more important release is created by the addition of
the alto saxophone solo because it reintroduces the SRT and as such, a path to formal resolution.
The thematic passages prior to this release demonstrate an exertion towards resolution that
invites an interpretation of agency.
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The thematic portion from mm. 271-299 is not a true recapitulation of melody A as might
be expected but a development passage that uses thematic material to facilitate the modulation
from Eb major back to A major. The two melodic passages (mm. 271-283; 284-299) feature
different characteristics in which agency can be located. In the first, melody C seems to exhibit a
newfound melodic freedom due to its alterations. The second suggests exertion to achieve the
return of A major as a result of motivic repetition. In Example 5.7, the original melody from mm.
32-39 in A major is compared to the new version from mm. 271-281 in Eb major. A few
differences exhibit a freedom in agency that was not present in the initial version. First, the C (6)
in m. 273 is suspended over a bar of sustain and resolves to the Bb (5) at the end of the bar.
Compare this to m. 33, in which the corresponding 6 (F#) is merely a brief suspension or simply
a passing tone. The suspension serves as a pause in the flow of the melody, causing us to hear it
in shorter segments rather than four-bar units. We may interpret this added sustain (and those
after) as a pause in the train of thought. The next alteration is the new material in mm. 275-277
that embellishes an otherwise normal 1-2-1 resolution as seen from mm. 34-35. In the
transformed iteration, the Eb-F at the end of m. 274 does not resolve to Eb (1-2-1 motion) as in
the original, rather it ascends to 3 (G). The movement to the third seems to prompt an
exploratory phrase that moves through the lydian 4 (An), 7 (D), 6 (C), and 5 (Bb) before resolving
to 1 (Eb) in m. 277. Heard as virtual agency, this latter melody exhibits spontaneity to pause and
embellish the line that was initially so constrained by the structure of melody A. The choices of
more salient pitches like the n4 and 7 accentuate the freedom and transformation that has
developed since the exposition. The final change is seen in mm. 278-280 in the more gradual
descent compared to the quick ascent and descent of mm. 36-38. In combination with the more
measured approach of the entire melody, this drawn-out descent takes on a willful characteristic
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compared to the first. The inference from this comparison of melodies is that we recognize a
change has occurred as a result of the developmental sections of the solo space, stratosphere and
chorale.

Example 5.7. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 271-281 (16:30) and mm. 32-39 (2:56), annotated.
Comparison of the altered version of melody C from the return space and the original
melody from the exposition space.
After this return of melody C, the following two phrases in mm. 284-299 foreground the
tonal movement from Eb to C major and C to A major. Schneider uses a motive from melody A
and one from melody C in a call and response format (Example 5.8). The repetition of the
motives and the faster rhythms (sixteenths and quintuplets) suggests that the virtual agent is
pressing through some resistance in order to achieve these modulations. This feeling of pushing
against resistance is made more explicit by the crescendos and accents. The process eventually
achieves the modulation to A major in m. 292 and more so, brings us to the release of the late
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improvisatory solo in m. 300. It is through this local dynamic build and persistent agency that the
piece regains a normative path towards resolution.

Example 5.8. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 284-295 (17:01), annotated. Reduced score of
trumpet parts demonstrating motivic interplay.

In the two previous solo sections, the character of the improvisation is largely dependent
on the type of musical setting that unfolds in its duration. This interaction provides insight into
the dramatic content of the scene and nuances the emotion the listener may experience as a result
of the musical narrative. In the final solo section, the musical texture is in the style of the
surrounding return space with a cyclical harmonic scheme that creates local moments of tension
and release but ultimately is predictable due to its cyclical quality. The soloist on the studio
album, Charles Pillow, responds to this musical setting with a more lyrical approach in
comparison to the previous improvisations. The harmonic cycle points towards the impending
climax and resolution of the piece, and Pillow’s solo, which begins with a high degree of energy,
continually builds in register and virtuosity. The orchestration of an alto saxophone points to a
transcendent quality. The two saxophone solos are connected by their timbre and sound, but the
alto is capable of a sweeter tone and certainly higher register than the more guttural and at times
darker tone of the tenor saxophone. Obviously, this characterization depends greatly on the
players but considering Schneider’s intimate knowledge of each member’s improvisatory styles
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and sound concepts, we can assume a certain meaning in the choice of instruments and
personnel. The alto saxophone solo is an extension and, due to the formal implications,
resolution of the tenor saxophone solo.
Seen in Example 5.9, the transcribed melody primarily outlines triadic notes that agree
with the ionian harmony. In m. 300, the melody is comprised of an A major triad, then resolves
to the third of the next chord (F#) if the A/D is conceived as a type of subdominant sonority. In
the following four-measure segment, the melody ascends in a sequential and lyrical manner,
outlining the harmonies en route to a resolution in m. 308 to F# or 1 of the new key (F# major).
Pillow continues on in this very consonant style of improvisation throughout the remainder of the
solo. The solo suggests that there is a certain harmony now between the improvising agent and
the musical setting or environment. We see this in the consonance of the major keys of the cycle
and the continuity of the section in terms of its groove and energy.

Example 5.9. “Cerulean Skies,” mm. 300-308 (17:38-17:58). Improvisation by Charles
Pillow on studio recording. Transcription provided in concert pitch.
The whole notion of the “late” solo section is that it redeems the transgressions of the
form and reinvigorates the expectations of the stylistically competent listener. To reiterate
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Geyer’s interpretation, “As a corrective, Schneider brings back a soloistic section even after the
Recapitulation Space has begun in earnest, redeeming the form by replacing its missing SRT.”20
What do these formal aspects have to do with virtual agency? I have made a case for certain
transgressive sections that the agential force, embodied in the improvised solos, must overcome.
In this moment, there is a release due to a resolution within the form, as a trajectory towards a
normative climax and resolution has now been made clear through the added solo section. The
backgrounds, which come in with a triumphant and exclamatory style, and the consonant solo,
urged on by these energetic gestures, are indicators of the deeper formal resolution.
The backgrounds resurface the opposition of the collective and individual that was felt
earlier during the tenor saxophone solo. The tutti hits, marked by the lead trumpet, seem to be
encouraging the soloist and in that sense, we may hear the collective and individual as allies that
are moving towards the same apex. The exclamatory hits in the winds and brass urge the soloist
to ascend in register and increase the virtuosity of the improvised lines. The sfz crescendo in mm.
336-339 may also be understood as serving the solo by creating dynamic space for the
improvisation to cut through while also sustaining tension to build the climax. The backgrounds
shift into the spotlight beginning in m. 347 and go on to play the final recapitulative section of
melody A from mm. 348-363.
The visceral energy of this final section of the return space is the summation of the
narrative. The entire ensemble now works together in support of the same melody, with the lead
trumpet and soprano saxophone on top of the orchestration. This tutti effort amplifies the gravity
of the moment. The melody shows signs of freedom and even ego as it embellishes nearly every
phrase to increase virtuosity and pauses on certain notes as if to stretch the moment. (One can
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observe the embellishments to melody A in Example 4.9 of the previous chapter.) Though the
harmonic progression is repetitious, continually sustaining the subdominant, I do not interpret
these repetitions as a resistance to resolution that must be overcome. Rather, this repetitious
progression serves to expand and build the section in service of the virtuosic melody. The final
arpeggiation of the A major triad in the upper register of the trumpet seems to be an exclamation
of victory, referring to a military call of sorts.
The coda cautions the sense of achievement that is so strongly inferred by the end of the
return space. The piece returns to the musical environment heard in the introduction, which
produces a more unsettled resting place due to its use of mixolydian and lydian modalities. The
portion of the introduction that Schneider reuses is the rising, near chromatic bass line (mm. AG) that portrays a forceful and ominous quality. This insertion immediately disrupts the sense of
resolution and plants a seed of doubt as to the permanence of this newly established state of rest.
The piece then fades away rather than ending with a definitive cadence. It seems Schneider
intentionally clouds the feeling of resolution and suggests the possibility of a reoccurrence of this
musical journey.
Conclusion
Based on this analysis, the most perceptible moments of virtual agency in “Cerulean
Skies” occur during improvisatory sections. Improvisation is an ideal vehicle for virtual agency
within the evolution of Western art music because it offers a direct contrast between a
spontaneous melody and a musical trajectory. The trajectory includes the harmonic path,
dynamic curve, backgrounds, and changes in texture. The melodic content and gestures are more
quickly embodied as interacting with the musical setting because the listener perceives this
interaction as extemporaneous. The sense of agency, however, is determined first by the staged
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trajectory of the composition. The predictability of a traditional improvisatory setting, consisting
of a repetitive harmonic-metric scheme, prevents a sense of meaningful interaction between the
improvisor and musical setting. This is not to say that the soloist does not interact with the
backgrounds in the traditional style, as is common, but rather that the predictability prevents an
imaginative interplay between the path of the musical setting and the soloist’s choices. In
Schneider’s corpus, the solo section acts as a connective passage between two contrasting points,
requiring a certain path both in the solo space and improvisation to unfold in order to make that
connection logical. This sense of development in the solo space paves the way for an
improvisation that is more likely to be embodied due to its interaction with this trajectory.
Table 5.1. Four trajectories for improvisatory agency in “Cerulean Skies”
Section
Solo space: tenor
saxophone

Measures
76-145

Tonal motion
minor to major

Backgrounds
begin as transgressive,
become ally

Agency
willfulness,
exertion, victory

Solo space:
stratosphere

145-184

modal

n/a

fateful, resigned

Chorale

184- 236

major

two levels of discourse

reflective,
responsive

Late solo section:
alto saxophone

300-347

major, cyclical
progression

bolster energy and
dynamic build

free, joyful

In this piece alone, we can observe four different trajectories (or applications) of
improvisational agency (Table 5.1). Each represents a staged musical path that requires the
soloist to put on a mask and act the part. In this way, Schneider controls the narrative, even its
potential emotional and imaginative inferences, while the soloist has freedom to nuance the type
of agency that will bring the intended narrative to life. First, the solo space (mm. 76-145)
represents a path from a transgressive environment (intrusion of minor mode and dissonant
texture) back to a positive state. Through various gestures of willfulness and exertion, the soloist
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seems to play a role in the return to a major key. The backgrounds begin as part of the
transgressive environment, but eventually transition to a representation of the collective and an
ally. Second, the stratosphere solo (mm. 145-184) represents a sustained dissonant texture due to
the juxtaposition of various minor scales with a modulatory harmonic path. Though in the end
this path leads to Eb ionian, a lack of dynamic curve and backgrounds precludes the sense that
the soloist had a role in this return to a positive state. The piano, which I interpret as part of the
non-agential environment, is static in its motivic quality and shows no change as a result of the
improvisatory agent. In that sense, the accordion soloist is resigned to follow the path of the
piano. Third, the chorale (mm. 185-236), though not primarily a solo section, involves
improvisatory interaction with the accordion. In this case, we recognize two agents, but on
different levels of discourse. The chorale incites reflection and remembrance as demonstrated by
the accordion’s improvisatory reactions and the return of melody A in the interludes. The
ensemble returns again as distinct from the soloist but as an ally. Schneider intends for the soloist
to clarify the reflective intention of the chorale melody. Lastly, the alto saxophone solo (mm.
300-347) represents a positive state that involves a dynamic curve and does not include a
transgressive intrusion. The cyclical nature of the harmonic scheme of three major keys provides
a certain freedom for the soloist, whose only role is to sing and explore in a rather predictable
harmonic environment. Since the cycle is new material within the piece, its predictability does
not impede virtual agency. The backgrounds in this section initially support the soloist as hits
that serve to bolster and increase the energy as the section leads to the final climax.
Tangential to the discussion of improvisation is the staging of the individual and
collective that is often showcased through the interaction of backgrounds and soloist. We can
almost sense that the collective has its own actorial presence. This is felt most clearly when the
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ensemble plays thematic material as backgrounds, as opposed to figures that are more textural or
environmental. An example is the backgrounds of the tenor saxophone solo. Initially the
trombones and winds are part of the transgressive texture with figures that connote a primitive
environment (mm. 76-111). In m. 112, the trombones clearly shift from textural gestures to
thematic material with the descending third motive. There is a thread of agency due to the
contrast of this clear melodic motive with the previous textural figures. The distinct melodic
figures alert the listener to another agential presence besides the tenor saxophone solo. This
melodic line is joined by other ensemble instruments and eventually becomes a key thematic line
in mm. 128-145. The use of unison and octaves throughout the ensemble gives the sense that this
collective force is unified, as one agent. The soloist follows the contour and energy of this
collective melody and seems to be an ally with it, in the sense that both the soloist and collective
melody are oppositional to the previously transgressive texture.
The question remains, do all of these sections and levels of agency coalesce into a
sustained melos that can be tracked by the listener? The most likely interpretation of “Cerulean
Skies” is a narrative trajectory rather than a sustained agential role. We recognize that the piece
begins and ends with the same material, one that references an extramusical environment. We
also recognize that the piece moves from a positive state of the exposition, through multiple
transgressive states, and returns to the positive state. Specific moments give the impression of a
victorious component to this narrative trajectory. This can be heard in the lyrical and joyful style
of the alto saxophone solo section (referencing both Pillow’s style of melodic content and the
harmonic-metric cycle that Schneider composes) and in the fanfare melody of the lead trumpet
that takes place at the final structural high point (mm. 360-361). We also may find moments of
achievement in the return of a major key during the solo space and in the cadence to Eb ionian at
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the end of the stratosphere section. The melodic thread is not as clear as the narrative trajectory.
The two reasons for this are the saturation of melodies in the exposition space and the diversity
of musical textures throughout the piece’s sections. While melody A is clearly the main theme, it
is overshadowed by melody C, D, and D’ in the second and third periods. As mentioned, the
exposition space does not suggest one agential melody, but rather a gathering of the collective.
As a result, the return of these melodies in the return space does not demonstrate an obvious
connection to the exposition in terms of their ordering and development. The melodies of the
return space are transformed and show agency to be sure, but not in a way that can be clearly
connected to the action of the exposition. Similarly, each of the solos presents a clear opportunity
to interpret agency and even virtual subjectivity; yet, the agential components (in this case the
soloists) do not have a clear thread of connection. This is accentuated, or perhaps caused, by the
contrasting musical textures and instrumentations of each.
In my interpretation, the piece is presented as a narrative archetype trajectory in which
we move from a positive state through multiple transgressive states and back to the positive state.
Within this trajectory there are two transgressive scenes and one reflective scene. Both of the two
solo scenes (tenor saxophone and accordion) have a localized sense of agency as the soloists
interact with specific improvisational trajectories. The chorale section creates a virtual
subjectivity as the piano incites reflection, signaled by the accordion solo and reflective setting
of melody A. The return space features transformed melodies (seemingly as a result of the
struggle exhibited in the solo space) and a brief moment of willfulness in the thematic material of
mm. 284-299 that is a manifestation of the deeper struggle to recapture the SRT.
As stated at the outset of this chapter, one of Schneider’s goals in composition is to
communicate a thread of its personal inspiration to the listener. Through the discussion of virtual
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agency and narrative trajectories, I think it is now possible to see a likely thread that listeners
may find, regardless of their knowledge of the program. The interpretation of the narrative and
agency that I present aligns with Schneider’s attempt to explore the different components of
migration. The exposition represents the vibrancy of a forest awakening at the start of day. In
that intent alone, is a lack of a single agent and as we have seen, the exposition does not present a
sustained agential line but a gathering and build of energy. The tenor saxophone solo represents
the transformative shift of instinct. We can hear this change (and also the resistance to that
change) in the slow harmonic movement that progresses in half steps. The diversity of gestures
and connotations of willfulness by McCaslin relate to the inner wrestling and response we might
imagine the instinctual trigger to migrate may elicit. The return of the collective melody in m.
112 and the faux recapitulation from mm. 128-145 represents the individual (tenor saxophone)
joining the collective who have undergone the same transformation. The stratosphere section
enters the consciousness of a single bird in nighttime flight. The resignation and fatalism that I
suggest from the interaction of the accordion solo and the piano is representative of the
inescapable nature of this portion of migration. Both in the music and its extramusical
inspiration, the sense of an endless journey is the suggested inference. The chorale melody is an
embodiment of the wonder and sanctity that Schneider feels in regards to this migratory cycle
and the birds themselves. The reflective interludes of melody A can be understood not as the bird
reflecting on its journey but Schneider thinking back to where this process began. The stark shift
in discourse created when the piano begins the chorale, captures the insertion of the composer’s
own thoughts within the ongoing virtual subjectivity. The return space is meant to capture the joy
of this entire process and to embody the new life of spring. Schneider creates this rush of joyful
energy by staging a release within the form. The release comes in m. 300 as a result of the late
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solo that invigorates the listener by re-establishing the SRT. In that sense, Schneider achieves her
extramusical aim with the final correction to the deviational form that sets it back on a normative
trajectory towards resolution. Through the initial connotation created by the imitative bird calls
and the narrative trajectory, the listener may sense the overall thread of an avian journey. More
importantly to Schneider, the listener may be drawn to the emotional and psychological
representations through a recognition of melodic and improvisational agency.
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6. CONCLUSION

Overview
These five chapters have searched for theoretical explanations for the expressivity and
narrativity that Maria Schneider so clearly intends in her music. In particular, we examined three
pieces from a compositional period within her career marked by certain similarities of form and
inspiration. The findings show that expressivity is achieved in the combination of many
compositional strategies. Some of these stem from traditional features, such as key relationships,
thematic construction, and formal design. Others stem from semiotic concepts of high points,
periodicity, and markedness. In “Cerulean Skies,” a sense of narrativity can be attributed to its
textural and rhetorical shifts that amount to a sense of scene changes and to the emotional
trajectories that are staged in each section. The broader sense of narrative is created through a
number of features and strategies that combine to portray a more specific interpretation. We
perceive large-scale tension and release in the dynamic curve of the piece and also on the local
level of periodicity. The sense of journey or trajectory is felt in the cyclical key structure and also
in the oppositional relationships between sections. Schneider’s attention to thematic
transformation, shifts in orchestration, rhetorical devices, changes in texture and groove,
dynamic curve and high points, and the staging of virtual agency through improvisation (to name
a few) creates a rich fabric of meaning that is intended to draw the listener towards the
inspiration of the composition.
I call attention to the fifth chapter on virtual agency, specifically the portions that explore
improvisation’s role in creating a sense of dramatic trajectory. There is greater potential for the
communication of emotion and interactions in these moments because the improviser’s
responses to the musical environment and trajectory are perceived as human responses. In the
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solo we search for emotion, willfulness, resignation, compatibility and so on that reveal
expressive intentions. But this communicative potential is not inherent to improvisatory sections.
The composer must stage the solo section as a dramatic trajectory in which the soloist takes on
the role of an actor within the composed space. Schneider achieves this through an integrated
solo space that acts as a development between contrasting sections. We see this is in “Cerulean
Skies” in the contrast between the tenor saxophone solo by Donny McCaslin and the accordion
solo by Gary Versace. The musical settings of the solo space and stratosphere section are very
distinct from one another and require two different approaches to improvisation as a result of
varying trajectories. The first has an expansive dynamic curve and multiple transgressive
qualities in the environment. The tenor solo must be interpreted as pushing against these
transgressions and urging the music forward to a place of climax and release. Schneider makes
this movement explicit through the modulatory key structure and background figures that join in
a renewed thematic section. The second (stratosphere) is static in its dynamic curve and from the
listener’s perspective, unpredictable in its harmonic and modal progressions. The accordion solo
must accentuate this quality with a reactive and resigned improvisatory approach. The solo space
is a crucial area in the form and in many ways the centerpiece of expression in the composition.
In all three pieces, the solo sections are the most specific representations of the programmatic
depiction, often times meant to encapsulate the psychological and emotional subjectivity of the
scene. Schneider reserves these moments of crucial extramusical meaning for the solo sections
due to the tendency to recognize human agency in improvisation.
Implications for future studies
Research on Schneider’s compositions is still in its early development. The works of Ben
Geyer and Henry Martin are valuable initial studies that advance an understanding of her
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compositional style and characteristics.1 I offer this dissertation as another step towards such an
understanding, one that explores her music from a semiotic orientation. I can imagine a number
of other studies, engendered by my research, that further explore these semiotic topics.
The first is a more expansive study of high points in Schneider’s music. As noted in
chapter four, the high point is a hallmark of Schneider’s music that is elevated by the capacities
of the big band instrumentation and style. Within “Cerulean Skies,” I identified three statistical
high points and one structural high point. Despite the label statistical, there are subtle changes in
harmony and motivic development that demonstrate a clear intention to elevate these moments.
The final high point, built locally through the periodicity that I analyze in the fourth chapter, is
clearly a structural high point according to Agawu’s definition. “Cerulean Skies” is only one of
many pieces within Schneider’s corpus that contain notable climaxes, and so one might survey
multiple pieces from different periods within her career for trends in her approach to high points.
Is there any evolution in her use of this device or the accompanying harmonic and developmental
alterations that create it?
A second study is an expanded analysis of virtual agency in the solo sections of
Schneider’s music and more broadly, modern big band compositions. My analysis in the fifth
chapter offers a substantial argument that the solo sections of “Cerulean Skies” are staged in
such a way as to observe the interaction of the soloist as a virtual agent within a musical
environment. Of the four improvisatory sections, each reveals a different interaction and
outcome as a result of this relationship. Through the lens of Hatten’s theory, we can see some of
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early state of research of Schneider’s music.
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the ways that Schneider creates expressivity and narrativity in improvisatory solos, perhaps in a
more obvious way than sections that do not contain improvisation. “Cerulean Skies” is a piece in
which we can trace each of these interactions to programmatic inspirations that are detailed by
Schneider in interviews and the album notes. But what of pieces that do not have obvious
programmatic origins? Hatten’s theory is mostly grounded in analysis of pieces that are not
programmatic and so his exploration of agency is more abstract than my application of it to
“Cerulean Skies.” Can solo sections, then, stage virtual agency just as well without
programmatic inspiration to guide both the composer and listener? Further analysis of
Schneider’s corpus and other modern big band compositions could provide a compelling addition
to the work on virtual agency in jazz that I have begun.
Third, there are many similarities in key structure between “The Pretty Road,” “The
Thompson Fields,” and “Cerulean Skies.” Each contains multiple modulations by minor third.
As these pieces were not chosen for their modulatory congruency, it begs the question of the
permeation of this key relationship throughout all her music. Moreover, I identified her choice of
key movement and structure as meaningful in terms of the narrativity of the pieces. For instance,
“The Thompson Fields” ends in a key a tritone away from the initial tonic, which may speak to
its transformative program. “Cerulean Skies” returned to its tonic after an incremental
circumnavigation of the circle of fifths (by minor third) that seems to depict the migratory cycle.
“The Pretty Road” ends with a coda in the lydian mode of the initial tonic key, perhaps
signifying a slightly brighter version of the key to represent Schneider’s joy upon taking the
alternate road as a child. Each of these can be connected to their respective programmatic
inspiration and may be an attempt by the composer to realize these extramusical notions in the
form and structure. The question, again, is whether these features are consistent throughout her
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corpus. The three pieces I have chosen are purposely from the same period of her career in order
to establish an analytical situation. How then do key relationships connect to extramusical
meanings in other periods of her writing?
Finally, the single term of Geyer’s formal schema that I altered was the Recapitulation
Space, which I renamed the Return Space. This change was not an attempt to novelize his theory
but an effort to capture what I observe to be a consistent transformative nature to the thematic
material that returns after the solo space. In all three of the pieces studied in this dissertation, the
thematic material of the exposition returns but never as a repeat of its initial presentation. The
changes are in response to the process that takes place during the solo space, which is generally
an expressive depiction of the feelings or psychology surrounding the program. It would follow
then, that there is an important communication of meaning revealed in the transformation of
expositional themes. Is there a consistent process or pattern that Schneider uses to create these
transformations and can they (whether consistent or not) lead to a thread of the composer’s
intentions?
There are undoubtedly more semiotic inquiries and theories that may illuminate
Schneider’s compositional style. The purpose of this dissertation has been to demonstrate a
certain logic to this association by establishing her compositional intention as expressive, which I
argued in chapter one based on a combination of interviews. Schneider desires to communicate
feelings and intimate memories through her music that mandates some orientation towards music
semiotics in the forthcoming years of research. Not every composer demands this consideration.
Other structural and analytical theories may better suit certain compositional styles. For Maria
Schneider, expressivity and narrativity are at the forefront of her mind as a composer and for that
reason, these should also be a priority in future scholarship.
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